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PUBLISH OR CARRIAGE: APPROACHES TO
ANALYZING THE FIRST AMENDMENT
RIGHTS OF TELEPHONE COMPANIES*
ANGELA J. CAMPBELL**
Recent proposals by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion and Congress would permit telephone companies to transmit
video programming and video text information, but only to the
extent that it is supplied by outside parties; the phone companies
themselves would be precluded from 'publishing" any messages
of their own creation. The telephone companies have challenged
this restriction, arguing that it violates their First Amendment
free speech rights.
In this Article, Professor Angela Campbell details the two
proposals currently under consideration. She then analyzes the
merits of the telephone companies' arguments in the context of
applicable First Amendment jurisprudence. Although Professor
Campbell finds that restrictions on telephone company speech
might be sustainable under the traditional test, she asserts that
the traditional test used by the Supreme Court is ill-suited to this
dispute. Next, she considers whether common carriers are
treated differently under the First Amendment than other corpo-
rations. Finally, she offers an alternative method of analysis that
better addresses the phone companies' position as both regulated
monopolies and "common carriers" of information.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Two recent proposals would prohibit local telephone companies'
from providing information content over their transmission facilities. In
November 1991 the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) pro-
,posed to allow local telephone companies to provide "video dialtone."
Under this proposal, telephone companies would be permitted to con-
struct advanced networks capable of carrying voice, video, and data, but
would be prohibited themselves from providing video programming over
these facilities.
A month earlier, Representative Cooper introduced a bill' that
would prohibit the Bell Operating Companies (BOCs)3 from engaging in
electronic publishing4 over their telephone networks until certain condi-
tions, which are not likely to be met in the near future, have been ful-
l. Local telephone companies, sometimes referred to as local exchange carriers (LECs),
provide both local telephone service and exchange access, that is, the local portion of inter-
exchange telephone calls. The interexchange portion of a call is handled by a long-distance
company, sometimes referred to as an interexchange carrier (IXC), such as American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co. (AT&T) or MCI Communications, Inc. (MCI). This Article is con-
cerned only with local telephone companies; the term "telephone company" should be taken to
refer only to LECs, not IXCs.
There are some 1400 LECs providing service in the United States. Most are small compa-
nies. The Bell Operating Companies are the largest LECs. Collectively, they serve approxi-
mately 80% of the 84 million households in the United States with telephones. NAT'L
TELECOMMUNICATIONS & INFO. ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, NTIA SPECIAL PUB.
No. 88-21, NTIA TELECOM 2000, at 203 (1988) [hereinafter NTIA TELECOM 2000].
2. H.R. 3515, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. (1991). This bill is referred to as the "Cooper Bill."
Senator Inouye introduced a similar bill in the Senate on November 26, 1991. See S. 2112,
102d Cong., Ist Sess. (1991).
3. The term "Bell Operating Companies" (BOCs) refers to the 22 local telephone compa-
nies formerly owned by AT&T that were divested as a result of the settlement in United States
v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131 (D.D.C. 1982), aff'd sub nom. Maryland v. United States, 460
U.S. 1001 (1983). The BOCs are presently owned by seven regional holding companies:
Ameritech owns Illinois Bell Telephone Co., Indiana Bell Telephone Co., Michigan Bell Tele-
phone Co., Ohio Bell Telephone Co., and Wisconsin Telephone Co.; Bell Atlantic owns Chesa-
peake & Potomac Telephone Co. (C&P), C&P of Maryland, C&P of Virginia, C&P of West
Virginia, Diamond State Telephone Co., New Jersey Bell Telephone Co., and Bell Telephone
Co. of Pennsylvania; BellSouth owns South Central Bell Telephone Co. and Southern Bell
Telephone & Telegraph Co.; NYNEX owns New England Telephone & Telegraph Co. and
New York Telephone Co.; Pacific Telesis owns Bell Telephone Co. of Nevada and Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph Co.; Southwestern Bell owns Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.; and
US West owns Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co., Northwestern Bell Telephone
Co., and Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Co.
4. "Electronic publishing" is defined as
the provision of any information-
(1)(A) that the provider or publisher has (or has caused to be) authored,
originated, gathered, collected, produced, compiled, edited, categorized, or indexed;
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filled.5 Under both the FCC video dialtone proposal and the Cooper Bill,
telephone companies would be required to act as common carriers, that
is, to transmit content provided by customers on a nondiscriminatory
basis.6
Telephone companies object that these proposals violate their First
Amendment right to be "electronic publishers." The companies assert
that they cannot be limited to acting solely as common carriers, but
rather that they have a First Amendment right to provide directly or
select the content they transmit.
Telephone companies have previously made First Amendment ob-
jections to similar restrictions. With one exception, courts so far have
avoided ruling on these claims. 7 Eventually, however, courts will have to
address whether telephone companies can be constitutionally limited to a
common-carrier role, in effect denying them the opportunity to publish
using their own facilities. This Article concludes that neither requiring a
telephone company to operate as a common carrier nor limiting a tele-
phone company's right to transmit messages of its own choosing, when
such a limitation increases the availability of speech overall, violates the
First Amendment rights of telephone companies.
Part II of this Article describes the context in which the telephone
companies' First Amendment claims arise. It traces the events leading
up to the FCC's video dialtone proposal and the Cooper Bill. Part III
applies the traditional two-track approach to analyzing speech restric-
tions--content- or noncontent-based-to analyze the constitutionality of
the proposed restrictions. From this analysis, it is apparent that
although the restrictions might be found constitutional using this ap-
proach, the approach itself is unsatisfactory. The traditional approach
focuses on two interests: the interest of the telephone company as a
speaker and the government's interest. It fails to take into account that
the purpose of a telephone company, as a common carrier, is to transmit
the speech of others, and that the telephone company's customers also
have speech interests.
Part IV explores the idea that telephone companies should be
or (B) in which the provider or publisher has a direct or indirect financial or proprie-
tary interest; and
(2) which is disseminated to an unaffiliated person through some electronic
means.
H.R. 3515, 102d Cong., 1st Sess., § 301, at 30 (1991).
5. Id. § 201, at 13-14.
6. For a discussion of what a common carrier is, see infra notes 262-64, 278-85 and
accompanying text.
7. See infra text accompanying notes 99-103.
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treated differently than other speakers under the First Amendment be-
cause they are common carriers. By definition, common carriers hold
themselves out to transmit the messages of others on a nondiscriminatory
basis. The Article explores what it means to say that common carriers
should be treated differently under the First Amendment, just as broad-
cast media are treated differently from print media under the First
Amendment. It concludes that while a telephone company's common-
carrier status is relevant to the First Amendment analysis, that status
alone should not determine whether a restriction is constitutional.
Finally, in Part V, the Article considers two other possible ways of
analyzing the constitutional claims of telephone companies. One possi-
bility is to apply the public forum doctrine. Another is to view the tele-
phone companies' arguments as economic rather than speech-related.
The analysis reveals, however, that neither approach is satisfactory. Ac-
cordingly, the Article suggests an alternative, two-step analysis. First,
the courts must ask whether requiring a telephone company to operate as
a common carrier violates its First Amendment rights. Second, the
courts must ask whether prohibiting a common carrier from providing
content on the same basis as any other customer violates its First
Amendment rights.
The Article concludes that when the number of telephone compa-
nies serving a particular area is substantially limited (in most cases, there
is a single monopoly provider), it does not violate the First Amendment
to require the telephone company to operate as a common carrier. It
further concludes that telephone companies may be constitutionally pro-
hibited from directly providing content when the risk of discrimination
renders it more likely than not that the overall quantity and diversity of
speech will be enhanced by the prohibition.
II. RESTRICTIONS ON TELEPHONE COMPANIES' PROVIDING
CONTENT OF COMMUNICATIONS
In order to understand why content restrictions have been proposed
and the nature of the local telephone companies' objections, it is useful to
review briefly events leading up to the video dialtone proposal and the
Cooper Bill.
A. The Video Dialtone Proposal
The FCC conceives of its video dialtone proposal as an amendment
to its telephone-cable cross-ownership rules. These rules, which prohibit
a telephone company from providing cable television service within its
telephone service area, were promulgated in 1970.
1992] 1075
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1. Telephone-Cable Cross-Ownership Rules
In the 1960s, local telephone companies were actively involved both
in offering cable television (then referred to as "Community Antenna
Television" or "CATV") service and in constructing and leasing local
distribution facilities for CATV operators (known as "channel service"
or "lease-backs"). The FCC found that these activities constituted com-
mon-carrier services' and directed the telephone companies to file appli-
cations under section 214 of the Communications Act.9
The Commission subsequently received numerous applications from
telephone companies seeking permission to construct and operate CATV
facilities for customers who were affiliated with the telephone companies.
The Commission issued a Notice of Inquiry on how to handle these ap-
plications.10 After reviewing the public comments, the Commission
found that a telephone company's control over poles and conduit needed
by CATV companies to string cable put the telephone company in a posi-
tion to preempt entry by other CATV providers and to "extend, without
need or justification, the telephone company's monopoly position to
broadband cable facilities.""1 It concluded that the public interest would
best be served by fostering a competitive environment for the develop-
ment and use of broadband cable facilities and services and that competi-
tion would be furthered by excluding telephone companies from selling
CATV service in the areas where they provided telephone service."
8. The significance of this finding is that the FCC has jurisdiction over interstate com-
mon carriage. See infra notes 271-72 and accompanying text.
9. Order Requiring Common Carrier Tariffs for CATV Sys., 4 F.C.C.2d 257, 260 (1966)
(mem. op. & order). Several of these tariff filings resulted in investigations. The Commission
reaffirmed its § 214 authority over the objections of the telephone companies in General Tel.
Co., 13 F.C.C.2d 448, 458 (1968), aff'd, 413 F.2d 390 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 396 U.S. 888
(1969). For a good discussion of the background leading up to these decisions, see CHARLES
D. FERRIS ET AL., CABLE TELEVISION LAW-A VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS PRACTICE
GUIDE, 1 9.11-.12, at 9-30 to 9-32 (1990).
10. The Notice sought comment on a number of different concerns, including the effect
"upon the Commission's long-range concern about a common carrier acting as a program
originator," "potential unfair or anticompetitive practices that might arise as a result of the
affiliated relationship between telephone companies and CATV systems," and the effect on
ratepayers. See Applications of Tel. Cos. for Certain Certificates for Channel Facilities and
Notice of Inquiry & Proposed Rule Making Regarding Community Antenna Television Sys.,
34 Fed. Reg. 6290, 6292 (1969); see also Applications of Tel. Cos. for Section 214 Certificates
for Channel Facilities Furnished to Affiliated Community Antenna Television Sys., 21
F.C.C.2d 307, 308 (final report & order) (evaluating the need for and adopting rules governing
applications of telephone common carriers for construction and operation of CATV channel
facilities), modified & clarified, 22 F.C.C.2d 746 (1970) (mem. op. & order), aff'd sub nom.
General Tel. Co. v. United States, 449 F.2d 846 (5th Cir. 1971) (affirming FCC's authority to
issue rules limiting telephone companies CATV services) [hereinafter Section 214 Certificates].
11. Section 214 Certificates, 21 F.C.C.2d at 324.
12. Id. at 325.
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Thus, the Commission adopted rules that explicitly prohibit tele-
phone companies from providing video programming to the public. 13
Telephone companies may lease the transmission facilities needed for
CATV service to entities, but those entities may not be owned by or affii-
ated with the telephone company.' 4 In adopting these rules, the FCC did
not discuss, nor does it appear that the telephone companies raised, the
issue whether telephone companies have any First Amendment right to
speak by means of these facilities."5 These rules, known as the
"telephone-cable cross-ownership rules," were enacted into the Commu-
nications Act virtually unchanged with the passage of the Cable Commu-
nications Policy Act of 1984.16
2. Telephone-Cable Cross-Ownership Rules Reexamined
Since the adoption of the telephone-cable cross-ownership rules in
1970, there have been dramatic changes in both the telephone and cable
industries.'" In 1987, the FCC initiated a rulemaking proceeding to con-
13. Id. The rules are codified at 47 C.F.R. §§ 63.54-.58 (1990). Section 63.54 prohibits a
telephone company from furnishing video programming services to the public in its telephone
service areas and from leasing pole or conduit space to a commonly owned or controlled com-
pany. Id. § 63.54. Section 63.55 provides that where a telephone company constructs and/or
operates cable television distribution facilities within its telephone service area, it must show
that it is "unrelated and unaffiliated, directly or indirectly, with the proposed cable operator."
Id. § 63.55. The application to construct must show that the cable system proposed to be
served had available, at its option, pole attachment rights at reasonable charges and without
undue restrictions, and that this option was known to the local franchising authority. Id.
§ 63.57. The rules specifically contemplate granting a waiver upon a showing that no practical
alternative exists for making CATV service available to the community. Id. § 63.56. In addi-
tion, the rules do not apply to rural areas with a population of less than 2,500. Id. § 63.58.
14. Id. § 63.54(b).
15. Nor were First Amendment issues raised on appeal. See General Tel. Co. v. United
States, 449 F.2d 846 (5th Cir. 1971). Other cross-ownership rules, however, have been found
not to violate the First Amendment. See, eg., FCC v. National Citizens Comm. for Broad-
casting, 436 U.S. 775, 802 (1978) (newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership rules); Marsh Media,
Ltd. v. FCC, 798 F.2d 772, 776-77 (5th Cir. 1986) (broadcast-cable cross-ownership rules).
Recently, the telephone industry unsuccessfully challenged the constitutionality of the cross-
ownership rules in the context of an FCC enforcement action. See infra note 53.
16. Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-549, § 613(b), 98 Stat.
2779, 2785 (codified as amended at 47 U.S.C. § 533(b) (1988)). Incorporation of the FCC
rules into the Communications Act deprives the FCC of the authority to repeal the cross-
ownership restriction, because only Congress can amend a statute. The language of § 613(b)
closely parallels that in the FCC rules. See also H.R. REP. No. 934, 98th Cong., 2d Sess., at
56-57 (1984) (making clear that the law is intended to prohibit common carriers from selecting
or providing the video programming to be offered by a cable operator). The Communications
Act of 1934 is codified at 18 U.S.C. §§ 1304, 1464, and 47 U.S.C. §§ 151-613 (1988 & Supp.
1989).
17. See Telephone Co.-Cable Television Cross-Ownership Rules, 2 F.C.C. Red. 5092,
5093-94 (1987) (Notice of Inquiry) [hereinafter 1987 Notice]. For example, the percentage of
American households subscribing to cable grew in the period from 1972 to 1987 from 9% to
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sider whether the telephone-cable cross-ownership regulations were still
needed." In November 1991, the FCC proposed to modify its rules to
permit local telephone companies to provide video dialtone.19 The video
dialtone concept, also known as video common carriage, was originally
advocated by the National Telecommunications and Information Ad-
ministration (NTIA), an arm of the United States Department of
Commerce.20
Under the video dialtone model envisioned by the FCC, consumers
would have access to a wide variety of services, including video program-
ming, videotex, and videophone.21 The telephone company would pro-
vide transmission and gateway services22 on a common-carrier basis to
video programmers seeking to reach subscribers. The telephone com-
almost 50%. Id. at 5093. Moreover, tremendous change took place in the telephone industry
due to AT&T's divestiture of the BOCs. Id. at 5094.
18. Id. at 5092-93; see also Telephone Co.-Cable Television Cross-Ownership Rules, 3
F.C.C. Red. 5849 (1988) (further notice of inquiry & notice of proposed rulemaking) [hereinaf-
ter 1988 Notice]. Since the 1984 Cable Act amended the Communications Act to codify the
Commission's cross-ownership rules, the Commission recognized that repeal of its rules would
have no effect. Thus, it sought information that would assist it in developing recommendations
to Congress for amending the Communications Act. 1987 Notice, supra note 17, at 5092.
19. Telephone Co.-Cable Television Cross-Ownership Rules, No. 87-266, 1991 F.C.C.
LEXIS 6242, at *1 (Nov. 22, 1991) (further notice of proposed rulemaking, first report &
order, and second further notice of inquiry) [hereinafter 1991 Notice].
20. ANITA WALLGREN, U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, VIDEO PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION
AND CABLE TELEVSION: CURRENT POLICY ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 32-60 (NTIA
Rep. No. 88-233, 1988). This report was submitted in the FCC's proceeding to re-examine the
telephone-cable cross-ownership rules. The FCC specifically sought comment on NTIA's pro-
posal in the telephone-cable cross-ownership proceeding. 1988 Notice, supra note 18, at 5856-
57, 5871 n.19.
21. 1991 Notice, supra note 19, at *6. The 1991 Notice describes video dialtone as
an enriched version of video common carriage under which LECs will offer various
non-programming services in addition to the underlying video transport. Video com-
mon carriage encompasses the transmission of entertainment video programming
and other forms of video communications, both interstate and intrastate. Video com-
mon carriage may be a private line, or point-to-multipoint offering; or it may be
switched, although switched systems still are largely experimental. Ultimately, video
common carriage could be offered over a broadband network analogous to the ex-
isting nationwide switched narrowband network. Such a network would enable any
subscriber to transmit and receive a video signal to or from any other subscriber.
Id. at *10. For a description of videotex, see infra note 93.
22. Although the FCC does not define "gateway," the term appears to have the same
meaning as in the videotex context, that is, the interface between consumers and service prov-
iders. See infra note 97. The FCC also seems to use the term "platform" interchangeably with
"gateway." It describes a two-level platform. The first level would give video service provid-
ers access to customers and would include basic directory and routing functions. 1991 Notice,
supra note 19, at *26. On the second level, the telephone company would be permitted to offer
its own advanced gateway in competition with other gateway providers. The first level would
be regulated, while the second level would be unregulated, under the FCC's proposal. Id. at
*28-30.
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pany would also be permitted to provide enhanced gateway services,
videotex, and other nonvideo information services in competition with
other providers. 23
Under the FCC's video dialtone proposal, the telephone company
would not itself be permitted to offer video programming.24 This restric-
tion may be due to the fact that the FCC lacks statutory authority to
permit telephone companies to provide video programming directly to
subscribers.2" However, in originally proposing video dialtone, NTIA
argued that prohibiting telephone companies from providing video pro-
gramming would maximize competition among program providers and
increase diversity.26
In reaching this conclusion, NTIA relied on the reasoning of the
1974 Cabinet Committee Report to the President on Cable.27 The Cabi-
net Committee found that
[b]y separating the distribution function in cable, which is a
natural monopoly, from the programming functions, which can
be highly competitive, the dangers of governmental intrusion
and influence in programming can be avoided while the wide
variety of competitors vying for the public's attention can be
expected to produce a diversity of programming.28
The Cabinet Committee Report stressed that the cable operator must not
be permitted to have "any financial interest in, or relationship with," the
programmers because it would create an "economic incentive to favor
the user in which he had a financial interest. ' 29 NTIA concluded that,
like the cable operator, the "local telephone provision of video transport
23. An advanced gateway could offer menus, searching by key words or subject matter,
and other services tailored to customer needs. 1991 Notice, supra note 19, at *30.
24. The "Second Further Notice of Inquiry" portion of the 1991 Notice seeks comment on
whether that restriction should be examined. Id at *53-56.
25. See supra note 16 and accompanying text.
26. WALLGREN, supra note 20, at 34-35.
27. Id. at 35 ("This recommendation is consistent with the direction and many of the
principles articulated by the Cabinet Committee Report in 1974 which remain sound in recom-
mending the 'separation' of facilities from programming.").
28. CABINET COMM. ON CABLE COMMUNICATIONS, CABLE: REPORT TO THE PRESi-
DENT 20 (1974). The Report compared the role of the cable system operator to that of the post
office. Id.
29. Id. at 29-30. The Report further found that
[s]imply requiring the system operator to treat all channel users on a non-discrimina-
tory basis without prohibiting him from having an economic interest in a user would
not be adequate to prevent anti-competitive behavior. The cable operator could, for
example, charge artificially high, but still "non-discriminatory," rates to users of his
channels and use the excess profits from his system ownership activities to subsidize
his programming affiliate. This cross-subsidization would place the other channel
users at a severe competitive disadvantage. Moreover, requiring "arms length"
1992] 1079
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facilities... should be kept separate from ownership and control of the
programming in order to maximize diversity and competition among
program providers."30
The FCC's November 1991 notice of proposed rulemaking (1991
Notice) states that one of its goals in proposing video dialtone is to pro-
mote a diversity of information services.3 1 It asks for comment on
whether this goal would be advanced by permitting local telephone com-
panies to provide video programming directly to subscribers and whether
it should recommend that Congress lift the statutory ban on telephone
company provision of video programming.32
3. Legislative Proposals for Video Dialtone
Bills recently introduced in Congress have endorsed the video di-
altone concept. In 1990, the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science,
and Transportation referred Senate Bill 2800 to the full Senate.33 As
originally introduced by Senator Conrad Bums, Senate Bill 2800 would
have allowed telephone companies to provide, subject to certain safe-
guards, video programming on up to twenty-five percent of the available
channel capacity. 34 The version that was ultimately voted out by the
committee, however, prohibited telephone companies from having any
"editorial control over or ownership interest in the content of the video
programming" and required that the transmission of video programming
directly to subscribers be offered on "a regulated common carrier basis,
including nondiscriminatory access."35 Similar bills were introduced in
transactions between companies in the same corporate structure and prohibiting
cross-subsidization present severe enforcement problems.
Id. at 30. The Report's recommendation that cable distribution and program functions be
separated was never implemented.
30. WALLGREN, supra note 20, at 34-35. Interestingly, NTIA, the agency that had origi-
nally been the leading proponent of video dialtone (including keeping the LECs out of con-
tent), is now advocating letting the LECs provide content subject to safeguards. NTIA cites
First Amendment concerns in explaining its change of position. NATIONAL TELECOMMUNI-
CATIONS & INFO. ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, SPECIAL PUB. No. 91-26, Telecommu-
nications in the Age of Information 234 & n.840 (1991).
31. 1991 Notice, supra note 19, at *9-10.
32. Id. at *54-55.
33. S. 2800, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. (1990); see also SENATE COMM. ON COMMERCE, SCI-
ENCE AND TRANSP., COMMUNICATIONS, COMPETITIVENESS AND INFRASTRUCTURE MOD-
ERNIZATION ACT OF 1990, S. REP. No. 456, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. (1990) [hereinafter S. REP.
No. 456] (discussing the purpose of and various points of view regarding S. 2800).
34. S. REP. No. 456, supra note 33, at 6. In addition, the telephone company would have
to establish a "video gateway." S. 2800, § 3(b). "Video gateway" was defined as "a broadband
switched service which enables a subscriber to interactively select from multiple video program
services which are simultaneously available." Id.
35. S. 2800, § 3(b). The bill was drafted to exempt local telephone companies from the
1080 [Vol. 70
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1991.36
4. Broader Significance of Video Dialtone Proposals
The FCC's 1991 Notice finds that the public interest would be served
by "facilitating a universally available advanced telecommunications in-
frastructure. ' 37 According to the Commission, "[s]uch an advanced in-
frastructure might some day include switched, broadband capability and
integrated voice, data, and video services."' 38 Permitting telephone corn-
requirement that they obtain a local franchise if three conditions were met: (1) the video
transmission was offered over facilities integrated into the public switched telephone network,
(2) the telephone company had no editorial control or other involvement in content, and (3)
the services were regulated on a common-carrier basis. S. REP. No. 456, supra note 33, at 15-
16. The bill further required the FCC to report to Congress on the costs and benefits of tele-
phone company provision of video programming services. Id. at 14. While the bill did not
mandate "video gateways," the Senate Report noted that telephone companies may offer video
gateways so long as all the underlying services required to operate a gateway are offered on a
nondiscriminatory basis. See id. at 7. The bill did not affect the status of the information
services restriction in the Modification of Final Judgment (MFJ) decree in the AT&T divesti-
ture case, United States v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131 (D.D.C. 1982), aff'd sub nom Maryland
v. United States, 460 U.S. 1001 (1983); see S. REP. No. 456, supra note 33, at 14 infra notes 56-
62 and accompanying text, and hence the bill presumably would apply only to local exchange
carriers other than BOCs.
36. H.R. 2546, 102d Cong., 1st Sess., 137 CONG. REc. H4015 (daily ed. June 5, 1991)
(introduced by Representatives Boucher and Oxley); S. 1200, 102d Cong., 1st Sess., 137 CONG.
REC. S6996 (daily ed. June 4, 1991) (introduced by Senators Bums and Gore). Both bills
would amend § 613(b) of the Communications Act, which prohibits telephone companies from
providing video programming. H.R. 2546, § 303(a); S. 1200, § 303(a). Under the proposed
legislation, local exchange carriers would be prohibited from providing any video program-
ming until the FCC certified that the carrier had complied with other provisions that require
the carrier to develop a broadband communications system. H.R. 2546, § 303(a); S. 1200,
§ 303(a). Once certification took place, the carrier's provision of video programming would be
subject to a variety of safeguards. First, the video programming would have to be offered
through a separate subsidiary. H.R. 2546, § 303(b); S. 1200, § 303(b). Second, the carrier
would be required to offer "video gateway services," H.R. 2546, § 303(b); S. 1200, § 303(b),
defined as "broadband services to providers of video programming or to subscribers which
[have] the capability to improve ease of access to or utility of video programming." H.R. 2546,
§ 302; S. 1200, § 302. Third, the amount of carrier-affiliated video programming could not
exceed 25% of the capacity of the video gateway services. H.R. 2546, § 303(b); S. 1200,
§ 303(b). Finally, cross-subsidization would be prohibited, and carriers found to have engaged
in a consistent pattern of willfully or knowingly violating this provision could be ordered to
divest the video programming subsidiary. H.R. 2546, § 303(b); S. 1200, § 303(b).
37. 1991 Notice, supra note 19, at *8.
38. Id. To understand what the Commission means when it uses these terms, it is neces-
sary to know a bit about technology. Today, most local telephone networks are constructed of
copper wire. The telephone network is "narrowband," meaning that it is designed primarily to
carry voice, which takes up a relatively small amount of bandwidth. Telephone networks
provide two-way communications and are switched, meaning that any two customers can eas-
ily be connected to each other.
By contrast, cable systems typically are constructed of coaxial cable. Cable systems are
"broadband," meaning that they can transmit multiple television signals. Most cable subscrib-
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panies to provide video dialtone would, according to the Commission,
speed up deployment of such an infrastructure.3 9
Although the FCC is careful to not to endorse the use of fiber optics
or any particular transmission medium, it is clear that the Commission
has in mind the development of a fiber optic network. 4° The capacity of
a fiber optic network is substantially greater than either existing tele-
phone or cable networks.41 Such a network could also be "integrated,"
meaning that a single, integrated broadband network could provide what
is today provided by two separate providers, that is, the telephone com-
pany and the cable company. It could also provide services that are not
commonly available today, such as videotex, video phone, high-definition
television, video on demand, and utility monitoring.42 Moreover, the
Commission suggests that the increased supply of network capacity will
stimulate demand for new uses. 43
Both telephone companies and cable companies are currently in-
stalling fiber in at least portions of their networks.' What is at issue is
how rapidly such networks should be deployed. The issue is an impor-
tant one because of the substantial cost of installing fiber.45
Installing fiber to every home, and developing the hardware and
ers today can receive at least 30 channels. 58 TELEVISION AND CABLE FACTBooK C-385
(1990). Cable systems are used predominantly for one-way communications, that is, the same
programming is transmitted from a single source (called the "headend") to many customers.
Cable systems generally are not switched, so that customers can receive communications from
the headend, but cannot communicate back to the headend or among themselves.
The advanced network that the Commission discusses in the 1991 Notice would have
substantially greater capacity than even today's cable systems. See, e.g., 1991 Notice, supra
note 19, at *14 ("a switched broadband network might offer virtually unlimited capacity").
39. 1991 Notice, supra note 19, at *14.
40. See id. at *20-21.
41. One kilometer of fiber optic cable has approximately the same capacity as 3800 one-
kilometer copper cables. NTIA TELECOM 2000, supra note 1, at 268 n.1. A single fiber cable
can accommodate about 8064 voice channels and researchers predict that more voice channels
will be accommodated in the future. Id. at 259.
42. See 1991 Notice, supra note 19, at *6; 1988 Notice, supra note 18, at 5854-55.
43. 1991 Notice, supra note 19, at *22. The Chief of the FCC's Office of Plans and Poli-
cies, a leading proponent of the video dialtone concept, pointed out in an earlier paper that
"broadband networks will lead to applications and services unknown before increased speed
and capacity make those new services possible." ROBERT M. PEPPER, THROUGH THE LOOK-
ING GLASS: INTEGRATED BROADBAND NETWORKS, REGULATORY POLICIES, AND INSTITU-
TIONAL CHANGE 15 (F.C.C Office of Plans and Policy Working Paper No. 24, 1988). In
response to critics of this approach, Pepper cites to predictions that there would not be enough
traffic to justify the expense of constructing our system of interstate highways. Id. at 15 n.24.
44. See 1991 Notice, supra note 19, at *20; HENRY GELLER, THE ANNENBERG WASH-
INGTON PROGRAM, FIBER OPTICS: AN OPPORTUNITY FOR A NEW POLICY? 9-10 (1991).
45. See PEPPER, supra note 43, at 16. The issue also has been debated in Congress. A
summary of the views of the participants may be found in S. REP. No. 456, supra note 33, at 4-
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software necessary for a truly integrated broadband network, is a very
expensive proposition.46 Because of the substantial investment required
and the tremendous capacity provided by a single network, it seems un-
likely that there will be multiple fiber optic networks to the home. Thus,
at issue in the video dialtone proceeding is who will control access to
what may well be the single most important pipeline of information and
services to homes and businesses.47
5. Opposition of Telephone Companies
As they did in earlier comments, many local telephone companies
likely will object to the FCC's proposal to prohibit the telephone compa-
nies from. providing video programming. 4 Some telephone companies
have asserted that unless they could provide video programming directly,
it would not be cost-effective to deploy fiber optic networks.' 9 Others
46. Pepper estimated that the telephone companies will have to spend $800 to $1500 per
subscriber, for a total of over $100 billion, to bring fiber to the home. PEPPER, supra note 43,
at 10 n.15. The Senate Report accompanying S. 2800 notes that opponents of permitting tele-
phone companies to control programming estimate that the cost of a nationwide network
ranges from $200 to $400 billion. S. REP. No. 456, supra note 33, at 7. A study by the Rand
Corporation found that the investment cost for an integrated broadband network (IBN) will
range from $1663 to $1754 per home. LELAND L. JOHNSON & DAVID P. REED, RESIDEN-
TIAL BROADBAND SERVICES BY TELEPHONE COMPANIES? 13 (1990).
47. This is not to say that telephone companies are not interested in providing traditional
cable service. Pacific Telesis, for example, has sought to purchase the cable system in Chicago.
See Joseph W. Waz, Jr., The Cable/Telco War: "Their" Fight or Yours?, COMPUTER LAW.,
Jan. 1990, at 24, 25; see also Harry A. Jessell, Telcos to Go for Half a Loaf on Cable Entry,
BROADCASTING, Dec. 2, 1991, at 51 (claiming that telephone trade association will ask FCC to
let telephone companies hold minority interests in local cable systems).
48. For example, Southwestern Bell asserted the following:
A "video dial tone" approach requires the carrier to be dependent on the business of
the incumbent exclusively franchised cable operator or an as yet-to-be-developed
market for per-channel video services. Overcoming this uncertainty requires giving a
carrier the option of assembling its own programming package to assure the availa-
bility of revenue from its video distribution investment. Without the financial secur-
ity created by the right to provide programming, competition in video distribution
could be reduced, and new video services might not reach the marketplace, or at least
their availability might be delayed significantly. Thus, carriers should not be limited
to the role of mere transporter of cable TV signals for others.
Comments of Southwestern Bell Corp. at 11-12, 1988 Notice, supra note 18 (No. 87-266) (filed
Dec. 16, 1988) (footnotes omitted); see also Comments of NYNEX Tel. Cos. at 7-8, 1988
Notice, supra note 18 (No. 87-266) (filed Dec. 16, 1988) (arguing for the elimination of FCC
cross-ownership restrictions in order to promote new broadband services).
49. Pepper summarized the arguments in favor of telephone companies directly providing
video programming: First, "it is likely that entertainment video will be the only residential
service requiring true broadband capacity any time soon." PEPPER, supra note 43, at 13-14.
Second, the demand for broadband services other than entertainment video is uncertain. Id. at
17. Finally,
[s]ome parties claim that because of existing industry relationships and historical
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have urged that telephone companies should operate as common carriers
with respect to most of the available channels, but should be allowed to
exercise editorial control (or directly provide programming) on a limited
number of channels.5"
While such arguments are based predominantly on economic
grounds, local telephone companies are likely to raise First Amendment
objections as well. The United States Telephone Association (USTA),
the trade association representing telephone companies, has argued that
the existing telephone-cable cross-ownership rules violate the First
Amendment rights of telephone companies.51 USTA argues that even
though telephone companies are regulated, they have a First Amend-
ment right to "publish" over their facilities.52 USTA asserts that none of
the governmental interests alleged as the basis for the cross-ownership
rules supports the "blanket prohibition" on telephone company speech.53
enmity between the telephone and cable television industries, cable operators are un-
likely to lease transmission capacity from local telephone companies even if it would
otherwise be in their interest to do so. Therefore, it is argued that if local exchange
carriers need a video programmer to lease capacity in order to justify deploying their
broadband network, the local telephone company will have to become that program-
mer itself.
Id. at 20 (footnotes omitted); see also Reply Comments of Ameritech Operating Cos. at 13,
1988 Notice, supra note 18 (No. 87-266) (filed Jan. 27, 1989) ("The inability of telephone com-
panies to offer video programming to the public eliminates what may be the only current po-
tential customer for the wide-spread broadband distribution capability that a telephone
company might provide.").
50. This proposal is sometimes referred to as "priming the pump," since it is designed to
provide telephone companies with a greater incentive to construct an integrated broadband
network than a pure common-carriage scheme. See, e.g., PEPPER, supra note 43, at 73.
51. See, e.g., Comments of U.S. Tel. Ass'n at 39-53, 1987 Notice, supra note 17 (No. 87-
266) (filed Nov. 2, 1987).
52. USTA bases its arguments on the cable television cases, see infra notes 202-23 and
accompanying text, and the public utility cases, see infra notes 320-25 and accompanying text.
Comments of U.S. Tel. Ass'n at 40-43.
53. Comments of U.S. Tel. Ass'n at 49. USTA raised similar constitutional arguments in
an action to enforce the existing cross-ownership rules. In 1985 the Commission found a tele-
phone company in violation of the telephone-cable cross-ownership rules. Comark Cable
Fund III, 100 F.C.C.2d 1244, 1258, reconsideration denied, 103 F.C.C.2d 600 (1985), vacated
sub nor. Northwestern Ind. Tel. Co. v. FCC, 824 F.2d 1205 (D.C. Cir. 1987). On remand, the
FCC reaffirmed its finding of a violation. Comark Cable Fund III, 3 F.C.C. Rcd. 3096, 3098
(1988). In the appeal of the FCC's decision on remand, USTA and Bell Atlantic intervened
and argued that the cross-ownership prohibition violated the First Amendment. Brief for Lo-
cal Telephone Company Intervenors at 14-17, Northwestern Ind. Tel. Co. v. FCC, 872 F.2d
465 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (No. 88-1521) (filed Dec. 9, 1988), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 1035 (1990).
The intervenors framed the issue as "[w]hether a flat ban against cable television programming
by telephone companies.., which the [FCC] admits is no longer necessary to serve its pur-
pose, must be struck down as a violation of the First Amendment?" Id. at 2. The intervenors'
claim that the FCC had admitted the prohibition was no longer necessary was based on lan-
guage in 1988 Notice, supra note 18, which proposed modification of the cross-ownership rules.
Intervenors' Brief at 9-12. In denying review of the FCC's decision, the United States Court of
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The First Amendment arguments made in the telephone-cable cross-
ownership context would also apply to the video dialtone proposal.
B. The Cooper Bill
The Cooper Bill represents an effort to legislate restrictions on tele-
phone companies' providing information content that were recently re-
moved by the district court in the AT&T case."4 While the FCC's video
dialtone proposal would apply to all local telephone companies, the re-
strictions in the Cooper Bill would apply only to the BOCs. 5 This is
because the BOCs are parties to a consent decree known as the Modifica-
tion of Final Judgment (MFJ).
AT&T voluntarily entered into the MFJ in 1982 to settle an anti-
trust suit brought by the Department of Justice. 6 The settlement re-
quired AT&T to divest the BOCs.57 The decree also prohibited the
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit declined to reach the First Amendment question.
Northwestern Ind. TeL Co. 872 F.2d at 470-72. Although the court noted the intervenors'
contention that the cross-ownership rules were facially unconstitutional, it stated that "consid-
eration of these arguments cannot be reconciled with well-established principles of waiver,
exhaustion of remedies and law of the case." Id. at 470.
54. United States v. Western Elee. Co., 767 F. Supp. 308, 326 (D.D.C. 1991), stay vacated,
1991-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) % 69,610 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 7, 1991) (per curiam), rev. denied, 112 S.
Ct. 366 (1991); see infra notes 105-10 and accompanying text.
55. House Bill 3515 would add a new section to the Communications Act regarding the
provision of information services by "divested operating companies." H.R. 3515, 102d Cong.,
1st Sess. § 227(a) (1991). The latter phrase is defined to include the 22 Bell Operating Compa-
nies divested by AT&T. Id. § 227(m)(2).
56. The Department of Justice filed suit against AT&T in 1974. It alleged that AT&T
violated § 2 of the Sherman Act by attempting to monopolize interstate commerce in telecom-
munications service and equipment. Specifically, the government sought to show that AT&T
had used its local operating companies, with their monopoly over exchange telephone service,
to disadvantage long-distance companies competing with AT&T's long-distance service and
equipment manufacturers competing with AT&T subsidiary Western Electric. United States
v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131, 160-63 (D.D.C. 1982), aff'd sub nom. Maryland v. United States,
460 U.S. 1001 (1983).
57. Section I of the decree required that AT&T submit a plan for separating its 22 affili-
ates which provide local telephone service. Id. at 226-27. Those companies are listed in Ap-
pendix A to the decree. Id. at 232. The decree further limited each BOC essentially to
providing local telephone service and long-distance service within a relatively small geographic
area that has become known as a Local Access and Transport Area (LATA). Id. at 227-28;
see also United States v. Western Elec. Co., 569 F. Supp. 990, 993-94 (D.D.C. 1983) (describ-
ing LATAs). Although the decree did not specify the form that divested companies should
take, the court approved a plan of reorganization whereby the 22 divested BOCs were grouped
into seven Regional Holding Companies (RHCs). United States v. Western Elec. Co., 569 F.
Supp. 1057, 1062 (D.D.C. 1983); see supra note 3 (listing BOCs).
Section II(A) of the MFJ required the BOCs to offer exchange access "that is equal in
type, quality, and price to that provided to AT&T and its affiliates." AT&T, 552 F. Supp. at
227. This section required the BOCs to provide equal access to interexchange carriers, such as
MCI and Sprint, which provide long-distance telephone service in competition with AT&T.
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BOCs from providing information services."5 The MFJ was approved
with some modifications by the district court, presided over by Judge
Harold H. Greene.59
In subsequent litigation, the BOCs have claimed that the MFJ's pro-
hibition against their providing information services abridges their First
Amendment rights."° This issue was not addressed when the decree was
entered, apparently because neither the BOCs61 nor any of the other
commenting parties62 raised it.
Equal access was to be phased in according to the timetable set out in Appendix B to the MFJ.
Id. at 232-34. Section II(A) also required the BOCs to provide equal access to "information
service providers." Id. at 227. This term is not defined in the decree, although "information
services" is defined. See infra note 58.
58. The term "information services" was defined in the MFJ to mean "the offering of a
capability for generating, acquiring, storing, transforming, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or
making available information which may be conveyed via telecommunications." AT&T, 552
F. Supp. at 229 (quoting § IV(J) of the MFJ). The Department of Justice noted that cable
television service was included within the definition of information services:
The provision of cable television service... clearly involves the generation, transfor-
mation and conveyance of information and is thus an information service.... [Tlhe
modification does not limit the technologies a BOC may employ to provide exchange
telecommunications. Thus, while a BOC may not provide cable television service, it
may provide the broadband transmission medium necessary for such services to cable
television operators.
Response of United States to Public Comments on Proposed Modification of Final Judgment,
47 Fed. Reg. 23,320, 23,335 (1982) (Dep't of Justice).
The MFJ also prohibited the BOCs from offering interexchange telephone service, manu-
facturing telecommunications equipment, and providing "any other product or service, except
exchange telecommunications and exchange access service, that is not a natural monopoly
service actually regulated by tariff." AT&T, 552 F. Supp. at 227-28 (quoting § II(D) of the
MFJ).
59. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. at 223-26.
60. United States v. Western Elec. Co., 673 F. Supp. 525, 586 n.273 (D.D.C. 1987), aff'd
in part, rev'd in part, 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (per curiam), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 283 (1990);
Brief of Bell Co. Appellants Regarding Information Services at 1, Western Elea, 900 F.2d 283
(D.C. Cir. 1990) (No. 87-5388) (filed Apr. 17, 1989). The BOCs' position was challenged by a
coalition of intervenors calling themselves the "Electronic Publishers." The Electronic Pub-
lishers argued that the BOCs' First Amendment arguments were barred by the concepts of res
judicata and law of the case. They further contended that the First Amendment claims were
waived by the BOCs' consent to the decree and acceptance of its benefits. Joint Brief of Elec-
tronic Publishing Participants Supporting Decisions Under Review at 7, Western Elec. (No.
87-5388) (filed July 25, 1989). For the reasons described infra note 103, the court of appeals
did not reach this issue.
61. The BOCs were not represented separately from their parent, AT&T. One of the
BOCs argued in a later appeal that it was not bound by the MFJ because the BOCs were not
parties to the underlying antitrust proceeding and did not have independent legal representa-
tion. The D.C. Circuit rejected this argument, finding that AT&T was a party to the antitrust
suit and that the BOCs were wholly owned subsidiaries of AT&T. United States v. Western
Elec. Co., 797 F.2d 1082, 1087 (D.C. Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 480 U.S. 922 (1987).
62. There was an opportunity for public comment prior to the entry of the MFJ under the
terms of the Antitrust Practice and Procedures Act, commonly referred to as the Tunney Act,
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The court did address the constitutionality of a prohibition against
AT&T's involvement in "electronic publishing."63 Although that prohi-
bition has since been removed," the court's reasoning in connection with
AT&T is crucial to understanding the rationale for the information serv-
ices restrictions imposed on the BOCs.
1. Prohibition Against AT&T's Involvement in Electronic Publishing
One of the terms of the proposed settlement was that AT&T, once it
divested the BOCs, would be relieved from restrictions in an earlier con-
sent decree that limited it to providing common-carrier services.6" None-
theless, a number of parties commenting on the proposed settlement
sought to modify the decree to impose a ban on AT&T's involvement in
electronic publishing. The court agreed that a seven-year ban would
serve the public interest, and required that the decree be so modified.
The court found that
[AT&T] could discriminate against competing electronic pub-
lishers in a variety of ways. It could, for example, use its con-
trol over the network to give priority to traffic from its own
publishing operations over that of competitors. A second con-
cern is that, inasmuch as [AT&T] has access to signalling and
traffic data, it might gain proprietary information about its
competitors' publishing services. Furthermore, it appears that
[AT&T] would have both the incentive and the opportunity to
develop technology, facilities and services that favor its own
15 U.S.C. § 16(e) (1988). The Tunney Act requires that, prior to the entry of an antitrust
consent decree, the public be afforded an opportunity to comment and the court find that the
proposed decree serves the "public interest." AT&T, 552 F. Supp. at 147-49. Numerous pub-
lic comments were received. Id. at 147.
63. "Electronic publishing" is defined as
the provision of any information which a provider or publisher has, or has caused to
be originated, authored, compiled, collected or edited, or which he has a direct or
indirect financial or proprietary interest, and which is disseminated to an unaffiliated
person through some electronic means.
AT&T, 552 F. Supp. at 181. Electronic publishing is one type of information service.
64. In 1989 the district court granted a motion filed by AT&T to remove the prohibition
against electronic publishing. United States v. Western Elec. Co., 1989-2 Trade Cas. (CCH)
68,673 (D.D.C. July 28, 1989). The court found that AT&T no longer maintained bottleneck
control over the facilities needed by electronic publishers, and thus there was no longer any
need for the prohibition. Id. at 61,542-43.
65. Competitive Impact Statement, 47 Fed. Reg. 7170, 7171-72 (1982). The 1956 decree
resulted from a 1949 antitrust action that focused on the telecommunications equipment in-
dustry. Id. at 7171. The settlement enjoined AT&T from engaging in any business other than
the furnishing of common-carrier communications service in an attempt to minimize the an-
ticompetitive effects of AT&T's structure. Id.
66. AT&T, 552 F. Supp at 180.
67. Id. at 180-86.
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publishing operations and the areas served by these operations
rather than the operations of the publishing industry at large.68
The court also found that there were "peculiar characteristics of the elec-
tronic publishing market [that] would both render anticompetitive acts
more damaging to AT&T's competitors in that market and insulate such
acts from correction by market forces."' 69 Specifically, the court found
that the electronic publishing industry was in its infancy and would be
dwarfed by AT&T.70 Moreover,
[u]nlike most products and services, information in general and
news in particular are by definition especially sensitive to even
small impediments or delays. Information is only valuable if it
is timely; by and large it is virtually worthless if its dissemina-
tion is delayed. This quality is especially important in elec-
tronic publishing because up-to-date information and constant
availability are the features likely to be sought by subscribers.71
The court observed that the trial record revealed many instances in
which AT&T was slow to respond to the needs of competitors.72 Fur-
thermore, it found that electronic publishers remained dependent upon
AT&T because, while the other common carriers such as MCI and
Sprint could handle voice transmission, they lacked the sophisticated fa-
cilities needed by electronic publishers.73
The court further noted that AT&T's entry into electronic publish-
ing, in addition to posing a risk to competition, posed a substantial dan-
ger to First Amendment values.74 After noting that the goal of the First
Amendment is to achieve "the widest possible dissemination of informa-
tion from diverse and antagonistic sources, '7 the court expressed con-
cern that allowing AT&T to enter electronic publishing at this time
could vest substantial control over information in a single entity. Thus,
the court concluded that it was appropriate to bar AT&T from the elec-
tronic publishing market for seven years.76
68. Id. at 181.
69. Id. at 182.
70. Id.
71. Id.
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id. at 183.
75. Id. (citing Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945)). The court re-
viewed a number of cases recognizing this interest in diversity, including FCC v. National
Citizens Comm. for Broadcasting, 436 U.S. 775, 795, 801-02 (1978); Red Lion Broadcasting
Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 390 (1969); New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 270
(1964); and United States v. Storer Broadcasting Co., 351 U.S. 192, 201-04 (1956). AT&T, 552
F. Supp. at 183-84.
76. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. at 185-86. The court noted that such a ban did not impose an
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2. Prohibition on BOCs' Providing Information Services
The court utilized a similar rationale to find that the prohibition
against BOC provision of information services served the public inter-
est. 7 Because information services are provided by means of the local
telephone network, the BOCs would have both the incentive and ability
to discriminate against competing information service providers. 78 Ex-
cluding the BOCs from information services would give them the
incentive, as time goes on, to design their networks to accom-
modate the maximum number of information service providers,
since the greater the number of carriers the greater will be the
Operating Companies' earnings from access fees. Thus, compe-
tition will be encouraged in the outset. If, however, the Operat-
ing Companies were permitted to provide their own
information services, their incentive would be . . . to design
their local networks to discourage competitors, and thus to
thwart the development of a healthy, competitive market.79
The restrictions on BOC information services activities were contro-
versial from the beginning.80 At the insistence of the court, the decree
was modified to permit waivers of these restrictions upon certain show-
ings. 1 In addition, the Department of Justice agreed to report back to
the court every three years as to whether circumstances had changed
undue burden on AT&T since it could continue to "fulfill its traditional function of providing
a delivery system for information which others wish to transmit," and because it could engage
in electronic publishing delivered over transmission facilities that it did not own. Id. at 185 &
n.222. The court lifted the ban in 1989. See supra note 64.
77. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. at 189-90. Information services include electronic publishing as
well as other services.
78. The court compared the information services restriction to the restriction against
interexchange service:
Here, too, the Operating Companies could discriminate by providing more favorable
access to the local network for their own information services than to the information
services provided by competitors, and here, too, they would be able to subsidize the
prices of their services with revenues from the local exchange monopoly.
Id. at 189 (footnote omitted).
79. Id. at 189-90.
80. For example, some states apparently feared that the restrictions would have adverse
consequences on the financial viability of the BOCs. Id. at 187-88. The FCC opposed the
restrictions as unnecessary. Brief of FCC as Amicus Curiae at 30, AT&T (No. 74-1698) (filed
Apr. 20, 1982).
81. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. at 195, 231. This was accomplished by adding § VIII(C), which
states:
The restrictions imposed upon the separated BOCs by virtue of section II(D) shall be
removed upon a showing by the petitioning BOC that there is no substantial possibil-
ity that it could use its monopoly power to impede competition in the market it seeks
to enter.
Id. at 231.
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such that the restrictions were no longer needed.8 2
3. Modification of Information Services Restriction to Allow BOCs
to Provide Videotex Gateways
The Department of Justice filed its first triennial review of the MFJ's
restrictions in February 1987.83 The Department, along with the BOCs,
sought removal of the information services restriction. After reviewing
extensive comments, the court rejected the complete removal of the in-
formation services restriction. 4 It found that the BOCs "continue[d] to
possess bottleneck control over the local exchange facilities, and these are
the facilities upon which competitive information providers . .. de-
pend." 5 The court rejected the BOCs' claims that they had no incentive
to discriminate against competitors, finding that "in any market where
the [BOCs] are in competition with independent information service
providers, their economic interest lies in manipulating the system toward
use of their own services, rather than encouraging maximum use of the
network by their information service competitors. 8s6 Moreover, the
court noted that BOCs had the ability to discriminate since information
services were "fragile, and because of their fragility, time-sensitivity, and
their negative reaction to even small degradations in transmission quality
and speed, they are most easily subject to destruction by those who con-
trol their transmission. 8 7
While finding that the risks of discrimination and cross-subsidiza-
tion alone justified retaining the prohibition against information services,
the court found that removal would pose a threat to First Amendment
values. 8 After noting that "[ilt is a purpose of the First Amendment to
achieve 'the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse
82. Id. at 195.
83. The second report, which should have been filed in early 1990, was postponed pending
the outcome of the appeal of the 1987 Triennial Review. See United States v. Western Elec.
Co., No. 82-0192, slip. op. at 1 (D.D.C. July 17, 1989).
84. United States v. Western Elec. Co., 673 F. Supp. 525, 567-79 (D.D.C. 1987), aff'd in
part and rev'd in part, 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (per curiam), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 283
(1990). The court also declined to eliminate the restrictions on interexchange telecommunica-
tions and manufacturing but did remove the restriction on "other activities." Id. at 600.03.
85. Id. at 564.
86. Id. at 565-66.
87. Id. at 566. The court found that the BOCs' incentives and abilities to engage in an-
ticompetitive conduct with respect to information services remained the same as when the
decree was entered. Id. at 565. If anything, there were incidents suggesting that even with the
prohibition, the BOCs were engaging in improper activities. Id. at 566-67. Finally, the court
rejected arguments that FCC regulation could prevent the BOCs from engaging in anticompe-
titive activity. Id. at 567-79.
88. Id. at 585.
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and antagonistic sources,' "89 the court referred to its earlier decision, in
which it determined that AT&T should be prohibited from "electronic
publishing." 90
Control by one entity of both the content of information and
the means for its transmission raised an obvious problem, and,
in fact, the Court concluded in 1982 that AT&T's control of a
large part of the interexchange network would enable it to dis-
advantage and to discriminate against rival electronic informa-
tion providers and thus to pose a substantial threat to the First
Amendment diversity principle.9 1
The court concluded that the only difference between AT&T and the
BOCs in this regard was that each BOC "could use its control of the
local exchanges to reduce or eliminate competition in electronic publish-
ing.., in its region only." 92
Despite its concerns about information services generally, the court
was persuaded to approve a limited exemption from the information
services restriction so that the BOCs could be involved in the provision of
videotex service.93 The BOCs and others had argued that the United
States was falling behind other countries, particularly France with its
"Teletel" system, in providing consumer-oriented videotex services, and
that the BOCs were the only companies that could offer these services
broadly to consumers at reasonable costs.94 The court found that the
wide availability of information services through videotex might be bene-
ficial to society.9 5 It concluded that "if the authority of the [BOCs] is
carefully limited, the risk of anticompetitive action by these companies,
while not insignificant, is, on balance, outweighed by other considera-
tions."9 6 Thus, the BOCs were permitted to offer "videotex gateways,"9 7
89. Id. (quoting Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945)).
90. Id. at 586 (citing United States v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131, 184 (1982), aff'd sub nom.
Maryland v. United States, 460 U.S. 1001 (1983)); see supra text accompanying notes 66-76.
91. Western Elec., 673 F. Supp. at 586 (citing AT&T, 552 F. Supp. at 184-85).
92. Id.
93. Id. at 591-92. The term "videotex" "refers to a wide variety of easy-to-use interactive
data services.... Videotex applications cover an entire spectrum of services, ranging from
mere database access to such sophisticated services as teleshopping, electronic banking, order
entry, and electronic mail." Id. at 587. Basically, consumers equipped with a terminal (such
as a personal computer) may obtain access to a wide variety of textual or graphic information
by placing a single telephone call. "Prodigy" and "CompuServe" are examples of videotex
services presently available to consumers. Computer-based legal research services such as
LEXIS and Westlaw are also examples of videotex services. For a more detailed description of
videotex, see JOHN TYDEMAN ET AL., TELETEXT AND VIDEOTEX IN THE UNITED STATES 1-3
(1982).
94. Western Elec., 673 F. Supp. at 588-91.
95. Id. at 589-90.
96. Id. at 591.
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but prohibited from providing the informational content of the videotex
services offered. 9
8
The BOCs argued that the information services restriction and, in
particular, the prohibition on electronic publishing violated their First
Amendment rights. 99 The court rejected these arguments, noting that
even businesses engaging in publishing are subject to the antitrust
laws." It added, without explanation: "Moreover, common carriers
are quite properly treated differently for First Amendment purposes than
traditional news media."10 1
On appeal, the BOCs fied a separate brief challenging the constitu-
tionality of these restrictions. 0 2 The court of appeals, however, con-
cluded that the district court had applied the wrong standard in
evaluating whether to remove the information services restriction. 10 3
97. For the definition of "videotex," see supra note 93. "Gateways" is the term used to
describe the interface between consumers and information service providers; this concept is
modeled on the French "Teletel" system. Western Elec., 673 F. Supp. at 588-92 & n.299. The
infrastructure components needed to offer videotex include data transmission, address transla-
tion, protocol conversion, billing management, and introductory information content (i.e.,
menus). Id. at 592-95. Gateways permit inexpensive "dumb" terminals to communicate with
central data bases and reduce overall transmission costs. Id. at 591.
98. Western Elec., 673 F. Supp. at 587, 597. The court asked the parties for additional
filings regarding videotex gateways. Id. at 597. After reviewing these filings, it issued an order
generally reaffirming its earlier findings and conclusions. See United States v. Western Elec.
Co., 714 F. Supp. 1, 2-3 (D.D.C. 1988), aff'd inpart and rev'd inpart, 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.)
(per curiam), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 283 (1990). The court found that "[the potential for
anticompetitive behavior is very much limited, if only because, in the absence of their partici-
pation in the generation or manipulation of content, these companies have little incentive for
discrimination against competitors in the information market." Id. at 5; see also United States
v. Western Elec. Co., 1989-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) 1 68,619 (D.D.C. June 13, 1989) (denying
waivers requested by several BOCs to permit them to provide electronic publishing); United
States v. Western Elec. Co., 690 F. Supp. 22, 30 (D.D.C. 1988) (denying several motions for
clarification or amendment).
99. Western Elec., 673 F. Supp. at 586 n.273 (citing BellSouth Response to Comments at
29-30, Western Elec. (CIV. A. No. 82-0192)).
100. Id.
101. Id. (citing FCC v. Midwest Video Corp., 440 U.S. 689 (1979); CBS v. Democratic
Nat'l Comm., 412 U.S. 94 (1973)).
102. Brief of Bell Co. Appellants Regarding Information Services at 17, United States v.
Western Elec. Co., 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (No. 87-5388) (per curiam), cert. denied, II1 S.
Ct. 283 (1990).
103. United States v. Western Elec. Co., 900 F.2d 283, 309 (D.C. Cir.) (per curiam), cert.
denied, 111 S. Ct. 283 (1990). The court of appeals found that the district court erred in
applying § VIII(C) of the decree instead of § VII's general provision for modifying the decree
according to the public interest standard. Id. at 305-09. Section VIII(C) requires "a showing
by the petitioning BOC that there is no substantial possibility that it could use its monopoly
power to impede competition in the market it seeks to enter." Id. at 291 (citing United States
v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131, 231 (1982), aff'd, 460 U.S. 1001 (1983)). The court of appeals,
however, concluded that § VIII(C) was intended to apply only to contested motions for modi-
fication of the decree. Id. at 295. Since neither AT&T nor the Department of Justice objected
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Therefore, it remanded for reconsideration under the proper standard,
and did not address the constitutionality of the restrictions."°
4. Information Services Bar Removed
On remand, the district court reluctantly removed the information
services prohibition. The court concluded:
In the opinion of this Court, informed by over twelve years
of experience with evidence in the telecommunications field, the
most probable consequences of such entry by the Regional
Companies into the sensitive information services market will
be the elimination of competition from that market and the
concentration of the sources of information of the American
people in just a few dominant, collaborative conglomerates,
with the captive local telephone monopolies as their base. Such
a development would be inimical to the objective of a competi-
tive market, the purposes of the antitrust laws, and the eco-
nomic well-being of the American people. 105
The court was particularly concerned that "[i]f the Regional Companies
were permitted both to generate information and to transmit it, they
would, certainly as of now, appear to be the only entities in the developed
world to have this kind of stranglehold on information."' 106
Nonetheless, the district court concluded that the court of appeals
had left it no choice but to remove the restriction.10 7 The court, how-
ever, stayed the effect of the decision pending completion of appellate
to the BOCs' motion to remove the information services restriction, the court found that the
motion should have been considered under § VII. Id. at 305-07. Section VII, which states
that the district court retains jurisdiction to construe and enforce the decree, was construed by
the court of appeals as embodying a flexible "public interest" standard. Id. at 305. Finding
itself "unable to say that the district court would have reached the same result had it applied
the proper legal standard," the D.C. Circuit remanded the case for further consideration of the
BOCs' motion to remove the information services restriction. Id.
104. Id. at 305, 309.
105. United States v. Western Elec. Co., 767 F. Supp. 308, 326 (D.D.C. 1991) (footnote
omitted), stay vacated, 1991-2 Trade Cas. (CCI-) 1 69,610 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 7, 1991) (per
curiam), rev. denied, 112 S. Ct. 366 (1991).
106. Id. at 327.
107. Id. Specifically, the district court found that the appellate decision had constrained
the exercise of its judgment in three ways. First, the D.C. Circuit's decision required the
district court to accord special weight to the views of the Department of Justice. The Depart-
ment recommended removal of the information services prohibition. Second, the appellate
decision required removal unless there was certainty that entry of the Regional Companies
into the information services market would lead to anticompetitive conduct by these compa-
nies. The district court was unable to find such certainty, given that economic analysis and
market predictions are not an exact science. Third, the appellate decision required the district
court to accord primary weight to theoretical present-day forecasts, rather than actual past
performance. Id. at 328.
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review.1"8 The BOCs asked the court of appeals to lift the stay. In Octo-
ber 1991 the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
issued a one-paragraph order removing the stay.109 The Supreme Court
subsequently declined to review the court of appeals' removal of the
stay. 110
Although these events suggest that it is unlikely the MFJ will con-
tinue to prohibit the BOCs from providing videotex content over tele-
phone facilities,111 Representative Cooper's bill would reimpose the
prohibition against BOC provision of content.1 12 House Bill 351513
would prohibit the BOCs from offering "electronic publishing services in
any State in which such company or affiliate provides telephone exchange
service" until certain conditions are met.1 14 One condition is that at least
fifty percent of businesses and residences in the service area have access
to alternative facilities for delivery of electronic publishing services com-
parable to those provided by the BOC.115 Given the dominant position
of the BOCs in providing local exchange service, this condition will not
be met for a long time.
At this time, the MFJ no longer prohibits the BOCs from transmit-
ting videotex content. This prohibition could be reimposed, however, by
either congressional or court action. If it is reimposed, the BOCs will
108. Id. at 332.
109. United States v. Western Elec. Co., 1991-2 Trade Cas. (CCII) 69,610 (D.C. Cir. Oct.
7, 1991) (per curiam), rev. denied, 112 S. Ct. 366 (1991).
110. American Newspaper Publishers Ass'n v. United States, 112 S. Ct. 366 (1991); see
also High Court Denies Petition to Stay Telco Entry, BROADCASTING, Nov. 4, 1991, at 33
(describing circumstances of Court's Oct. 30, 1991 decision).
111. This could happen if either the D.C. Circuit, in considering the merits of the appeal,
should be persuaded by the substance of the lower court's opinion, or if the D.C. Circuit's
affirmance of the lower court's removal of the restrictions were reversed by the Supreme Court.
Neither course of action seems likely. The lifting of the stay by the D.C. Circuit has been
viewed as a strong indication of that court's views of the merits of the appeal. E.g., Edmund L.
Andrews, Court Lets "Baby Bells" Branch Out, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 8, 1991, at Dl.
112. See supra notes 2-5 and accompanying text.
113. 102d Cong., 1st Sess. (1991).
114. Id. § 201 (adding § 227 to the Communications Act). This proposed amendment
would permit the BOCs to offer gateway services as well as other information services that are
not "electronic publishing." Id.
115. Id. (adding § 227(b)(1) to Communications Act). Other conditions include the re-
quirement that 10% of customers actually utilize the alternative facilities and a showing by the
BOC of "no substantial possibility that [it] could ...impede competition." Id. (adding
§ 227(b)(2)-(3)). The language of the latter condition tracks that of § VIII(C) of the MFJ.
The bill further provides for a waiver of the electronic publishing prohibition where service
would not otherwise exist and would impose no additional costs to telephone subscribers. Id.
(adding § 227(c)). Another provision would require the BOCs to provide electronic publishing
through a separate subsidiary. Id. (adding § 227(d)).
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undoubtedly challenge the constitutionality of the restriction. 1 6 Since
the courts may be called upon to review the constitutionality of restric-
tions on telephone company speech, the next section explores how a
court might analyze the constitutionality of these restrictions using the
traditional two-track approach.
III. THE TRADITIONAL FIRST AMENDMENT APPROACH
Courts generally employ a two-track analysis in assessing the consti-
tutionality of government actions that restrict speech.1 ' At the risk of
oversimplification, the traditional approach is as follows: First, the court
determines whether the restriction is content-based or content-neutral. If
the restriction is content-based, a strict standard of review is applied.
One formulation of this test is whether the restriction is narrowly tai-
lored to serve a compelling government interest."' If, on the other hand,
the restriction is content-neutral, sometimes referred to as an "incidental
burden on speech," the court generally applies the so-called "O'Brien
116. Indeed, in a paper released to the press, counsel for the BOCs attacked the Cooper Bill
as impermissibly burdening the BOCs' speech and raising serious First Amendment concerns.
Laurence H. Tribe, The Constitutional Constraints on Congressional Action in Response to
the Lifting of the Ban on Bell Company Provision of Information Services 24-26 (Nov. 19,
1991). This paper was issued at a press conference in Washington, D.C. See Cindy Skrzycki,
Report Contends Bill Violates Baby Bells' Free Speech Rights, WASH. POST, Nov. 21, 1991, at
B13.
117. See, ag., Geoffrey R. Stone, Content Regulation and the First Amendment, 25 WM. &
MARY L. REv. 189, 189 (1983) (characterizing the distinction between content-based and con-
tent-neutral restrictions as the "central premise of the Court's analysis" and "the most perva-
sively employed doctrine in the jurisprudence of free expression"). Dean Stone defines
content-neutral restrictions as those that "limit communication without regard to the message
conveyed," id., and content-based restrictions as those that "limit communication because of
the message conveyed," id. at 190. Other scholars use somewhat different terminology to de-
scribe the two tracks. For example, Professor Tribe uses the term "track one" to refer to
regulation aimed at the "communicative impact" of speech and "track two" to refer to regula-
tion aimed at "noncommunicative impact." LAURENCE H. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTru-
TIONAL LAW § 12-2, at 791-92 (2d ed. 1988). Some scholars reject this approach altogether.
See, eg., STEVEN SHIFFRIN, THE FIRsT AMENDMENT, DEMOCRACY, AND ROMANCE 12-13
(1990). The purpose of this Article is not to analyze the utility of the content-conduct distinc-
tion, but rather to show how courts are likely to analyze the First Amendment claims of
telephone companies using the two-track approach.
118. See, eg., Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce, 494 U.S. 652, 655 (1990); Pacific
Gas & Elec. Co. v. Public Utils. Comm'n, 475 U.S. 1, 19 (1986) (plurality opinion); Consoli-
dated Edison Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 530, 535 (1980); First Nat'l Bank v. Bel-
lotti, 435 U.S. 765, 786 (1978). According to Dean Stone, the test applied to content-based
restrictions has been formulated in several different ways. He notes, however, that "[w]hether
applying an 'absolute protection' approach, a 'clear and present danger' test, a 'compelling
governmental interest' standard, or some other formulation, the Court almost invariably
reaches the same result--content-based restrictions of 'high value' speech are unconstitu-
tional." Geoffrey R. Stone, Content-Neutral Restrictions, 54 U. CHI. L. REv. 46, 48 (1987).
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test."119 Under this test, the regulation will be upheld if it furthers an
important or substantial government interest unrelated to suppression of
free expression and the restriction is no greater than essential. 120 The
test applied to content-neutral restrictions is more lenient than that ap-
plied to content-based restrictions. 1
21
4. Are Restrictions Content-Based or Content-Neutral?
It is not always clear whether a particular restriction should be con-
sidered content-based or content-neutral. 122 Whether the restrictions on
telephone companies providing content imposed by the telephone-cable
cross-ownership ban or proposed by the Cooper Bill should be consid-
ered content-based or content-neutral is the subject of some dispute.
USTA has asserted that the telephone-cable cross-ownership rule is
"a classic example of a direct burden on protected speech because it fa-
vors one class of speakers-independent cable operators-over an-
other-the telephone companies."1 23 Likewise, the BOCs argued in their
appeal of the Triennial Review decision that the prohibition against the
BOCs' providing videotex content constituted a "direct burden on pro-
tected speech because it favor[ed] one class of speakers-non-Bell pub-
lishers-by totally suppressing the electronic speech of another-the Bell
companies." 24
It may be true in some situations that the identity of the speaker is
119. United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367, 377 (1968). Dean Stone identifies seven seem-
ingly distinct standards of review applied to content-neutral restrictions. Stone, supra note
118, at 48-50. He claims, however, that they actually represent three standards, which corre-
spond roughly to deferential, intermediate, and strict review. Id. at 50. He further character-
izes the O'Brien test as one that prohibits only "gratuitous" inhibitions of speech. Id. at 51.
120. O'Brien, 391 U.S. at 377.
121. Dean Stone observes that although the O'Brien test "purport[s] to have some bite," it
is in practice indistinguishable from the most deferential standard and results in the Court
upholding the restriction. Stone, supra note 118, at 52. While Stone is undoubtedly correct as
to the Supreme Court cases surveyed in his article, this statement does not hold true for lower
court application of the O'Brien test to cable television. In several cases, lower courts employ-
ing the O'Brien test have invalidated restrictions on cable operators' speech. See infra notes
214-23 and accompanying text.
122. See, eg., TRIBE, supra note 117, § 12-4, at 803 (observing that "t]he distinctions
between types of speech restrictions, however clear in the abstract, may ... prove arbitrary and
easily manipulable").
123. Brief for Local Telephone Company Intervenors at 14, Northwestern Ind. Tel. Co. v.
FCC, 872 F.2d 465 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (No. 88-1521) (filed Dec. 9, 1988), cert. denied, 493 U.S.
1035 (1990). Professor Winer argues in a recent article that "[w]hile the [telephone-cable
cross-ownership] ban apparently is not viewpoint specific, it can hardly be considered content
neutral." Laurence H. Winer, Telephone Companies Have First Amendment Rights Too: The
Constitutional Case for Entry into Cable, 8 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 257, 290 (1990).
124. Brief of Bell Co. Appellants Regarding Information Services at 27, United States v,
Western Elec. Co., 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (No. 87-5388) (per curiam), cert. denied, 111 S
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so closely associated with a point of view that a restriction on that
speaker's speech should be considered content-based.12 But that is not
the case here. There is no reason to believe that all BOCs or all tele-
phone companies represent a distinct point of view. There is no evidence
to suggest that these restrictions are designed to limit communications
because of the message conveyed or to address harm resulting from the
communicative impact of the suppressed speech. Rather, the regulations
are directed at conduct.
12 6
In FCC v. National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting (NCCB),127
the Supreme Court found that the newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership
rule, which is similar to the telephone-cable cross-ownership rule, was a
constitutionally permissible content-neutral 'regulation. 28 The FCC
found that preventing common ownership of newspapers and broadcast
stations serving the same community would promote the First Amend-
ment principle of diversity set forth in Associated Press v. United
States.'29 The Supreme Court rejected the arguments of the broadcast
Ct. 283 (1990). Similar arguments were made by an intervenor. See Intervenor's Brief at 3-18,
Western Elec. (No. 87-5388) (filed May 8, 1989 by The Media Institute).
125. Dean Stone characterizes speaker-based restrictions as one type of restriction "that
does not fit neatly within the Court's content-based/content-neutral distinction." Stone, supra
note 117, at 244. He assumes that speaker-based restrictions are content-neutral, but observes
that "[a]lthough speaker-based restrictions are facially content-neutral, there is often a close
correlation between speaker identity and viewpoint." Id. at 248-49. On the other hand, he
also points out that in Regan v. Taxation with Representation, 461 U.S. 540 (1983), and Perry
Education Ass'n v. Perry Local Educators' Ass'n, 460 U.S. 37 (1983), "the Court sharply
distinguished speaker-based from viewpoint-based restrictions and, at least in the subsidy and
nonpublic forum contexts, tested speaker-based restrictions by a standard of reasonableness."
Stone, supra note 117, at 247 (footnote omitted); see also infra note 145 (noting that the Court
has held that a tax targeting cable operators did not pose a risk of content discrimination).
126. The original purpose of the telephone-cable cross-ownership ban was to prevent an-
ticompetitive conduct by telephone companies against cable television providers. See supra
text accompanying notes 11-12. The reason for continuing that ban in the video dialtone con-
text would be to maximize competition and promote diversity. See supra notes 26-31 and
accompanying text. Similarly, the purpose of the videotex content ban was to prevent the
BOCs from discriminating against competing content-providers, to prevent the BOCs from
cross-subsidizing rates, and to promote diversity of information. See supra text accompanying
notes 77-79.
127. 436 U.S. 775 (1978).
128. Id. at 801. The FCC rules at issue in the case prohibited the owners of daily newspa-
pers from acquiring a broadcast license serving the same community. Amendment of Rules
Relating to Multiple Ownership of Standard, FM, and Television Broadcast Stations, 50
F.C.C.2d 1046, 1090 (1975) (codified at 47 C.F.R. § 73.3555(c) (1990)).
129. Amendment of Rules, 50 F.C.C.2d at 1050 (citing Associated Press v. United States,
326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945)). The D.C. Circuit was also of the view that the cross-ownership rule did
not violate the newspapers' First Amendment rights because the rule was designed to increase
the number of media voices, not to restrict or control content. National Citizens Comm. for
Broadcasting (NCCB) v. FCC, 555 F.2d 938, 953-54 (D.C. Cir. 1977), aff'd in part and rev'd
in part, 436 U.S. 775 (1978).
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and newspaper associations that "'government may [not] restrict the
speech of some elements of our society in order to enhance the relative
voice of others.' "13 The Court specifically noted that the purpose and
effect of the cross-ownership rule was to promote free speech. 131
Nonetheless, some lower court cases involving cable television could
bolster the argument that restrictions on telephone company provision of
content are not content-neutral. For example, on remand from the
Supreme Court in Preferred Communications, Inc. v. City of Los Ange-
les,132 the district court found that it was unconstitutional for the City of
Los Angeles to require the cable system to provide access channels. 133
The City argued that because the access requirements were "'justified
without reference to the content of [the cable operator's] speech,' they
[were] content-neutral. ' 134 The City also relied on the legislative history
of the 1984 Cable Act, which stated that the access provisions authorized
by the Act were consistent with the First Amendment because they es-
tablished "'content neutral structural regulations which [would] foster
the availability of a "diversity of viewpoints" to the listening
audience.' "135
130. NCCB, 436 U.S. at 799 (quoting Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 48-49 (1976)). The
Court pointed out that its decision in Buckley also recognized that "'broadcast media pose
unique and special problems not present in the traditional free speech case,' " and that "efforts
to 'enhanc[e] the volume and quality of coverage of public issues' may be permissible where
similar efforts to regulate the print media would not be." Id. at 799-800 (quoting Buckley, 424
U.S. at 49 n.55).
131. Id. at 801. Further, it observed that newspapers need not forfeit their right to publish
in order to acquire a license in another community. Id. at 800-01. The Fifth Circuit relied on
NCCB in rejecting a First Amendment challenge to the FCC's rules prohibiting broadcast and
cable cross-ownership. Marsh Media, Ltd. v. FCC, 798 F.2d 772, 776-77 (5th Cir. 1986), cert.
denied, 479 U.S. 1085 (1987). The court observed that whatever the degree of First Amend-
ment protection afforded cable, it was not more than that afforded newspaper publishers in
NCCB. Id. at 776 n.7.
The FCC has also asserted that the telephone-cable cross-ownership rules are content
neutral. 1988 Notice, supra note 18, at 5864; see infra text accompanying notes 225-26.
132. 67 Rad. Reg. 2d (P & F) 366 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 5, 1990), appeal docketed, Nos. 91-55625
& 91-55665 (9th Cir. May 9 & 21, 1991).
133. Los Angeles had required all franchise applicants to set aside two channels for public
access, two channels for use by educational institutions, and two channels for government use
(the so-called "PEG" channels), as well as two channels for leased access. Id. at 374-76. This
decision was reached on motions for summary judgment.
134. Id. at 374 (quoting Ward v. Rock Against Racism, 491 U.S. 781, 791 (1989)).
135. Id. at 374-75 (quoting HousE COMM. ON ENERGY & COMMERCE, CABLE COMMUNI-
CATIONS POLICY ACT OF 1984, H.R. REP. No. 934, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984), reprinted in
1984 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4655, 4672). The Cable Act permits local franchise authorities to require
public, educational, and governmental channels under certain circumstances. Cable Commu-
nications Policy Act of 1984, 47 U.S.C. § 531 (1988). It also requires that each cable system
with more than 36 channels make some of those channels available for commercial use (leased
access). Id. § 532(b)(1)(A). "The purpose of this section is to assure that the widest possible
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The district court, however, rejected the City's position that the ac-
cess requirements were "content-neutral."' 36 The court found that "[bly
requiring the franchisee to open certain channels for presumably unlim-
ited use to the government and the general public, the City [was] directly
regulating the programming, Le., content of the franchisee cable sys-
tem." 3 ' Thus, the court found that the access requirements constituted
a "non-incidental" burden on the cable operator's speech.' 38
The district court's conclusion may be wrong. Since the govern-
ment cannot know in advance the content of programming put on by the
"general public," or even governmental and educational institutions, it is
difficult to see how requiring the cable system to allow access to the gen-
eral public is dictating content.
The other case that arguably supports the conclusion that restric-
tions on telephone company speech are content-based is Quincy Cable
TV, Inc. v. FCC.1 39 In that decision, the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit found the FCC's "must carry" rules,
which required cable systems to retransmit local television signals, un-
constitutional."4 Dictum in Quincy supports the view that regulation
based on the identity of the speaker constitutes more than a mere inci-
dental burden on speech:
Although not intended to suppress or protect any particular
viewpoint, the rules are explicitly designed to "favor[] certain
classes of speakers over others." Their very purpose is to bol-
ster the fortunes of local broadcasters even if the inevitable con-
sequence of implementing that goal is to create an
overwhelming competitive advantage over cable programmers.
Under the protective aegis of the rules, local broadcasters are
guaranteed the right to convey their messages over the cable
system while cable programmers must vie for a proportionately
diminished number of channels. 14 1
Thus, the court seriously questioned whether the O'Brien test, which was
designed for situations in which speech is only incidentally burdened,
diversity of information sources are made available to the public from cable systems in a man-
ner consistent with growth and development of cable systems." Id. § 532(a). Cable operators
are prohibited from exercising "any editorial control" over the leased access channels. Id.
§ 532(c)(2).
136. Preferred Communications, 67 Rad. Reg. 2d (P & F) at 374-75.
137. Id. at 375.
138. Id.
139. 768 F.2d 1434 (D.C. Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 476 U.S. 1169 (1986).
140. Id. at 1454.
141. Id. at 1451 (quoting Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9, 48 (D.C. Cir.), cert
denied, 434 U.S. 829 (1977)) (citations omitted).
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was appropriate here. It avoided reaching a conclusion on this issue by
deciding that even under the more lenient O'Brien test, the "must carry"
rules were unconstitutional. 14
2
Even if the court had squarely held that the "must carry" rules were
content-based instead of content-neutral, that case would be distinguish-
able from the restrictions on telephone company speech addressed in this
Article. The "must carry" rules were not a general access provision that
required cable operators to carry all who wished to speak; rather, the
rules required cable systems only to carry particular television signals.
By contrast, telephone companies are required to hold themselves out
and carry for all persons indifferently. In the latter case, it is more diffi-
cult to argue that a particular class of speakers is being preferred. 143
Furthermore, characterizing the speaker-based restriction as con-
tent-based is a very broad construction of the concept "content-based."
It is unreasonable to assume that there is a "broadcaster" viewpoint that
is distinct from the "cable" viewpoint on any issues except those directly
affecting the business interest of those industries.144 Similarly, it is hard
to imagine that telephone companies represent a unique viewpoint on
public issues other than those affecting their business interests.'4
142. Id. at 1452-63.
143. Phillip D. Mink, General Counsel for Citizens for a Sound Economy Foundation's
Legal and Regulatory Reform Project, has argued that the "information services restriction
[imposed by the MFJ on the BOCs] was a public policy distortion based on nothing more than
[newspaper] publishers' desire to preserve their profits." PHILLIP D. MINK, CITIZENS FOR A
SOUND ECONOMY FOUND., NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS & FREEDOM OF SPEECH 8 (1989) (dis-
cussing United States v. Western Elec. Co., 673 F. Supp. 525 (D.D.C. 1987) (Triennial Re-
view), aff'd inpart, rev'd inpart, 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (per curiam), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct.
283 (1990)); see supra notes 82-83 and accompanying text for an explanation of the Triennial
Review. If Mink is correct in his dubious assertion that the Triennial Review court's failure to
remove the MFJ's information services restriction was really motivated by a desire to protect
the newspaper industry against competition, the situation would be closer to that presented in
Quincy. Even so, it is difficult to see why this should lead to analyzing the restrictions on the
content rather than the conduct track. If the governmental interest is an improper one, the
restriction should be struck down under O'Brien.
144. Thus, for example, while it is probably true that broadcasters support "must carry"
rules and cable operators do not, there is no reason to think there would be any uniformity of
viewpoints regarding other public issues.
145. In Leathers v. Medlock, 111 S. Ct. 1438 (1991), the Supreme Court rejected the view
that cable operators represented a distinct point of view such that a tax targeting cable opera-
tors posed a risk of content discrimination. Id. at 1445. The majority based its decision on the
fact that there were about 100 cable operators in the state. Id. at 1444. It suggested that had
the tax scheme targeted a smaller number of speakers, it might pose a risk similar to that of
content-based regulation. Id. at 1444-45. Yet, as the dissenting opinion points out, while over
100 cable companies operate in the state, most communities are served by only one. Id. at
1451-52 (Marshall, J., dissenting). Thus, it is difficult to say whether the Court would find that
a law targeting local telephone companies (of which there are over 1400 nationwide, but only
one in each community) posed a danger of content discrimination.
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Thus, neither the remand decision in Preferred Communications nor
the Quincy decision provides strong support to the telephone company
view that the restrictions at issue are content-based. Since the possibility
exists that the restrictions could be found to be content-based, however,
it is useful to assess how the restrictions might fare under that test.
B. Analysis on the Content Track
1. The Corporate Speech Cases
The prevailing constitutional analysis of the First Amendment
rights of corporations with respect to content-based restrictions derives
from three Supreme Court cases: First National Bank v. Bellotti, " Con-
solidated Edison v. Public Service Commission, 47 and Pacific Gas & Elec-
tric Co. v. Public Utilities Commission.'48
In Bellotti the Supreme Court struck down a Massachusetts crimi-
nal statute that prohibited business corporations from making contribu-
tions or expenditures for the purpose of influencing referenda, other than
those affecting the corporation's property or business.149 The majority
rejected the argument that the corporate identity of the speaker deprived
its speech of First Amendment protection.'50 The Court reasoned that
its prior cases clearly recognized that the press enjoys First Amendment
protection, even when the press takes a corporate form.' 5 ' It then ob-
served that "the press does not have a monopoly on either the First
Amendment or the ability to enlighten."' 52 Thus, it concluded that there
was no basis to deny First Amendment protection to corporations.15 3
Noting that the Massachusetts prohibition was directed at speech
intimately related to the process of governing, the Court examined
whether the restriction was narrowly tailored to meet a compelling state
interest.'5 4 The state asserted two interests: (1) sustaining the active role
of individual citizens in the electoral process, and (2) protecting the
rights of shareholders whose views differed from those of corporate man-
146. 435 U.S. 765 (1978).
147. 447 U.S. 530 (1980).
148. 475 U.S. 1 (1985).
149. Bellotti, 435 U.S. at 767. For a discussion of the significance of the Bellotti case, see
Carl E. Schneider, Free Speech and Corporate Freedom: A Comment on First National Bank of
Boston v. Bellotti, 59 S. CAL. L. REv. 1227 (1986).
150. Bellotti, 435 U.S. at 778.
151. Id. at 778 n.14, 780-81.
152. Id. at 782.
153. Id. at 784.
154. Id. at 786.
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agement. 55 Finding that the first interest "hinge[d] upon the assumption
that [corporate] participation would exert an undue influence on the out-
come of a referendum vote," the Court rejected it as unsupported by
record or legislative findings.156 The Court rejected the second asserted
interest-protection of shareholders-by finding that the statute was
both underinclusive and overinclusive.1 17
In Consolidated Edison the Court found that a regulation of the
New York Public Service Commission (PSC), which prohibited an elec-
tric utility from including bill inserts discussing controversial issues of
public importance, violated the First Amendment. 158 The Court articu-
155. Id. at 787.
156. Id. at 789. The Court continued with the observation that were the State's arguments
"supported by record or legislative findings that corporate advocacy threatened imminently to
undermine democratic processes, thereby denigrating rather than serving First Amendment
interests, these arguments would merit our consideration." Id. The Court recognized that
corporate advertising might influence the outcome of the vote, but that fact was not a reason to
suppress the speech. Id. at 790. "'[The concept that government may restrict the speech of
some elements of our society in order to enhance the relative voice of others is wholly foreign
to the First Amendment .... "' Id. at 790-91 (quoting Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 48-49
(1976)).
157. Id. at 793. Justice White wrote a dissenting opinion in which Justices Brennan and
Marshall joined. He characterized the issue as "whether a State may prevent corporate man-
agement from using the corporate treasury to propagate views having no connection with the
corporate business." Id. at 803 (White, J., dissenting). He criticized the majority for failing to
recognize that the Massachusetts law was designed to promote First Amendment rights and to
balance the competing First Amendment interests. Id. at 804 (White, J., dissenting). While
not denying that corporate communications come within the scope of the First Amendment,
he claimed that corporations may be subject to restrictions on expression to which individuals
are not subjected because corporations do not manifest individual freedom or choice. Id. at
804-05 (White, J., dissenting). And while recognizing "the right to hear or receive informa-
tion," he questioned whether curtailing corporate communications on political or ideological
matters would jeopardize this right, given that individual shareholders, employees, and cus-
tomers remain free to communicate the same views. Id. at 806-07 (White, J., dissenting).
Justice White characterized the purpose of the Massachusetts statute not as equalizing finan-
cial resources of opposing viewpoints, but as "preventing institutions which have been permit-
ted to amass wealth as a result of special advantages extended by the State for certain
economic purposes from using that wealth to acquire an unfair advantage in the political pro-
cess." Id. at 809 (White, J., dissenting). Justice White also would have upheld the statute as
promoting the free speech interests of the stockholders. Id. at 812-22 (White, J., dissenting).
Justice Rehnquist also wrote a dissenting opinion in which he questioned whether corpo-
rations, as artificial entities created by the state for limited purposes, should enjoy the same
liberty to engage in political activities as natural persons. Id. at 828 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
158. Consolidated Edison v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 530, 544 (1980). The case
arose because the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) had requested Consolidated
Edison (Con Edison) to include a rebuttal to a Con Edison bill insert advocating nuclear
power. When Con Edison refused, NRDC asked the New York Public Service Commission
(PSC) to require Con Edison to make envelope space available. The PSC refused NRDC's
request, but instead prohibited utilities from using bill inserts to discuss political matters. The
highest court in New York upheld the order as a valid time, place, and manner regulation
designed to protect the privacy of Con Edison's customers. Id. at 533 (citing In re Consoli-
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lated the appropriate test: "Where a government restricts the speech of a
private person, the state action may be sustained only if the government
can show that the regulation is a precisely drawn means of serving a
compelling state interest." 159  It rejected the PSC's argument that the
regulation was necessary "(i) to avoid forcing Consolidated Edison's
views on a captive audience, (ii) to allocate limited resources in the public
interest, and (iii) to ensure that ratepayers do not subsidize the cost of the
bill inserts."1 "
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (PG&E) also involved utility bill in-
serts.1 61 In that case, instead of banning bill inserts, the California Public
Utilities Commission (PUC) ordered PG&E to make available extra en-
velope space four times per year to a consumer group, Toward Utility
Rate Normalization (TURN), for the purpose of inserting its own publi-
cation.162 Justice Powell, in an opinion that Chief Justice Burger and
Justices Brennan and O'Connor joined, found that the PUC's order vio-
lated the First Amendment rights of PG&E by compelling it to dissemi-
nate views with which it disagreed.' 63
dated Edison Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 47 N.Y.2d 94, 106-07, 390 N.E.2d 749, 755, 417
N.Y.S.2d 30, 37 (1979), rev'd, 447 U.S. 530 (1980)). On appeal, the U.S. Supreme Court found
that Bellotti had already established that corporations such as Con Edison were entitled to
freedom of speech and could not be confined to specified issues. Id. It also found that the PSC
order could not be justified as a reasonable time, place, and manner restriction because the
restriction was based on the content of the speech. Id. at 536.
159. Id. at 540 (citing Bellotti, 435 U.S. at 786; Buckley, 424 U.S. at 25).
160. Id. at 540-41. The majority found that there was no captive audience with regard to
bill inserts, no showing that the presence of the bill inserts would preclude other inserts, and
no showing that ratepayers were subsidizing the cost of the bill inserts. Id. at 542-43.
161. Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. (PG&E) v. Public Utils. Comm'n, 475 U.S. 1, 1 (1986) (plu-
rality opinion). Much of the commentary has been critical of this decision. See, e.g., Mitchell
C. Tilner, Government Compulsion of Corporate Speech. Legitimate Regulation or First
Amendment Violation? A Critique of PG&E v. Public Utilities Commission, 27 SANTA
CLARA L. REv. 485, 494-513 (1987); Nicholas Nesgos, Note, Pacific Gas and Electric Co. v.
Public Utilities Commission: The Right to Hear in Corporate Negative and Affirmative Speech,
73 CORNELL L. REv. 1080, 1094-1100 (1988).
162. PG&E, 475 U.S. at 6-7 (plurality opinion).
163. Id. at 9, 15 (plurality opinion). Although there was no majority opinion, Justice Mar-
shall concurred in the judgment. Justices Rehnquist, White, and Stevens dissented, and Justice
Blackmun did not participate. The plurality opinion relied on the Court's earlier decision in
Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. 241 (1974), which struck down a Florida
statute requiring newspapers to offer political candidates a right to reply. Id. at 258. The
PG&E plurality found that
the Commission's order is not, in Tornillo's words, a "content-based penalty" in the
first sense, because TURN's access to appellant's envelopes is not conditioned on any
particular expression by appellant. But because access is awarded only to those who
disagree with appellant's views and who are hostile to appellant's interest, appellant
must contend with the fact that whenever it speaks out on a given issue, it may be
forced-at TURN's discretion-to help disseminate hostile views.
PG&E, 475 U.S. at 13-14 (plurality opinion) (citation omitted). The plurality also found that
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The PG&E plurality stated that even though the regulation bur-
dened protected speech, it "could be valid if it were a narrowly tailored
means of serving a compelling state interest." 114 The plurality examined
the interests asserted by the PUC, finding that although the state's inter-
est in fair and effective utility regulation was compelling, there were
other ways to achieve this end that would not violate PG&E's First
Amendment rights. 6 It also rejected the state's "interest in promoting
speech by making a variety of views available to appellant's customers"
on the ground that the state "cannot advance some points of view by
burdening the expression of others." '66
Thus, in these three leading corporate speech cases, two of which
involved regulated public utilities, the Supreme Court struck down re-
strictions on corporate speech by applying a test that examined whether
the restriction was narrowly tailored to meet a compelling state interest.
PG&E might be forced to respond to positions taken by TURN, thus violating its First
Amendment interest to choose not to speak. Id. at 16-17 (plurality opinion). The plurality
opinion also rejected the argument that ratepayers owned the "extra space" in the billing enve-
lopes. Id. at 17-18 (plurality opinion).
164. Id. at 19 (plurality opinion) (citing Consolidated Edison, 447 U.S. at 535; First Nat'l
Bank v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 786 (1978)).
165. Id. (plurality opinion).
166. Id. at 20 (plurality opinion). In his dissenting opinion, Justice Rehnquist argued that
the majority's decision could not be squared with precedent. Id. at 27 (Rehnquist, J., dissent-
ing). Although he agreed that the First Amendment "prohibits the government from directly
suppressing the affirmative speech of corporations," it does not prohibit "action that only indi-
rectly and remotely affects a speaker's contribution to the overall mix of information available
to society." Id. (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). He did not find that the right of access would have
any noticeable deterrent effect on the utility's speech. Furthermore, he did not "believe that
negative free speech rights, applicable to individuals and perhaps the print media, should be
extended to corporations generally." Id. at 26 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). In his view, the
extension of First Amendment protection to corporations was justified only by the value to the
public in receiving the information. Thus, he found that
the constitutional interest of a corporation in not permitting the presentation of other
distinct views clearly identified as those of the speaker is de minimis. This is espe-
cially true in the case of PG&E, which is after all a regulated public utility. Any
claim it may have had to a sphere of corporate autonomy was largely surrendered to
extensive regulatory authority when it was granted legal monopoly status.
Id. at 34 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). Justice Rehnquist also observed that the availability of an
effective disclaimer was sufficient to eliminate any infringement on negative speech rights, Id.
at 32 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
Justice Stevens also wrote a dissenting opinion, in which he characterized the issue as
"whether a state public utility commission may require the fundraising solicitation of a con-
sumer advocacy group to be carried in a utility billing envelope." Id. at 35 (Stevens, J., dis-
senting). He concluded that this requirement is no different from other commercial
regulations, such as SEC requirements that corporate boards of directors transmit shareholder
proposals with which they disagree, and does not violate the First Amendment. Id. at 39-40
(Stevens, J., dissenting).
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In a more recent case, however, the Supreme Court applied the same test
to a law restricting corporate political speech and upheld the law.
In Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce 67 the Court upheld a
section of the Michigan Campaign Finance Act that prohibited all corpo-
rations (except media corporations) from using general treasury funds to
support state candidates. Although recognizing that the statute bur-
dened political expression, the majority found the law constitutional be-
cause it was narrowly tailored to serve a compelling state interest. 168
The Austin Court found a compelling governmental interest in
preventing corruption or the appearance of corruption that justified regu-
lation of political expenditures by corporations. 169 The Court observed
that state law gave corporations special advantages that could allow a
corporation to obtain "'an unfair advantage in the political market-
place.' "170 It further noted that general treasury funds were not an indi-
cation of popular support for political ideas. The Court found that the
Michigan law "ensures that expenditures reflect actual public support for
the political ideas espoused by corporations."''
The majority further found that the Act was "precisely" tailored.' 72
It did not impose an absolute ban on all corporate political spending;
political spending was permitted through separate, segregated funds.'
73
As to the latter, the Court observed, "[b]ecause persons contributing to
such funds understand that their money will be used solely for political
purposes, the speech generated accurately reflects contributors' support
for the corporation's political views."' 74
167. 110 S. Ct. 1391 (1990).
168. Id. at 1395.
169. Id. at 1397-98.
170. Id. at 1397 (quoting Federal Election Comm'n v. Massachusetts Citizens for Life,
Inc., 479 U.S. 238, 257 (1986)).
171. Id. at 1398. The majority rejected Justice Kennedy's dissenting argument that the
Act attempted to equalize the relative influence of speakers on elections. Id. at 1397-98; see id.
at 1421 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
172. Id. at 1398.
173. Id. The Court distinguished the Chamber of Commerce from nonprofit ideological
corporations such as Massachusetts Citizens for Life on the basis of three factors. Such non-
profit corporations (1) were "formed for the express purpose of promoting political ideas"
rather than business activities, (2) did not have shareholders or other persons with claims on
the organization's assets, and (3) were independent from the "influence of business corpora-
tions." Id. at 1398-1400.
174. Id. at 1398. For a detailed discussion of the Austin case, see Samuel M. Taylor, Note,
Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce: Addressing a "New Corruption" in Campaign
Financing, 69 N.C. L. REv. 1060 (1991).
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2. Application to Telephone Company Restrictions
To apply the principles from the corporate speech cases to restric-
tions on telephone company speech, we first must examine the govern-
ment interests at stake. The government is likely to assert three interests
as compelling. First, the government has an interest in assuring that cap-
tive ratepayers are not forced to subsidize the telephone company's ex-
pressive activities. Second, the government has an interest in preventing
telephone company discrimination against competitors. Finally, the gov-
ernment has an interest in maximizing diversity of information sources
available to the public.
Protecting ratepayers is almost certainly a compelling governmental
purpose under the Court's corporate speech cases. 175 In Austin, protect-
ing shareholders was cited as one of the government's interests support-
ing the limitation on corporate speech.176 If anything, it would seem that
telephone ratepayers would have an even greater claim to protection than
corporate shareholders. At least shareholders are free to sell their
stock. 177 Telephone ratepayers have no alternate means to obtain essen-
tial local telephone service, and thus should be entitled to government
protection from unwanted spending on speech.
If the interest in protecting ratepayers is found to be compelling, the
court must consider whether the restrictions on telephone company
speech are narrowly tailored to serve that interest. Telephone companies
will argue that there are less speech-restrictive means of preventing cross-
subsidization.
Preventing ratepayer subsidy of a telephone company's other busi-
ness activities, which is referred to as cross-subsidy, has been a long-
175. While this argument did not persuade a majority of the justices in Consolidated
Edison, their rejection appears to be based on an insufficient factual showing. See Consolidated
Edison Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 530, 540-43 (1980). The majority found that
"there is no basis on this record to assume that the Commission could not exclude the cost of
these bill inserts from the utility's rate base." Id. at 543. The dissent, however, found that the
"use of the billing envelope to distribute management's pamphlets amounts to a forced subsidy
of the utility's speech by the ratepayers." Id. at 551 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
176. Austin, 110 S. Ct. at 1399. The majority found that corporate spending would not
necessarily reflect the views of the shareholders because shareholders would have an economic
disincentive to disassociate themselves if they objected to the corporation's political activity.
Id. In Bellotti, however, the majority rejected the state's asserted interest in shareholder pro-
tection, finding the statute in question both underinclusive and overinclusive. First Nat'l Bank
v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 793 (1978). The statute was underinclusive because it did not prevent
a corporation from expressing its views on any issues that were not the subject of referenda or
from lobbying, nor did it apply to nonbusiness organizations. Id. It was held to be overinclu-
sive because it prohibited expenditures concerning referenda even if shareholders unanimously
supported them. Id. at 794.
177. Austin, 110 S. Ct. at 1412 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
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standing and difficult problem in communications regulation. There has
been much debate about whether structural regulation, such as requiring
separate subsidiaries, is needed to detect and deter cross-subsidization, or
whether nonstructural regulation, such as accounting rules, is adequate.
In the Second Computer Inquiry, the FCC decided that structural regula-
tion was necessary to prevent AT&T from engaging in cross-subsidiza-
tion. 17  The FCC later reversed this determination in the Third
Computer Inquiry, concluding that cross-subsidy could be controlled by
detailed accounting separation.' 79 The Ninth Circuit, however, found
the FCC's reversal unsupported by the evidence.'8 0
178. Amendment of Section 64.702 of Commission's Rules and Regulations (Second Com-
puter Inquiry), 77 F.C.C.2d 384, 461-66 (final decision), modified on reconsideration, 84
F.C.C.2d 50 (1980), modified on further reconsideration, 88 F.C.C.2d 512 (1981), aff'd sub
noma. Computer & Communications Indus. Ass'n v. FCC, 693 F.2d 198 (D.C. Cir. 1982), cert.
denied, 461 U.S. 938 (1983) [hereinafter Second Computer Inquiry]. After the BOCs were
divested by AT&T pursuant to the terms of the MFJ, the FCC examined whether it was
necessary to continue to impose the Second Computer Inquiry's separate subsidiary require-
ments on the divested BOCs. Policy and Rules Concerning Furnishing of Customer Premises
Equip., Enhanced Servs. and Cellular Communications Servs. by Bell Operating Cos., 95
F.C.C.2d 1117, 1120 (1983), aff'd sub nom. Illinois Bell Tel. Co. v. FCC, 740 F.2d 465 (7th
Cir.), aff'd on reconsideration, 49 Fed. Reg. 26,056 (1984), aff'd sub nom. North Am. Tele-
communications Ass'n v. FCC, 772 F.2d 1282 (7th Cir. 1985) [hereinafter BOC Separation
Order]. The Commission concluded that the BOCs continued to "have the incentive, and
should have some ability absent separation, to engage in cross-subsidization to the detriment of
ratepayers for regulated services." Id. at 1130. Thus, it concluded that it was necessary to
continue to impose structural separation requirements on the divested BOCs. Id. at 1150.
179. Amendment of Section 64.702 of Commission's Rules and Regulations (Third Com-
puter Inquiry), 104 F.C.C.2d 958, 1075 (1986), reconsideration, 2 F.C.C. Red. 3035 (1987),
further reconsideration, 3 F.C.C. Red. 1150 (1988), second further reconsideration, 4 F.C.C.
Red. 5927 (1989), vacated sub nom. California v. FCC, 905 F.2d 1217 (9th Cir. 1990) [herein-
after Third Computer Inquiry]. The FCC recognized that the BOCs' motive to cross-subsidize
had not decreased and that cross-subsidization remained a potential danger. Id. at 1074-75. It
concluded, however, that it would be able to develop a cost allocation methodology that would
minimize improper cost shifting. Id. at 1075-77.
180. California v. FCC, 905 F.2d 1217, 1233-38 (9th Cir. 1990). The court concluded that
because
the record fails to show that these purported market changes have demonstrably
reduced either cost-shifting opportunities or incentives, the Commission's justifica-
tion for its new policy change lacks record support. In sum, the Commission has
failed to explain satisfactorily how changed circumstances justify its substitution of
nonstructural for structural safeguards to protect telephone ratepayers and enhanced
services competitors from cross-subsidization.
Id. at 1238. The court vacated the Third Computer Inquiry and remanded to the FCC for
further proceedings. Id. at 1246. In a further proceeding, the Commission readopted, with
some modification, the nonstructural safeguards of the Third Computer Inquiry and the Joint
Cost Order. Computer III Remand Proceedings, No. 90-623, slip op. at 2 (F.C.C. Dec. 20,
1991) (report and order); see also infra notes 182-84 and accompanying text (referring to the
Joint Cost Order and its procedural history).
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In the 1987 Triennial Review decision,1"' the district court consid-
ered at length the arguments made by the BOCs and others that the
FCC's nonstructural regulation could prevent cross-subsidization.8 2
The court rejected reliance on the FCC's nonstructural regulation on the
grounds that either "(1) the particular regulation predates the decree and
thus had addressed the problems on paper, but unsuccessfully, for many,
many years; or (2) the regulation does not yet exist in effective form but
is only on the drawing boards."'8 3
The new regulations referred to by the court are the cost allocation
rules adopted by the FCC in a decision known as the Joint Cost Order.'84
In addition to finding that it would take some time to implement these
rules, 8 5 the court concluded that the new rules were unlikely to accom-
plish the objective of detecting cross-subsidization:
To the contrary, [the Joint Cost Order] complicates the process
of detection by allowing each Regional Company (1) to adopt a
manual different from the others, (2) to choose its own cost
allocation procedures, (3) to select its own accountants to re-
view and certify the manual, and (4) to use its own reporting
categories and terminology. In short, there will be no common
denominator.18
6
Thus, completely prohibiting telephone companies from providing con-
tent may be essential to protect ratepayers from cross-subsidization.
The government may also assert a compelling interest in making
sure that the telephone company does not deny access to or discriminate
against competing providers of content. Of course, the obvious response
to this argument is to point out that telephone companies are prohibited
by the Communications Act from discriminating. Therefore, even if a
181. See supra notes 82-83 and accompanying text for an explanation of the Triennial Re-
view process.
182. United States v. Western Elec. Co., 673 F. Supp. 525, 571-74 (D.D.C. 1987), aff'd in
part, rev'd in part, 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (per curiam), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 283 (1990).
183. Id. at 571. The court found that "[t]he cross-subsidization problem is as acute now as
it ever was." Id. It explained:
It is intrinsically difficult for a relatively small group of regulators to prevent cross-
subsidization within several multi-billion dollar entities, particularly if the entities are
as complex internally and as fluctuating organizationally as the Regional Companies.
Id.
184. Separation of Costs of Regulated Tel. Serv. from Costs of Nonregulated Activities, 2
F.C.C. Red. 1298, 1329-31 (joint cost order), reconsideration, 2 F.C.C. Rcd. 6283 (1987),
further reconsideration, 3 F.C.C. Red. 6701 (1988), aff'd sub nom. Southwestern Bell Corp. v.
FCC, 896 F.2d 1378 (D.C. Cir. 1990).
185. Western Elec., 673 F. Supp. at 572-73.
186. Id. at 573 (footnotes omitted).
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telephone company has its own affiliate as a customer, it is legally obliged
to treat other customers on a nondiscriminatory basis.
Although telephone companies may be prohibited by law from dis-
criminating, there is good reason to be skeptical about the effectiveness of
such laws. Despite the duty of nondiscrimination imposed by the Com-
munications Act, the BOCs were found to have favored AT&T's long-
distance operations over competing long-distance companies.' 87 Simi-
larly, the BOCs were found to have discriminated against non-Western
Electric equipment in providing interconnection with the local telephone
network.1 8
In the Triennial Review decision, the court carefully considered and
rejected the argument that nonstructural regulation would be sufficient to
prevent the BOCs from discriminating against competitors.8 9 The court
found that reliance on the nonstructural safeguards known as "Open
Network Architecture" (ONA) and "Comparably Efficient Interconnec-
tion" (CEI) adopted in the Third Computer Inquiry to prevent discrimi-
nation was, at a minimum, premature; ONA had not yet been
implemented and the BOCs had appealed the FCC's order requiring
ONA.' 90 The court also found that ONA suffered from "[s]ignfficant
[d]efects."19' Thus, in light of historical experience, the strong incentives
to discriminate, and the ease with which such discrimination may escape
detection, it is possible that the only effective method of preventing dis-
crimination is to prohibit completely telephone company involvement
with content.
Finally, the government has an interest in promoting diversity. The
187. United States v. AT&T, 524 F. Supp. 1336, 1353-57 (D.D.C. 1981) (summarizing the
government's evidence, mostly based on FCC decisions, that AT&T monopolized the market
for intercity services and finding such evidence sufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss).
188. Id. at 1349-52 (summarizing government's evidence, again based on FCC cases); see
also BOC Separation Order, supra note 178, at 1134-35 (enumerating ways in which a BOC
could use its control over the local exchange facilities to discriminate against competing prov-
iders of customer premises equipment). Such discrimination also occurs in other industries.
For example, railroads were prohibited by the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, from
transporting products produced by their affiliates in order to prevent them from self-dealing.
See 2 ROBERT HUTCHINSON, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF CARRIERS AS ADMINISTERED IN
THE COURTS OF THE UNITED STATES, CANADA AND ENGLAND § 555 (3d ed. 1906). More
recently, it has been suggested that cable systems have afforded preferential treatment to affili-
ated program networks. WALLGREN, supra note 20, at 92-93. It has also been shown that
airline-owned computer reservation systems tend to favor booking on the airlines that own
them. See John Evans, Divestiture as a Legislative Solution to the Anti-Consumer Effects of
Airline Ownership of Computer Reservation Systems, 10 COMPUTER/L.J. 1, 8-11, 16-19 (1990).
189. Western Elec., 673 F. Supp. at 574-79.
190. Id. at 576. In fact, the Commission's decision in the Third Computer Inquiry was
overturned on appeal. See supra note 180.
191. Western Elec., 673 F. Supp. at 577.
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"diversity principle" derives from Associated Press v. United States, in
which the Supreme Court noted that the First Amendment "rests on the
assumption that the widest possible dissemination of information from
diverse and antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare of the
public." 192
Promoting diversity of sources of information has been one of the
major goals in regulating broadcasting 193 and cable. 194 In National Citi-
zens Committee for Broadcasting v. FCC (NCCB) the Supreme Court
found that the analogous newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership rules
served the goal of diversity. 195 More recently, in Metro Broadcasting,
Inc. v. FCC, the Supreme Court upheld against constitutional challenge
the FCC's policies favoring minority applicants in broadcast licensing. 196
The Court found that "the interest in enhancing broadcast diversity is, at
the very least, an important governmental objective and is therefore a
sufficient basis for the Commission's minority ownership policies." 197
The Court explained: "Just as a 'diverse student body' contributing to a
"robust exchange of ideas"' is a 'constitutionally permissible goal' on
which a race-conscious university admissions program may be predi-
cated, the diversity of views and information on the airwaves serves im-
portant First Amendment values." '198
If promoting diversity is a compelling enough government interest
to withstand equal protection challenge in Metro, it may also be a sub-
stantial enough interest to withstand First Amendment challenge from
telephone companies. Indeed, as discussed above, the district court in
AT&T relied in part on the diversity principle in upholding the informa-
tion services restriction. 199
Assuming that promoting diversity in cable or videotex content is
found to be a compelling or substantial government interest, the question
arises whether the restriction is sufficiently narrowly tailored to serve
that interest. This seems to be a much closer question. The resolution
may depend on the strength of the government's contention that tele-
192. 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945).
193. See, eg., Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. FCC, 110 S. Ct. 2997, 3010 (1990); FCC v.
National Citizens Comm. for Broadcasting, 436 U.S. 775, 795 (1978); Red Lion Broadcasting
Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 390 (1969).
194. Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984, 47 U.S.C. §§ 521(4), 532(a) (1988).
195. 436 U.S. at 801-02. The cross-ownership rules at issue in NCCB barred the formation
or transfer of co-located newspaper-broadcast combinations. Id. at 779, 785 n.8.
196. 110 S. Ct. at 3002.
197. Id. at 3010.
198. Id. (quoting Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 311-12 (1978) (Powell,
J.) (quoting Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967)).
199. See supra text accompanying notes 88-92.
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phone companies, if allowed to provide content, will discriminate against
competing content providers in ways that reduce overall diversity even
though such discrimination is illegal.
In sum, if the restrictions on telephone company speech are found to
be content-based, there are three interests likely to be asserted by the
government. Conventional wisdom tells us that the court is likely to find
that the restrictions are not sufficiently narrowly tailored, and hence, un-
constitutional. In Austin, however, which involved a much clearer case
of content-based restriction, the Court upheld a restriction on corporate
speech.2"o The Austin Court seemed concerned about state-created dis-
tortion in the marketplace of ideas. Similar concerns about state-created
distortion may well be present when the corporation not only enjoys in-
creased wealth because of its corporate status, but also enjoys the state's
protection as a regulated public utility.20 1 Thus, it is possible that, even
if analyzed on the content track, restrictions on telephone company pro-
vision of cable and videotex content would withstand constitutional
challenge.
C. Analysis on the Conduct Track
Telephone companies have argued that even if prohibitions against
their provision of content constitute only an incidental burden on speech,
they fail to satisfy the test set forth in O'Brien.202 To support this posi-
tion, the BOCs rely on a line of cases involving cable television. The
cable cases provide a useful precedent for telephone companies because
both cable and telephone companies control monopoly transmission
facilities.20 3
1. The Cable Cases
The cable industry has enjoyed some success in the courts in assert-
200. See supra notes 167-74 and accompanying text.
201. Austin may be distinguished on the ground that it involved political speech, while
telephone company speech is likely to comprise a variety of different types of speech. It is not
clear, however, which way this distinction should cut. On the one hand, political speech is
typically afforded the highest degree of protection. On the other hand, government distortion
of nonpolitical speech may be less cause for concern than government distortion of political
speech.
202. See, e.g., Brief of Bell Co. Appellants Regarding Information Services at 28-36,
United States v. Western Elec. Co., 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (No. 87-5388), cert denied, 111
S. Ct. 283 (1990). For an explanation of the O'Brien test, see supra notes 119-21 and accompa-
nying text.
203. See, e.g., ITHIEL DE SOLA POOL, TECHNOLOGIES OF FREEDoM 168 (1983); Eli M.
Noam, Towards an Integrated Communications Market: Overcoming the Local Monopoly of
Cable Television, 34 FED. CoMM. L.J. 209, 209-11 (1982).
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ing its position that it is an "electronic publisher" entitled to the same
degree of First Amendment protection as newspapers.2" Most of the
cases, however, have been at the district court or court of appeals level.
In one case that reached the Supreme Court, City of Los Angeles v. Pre-
ferred Communications, Inc.,2 °5 a would-be cable operator, Preferred,
challenged the City of Los Angeles' refusal to grant it a franchise as a
violation of its rights as a "First Amendment speaker[]. ' 20 6  The
Supreme Court found that "the activities in which [Preferred] allegedly
seeks to engage plainly implicate First Amendment interests. ' 20 7 It
found that Preferred sought to communicate messages both through
original programming and by exercising editorial discretion over what
stations or programs to include. 208 The Court remanded the case for
further proceedings to determine whether the restrictions on Preferred's
speech were justified.2 0 9 Thus, while recognizing that First Amendment
rights were implicated, this case left open the critical question of how
alleged infringements on those First Amendment interests should be
evaluated.210
204. See, eg., Tele-Communications of Key West, Inc. (TCI) v. United States, 757 F.2d
1330, 1336 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (affirming the determination that TCI's provision of cable televi-
sion service was entitled to First Amendment protection); Group W Cable, Inc. v. City of
Santa Cruz, 669 F. Supp. 954, 959-61, 969 (N.D. Cal. 1987) (concluding that, absent a show-
ing of unique characteristics, cable operators are entitled to same First Amendment protection
as newspapers); Century Fed., Inc. v. City of Palo Alto, 648 F. Supp. 1465, 1475 (N.D. Cal.
1986) (finding as a matter of law that cities failed to show any differences attributable to cable
television that justified a degree of First Amendment protection similar to that applied to the
broadcast media instead of the print media). But see Leathers v. Medlock, 111 S. Ct. 1438,
1447 (1991) (rejecting claim that Arkansas sales tax on cable services but not on newspapers or
magazines violated First Amendment); Chicago Cable Communications v. Chicago Cable
Comm'n, 879 F.2d 1540, 1548 (7th Cir. 1989) (affirming earlier position that "'there are
enough differences between cable television and the non-television media to allow more gov-
ernmental regulation of the former' ") (quoting Omega Satellite Prods. Co. v. City of Indian-
apolis, 694 F.2d 119, 128 (7th Cir. 1982)), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 1044 (1990); Community
Communications Co. v. City of Boulder, 660 F.2d 1370, 1376 (10th Cir. 1981) (rejecting anal-
ogy between cable systems and newspapers), cert. dismissed, 456 U.S. 1001 (1982); Erie Tele-
communications, Inc. v. City of Erie, 659 F. Supp. 580, 602 (W.D. Pa. 1987) (finding that
differences in the characteristics of cable and print provided a basis for applying distinct First
Amendment standards), aff'd on other grounds, 853 F.2d 1084 (3d Cir. 1988).
205. 476 U.S. 488 (1986).
206. Id. at 491.
207. Id. at 494.
208. Id.
209. Id. at 496. The trial court had dismissed the case for failure to state a claim. Id.
210. In Leathers v. Medlock, III S. Ct. 1438 (1991), the Supreme Court again acknowl-
edged that cable "is engaged in 'speech' under the First Amendment, and is, in much of its
operation, part of the 'press.'" Id. at 1442 (citing Preferred Communications, 476 U.S. at
494). Nonetheless, the Court declined to find unconstitutional a tax imposed by the state on
cable services that was not also imposed on newspapers and magazines. Id. at 1447. The
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On remand, the district court applied the content-based test and
found the mandatory leased access211 required of the Los Angeles
franchise to be unconstitutional.212 The court added, however, that even
if it applied the O'Brien test, the City had failed to show that the access
regulation was essential to carrying out its interests, and summary judg-
ment in plaintiff's favor would still result.213
A series of District of Columbia Circuit decisions also applied the
O'Brien test to cable. In Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC214 the court ap-
plied the O'Brien test to FCC rules regulating the type and amount of
Court held that the tax was not content-based, and posed no risk of content discrimination.
Id. at 1445. Hence, the First Amendment was not implicated. Id. at 1447.
211. For an explanation of this access requirement, see supra note 133.
212. Preferred Communications v. City of Los Angeles, 67 Rad. Reg. 2d (P & F) 366, 374-
76 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 5, 1990), appeal docketed, Nos. 91-55625 & 91-55665 (9th Cir. May 9 & 21,
1991). The district court characterized the restrictions as content-based. See supra text ac-
companying notes 132-38. It found compelling the City's interests in "promoting the availabil-
ity of diverse sources of information" and providing access to "groups and individuals
historically excluded from the electronic media." Preferred Communications, 67 Rad. Reg. 2d.
(P & F) at 375. The court asserted, however, that the City had failed to "explain with any
specificity how or why the City decided to require the allocation of eight access channels [out
of 52] instead of fewer." Id. at 376. Thus, it concluded that the access requirements were
unconstitutional because they were not precisely drawn. Id.
213. Preferred Communications, 67 Rad. Reg. 2d. (P & F) at 376, 382. Other district court
decisions are divided on whether the access provisions in the Cable Act are constitutional. See,
e.g., Century Fed., Inc. v. City of Palo Alto, 710 F. Supp. 1552, 1554-55 (N.D. Cal. 1987)
(finding that access requirements violate cable operator's First Amendment free speech rights
because they force it to communicate the views of another and interfere with its editorial func-
tions), appeal dismissed, 484 U.S. 1053 (1988); Group W Cable, Inc. v. City of Santa Cruz,
669 F. Supp. 954, 968-69 (N.D. Cal. 1987) (finding public, educational, and government access
requirements unconstitutional because they were not content-neutral); Pacific W. Cable Co. v.
City of Sacramento, 672 F. Supp. 1331, 1348 (E.D. Cal. 1987) (expressing some doubt as to
whether public access requirements are constitutional); Erie Telecommunications, Inc. v. City
of Erie, 659 F. Supp. 580, 599-601 (W.D. Pa. 1987) (finding access requirements constitu-
tional), aff'd on other grounds, 853 F.2d 1084 (3d Cir. 1988). Similarly, scholars differ in their
assessments of the constitutionality of the access provisions. Compare Daniel Brenner, Cable
Television and the Freedom of Expression, 1988 DUKE L.J. 329, 372-81 (supporting access
regulations because they promote diversity) and Michael I. Meyerson, The First Amendment
and the Cable Television Operator, 4 COMM./ENT. 1, 31-66 (1982) (contending that public
access requirements are constitutional because they further First Amendment interest in in-
creasing diversity) and Debora L. Osgood, Comment, Expanding the Scarcity Rationale: The
Constitutionality of Public Access Requirements in Cable Franchise Agreements, 20 U. MICH.
J.L. REF. 305, 305 (1986) (contending that public access requirements are constitutional be-
cause they further the goals of the First Amendment) with William E. Lee, Cable Leased
Access and the Conflict Among First Amendment Rights and First Amendment Values, 35 EM-
ORY L.J 563, 599-613 (1986) (arguing that access regulations under the Cable Act are uncon-
stitutional because they do not advance the goal of diversity and are not narrowly tailored to
achieve any government interest) and Scott Sibary, The Cable Communications Policy Act of
1984 v. The First Amendment, 7 COMM./ENT. 381,404-08 (1985) (arguing that access require-
ments are unconstitutional because they burden cable operators' First Amendment rights).
214. 567 F.2d 9 (D.C. Cir.) (per curiam), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 829 (1977).
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pay programming on cable systems.21 '5 The court concluded that the rec-
ord did not support the finding of an important or substantial govern-
mental interest and, in any case, the rules were not narrowly tailored to
meet the asserted interest.21
6
Two later District of Columbia Circuit cases found that the FCC's
"must carry" rules, which required cable systems to carry the signals of
local broadcast stations, were unconstitutional under the O'Brien stan-
dard. In Quincy Cable TV, Inc. v. FCC217 the court questioned whether
the asserted governmental interest-the preservation of free local televi-
sion-was substantial.2" 8 Further, it found that even if the interest was
substantial, the "must carry" rules were fatally overinclusive in that they
protected every local broadcaster, regardless of whether it was in fact
threatened. 1 9
The Quincy court noted that the Commission was free to adopt new
"must carry" rules consistent with the O'Brien test.22° The Commission
proceeded to adopt new "must carry" rules, 221 but they too were held
unconstitutional, in Century Communications Corp. v. FCC.222 The Cen-
tury court avoided deciding whether the regulations were a direct burden
on speech that should be analyzed under the strictest standard or a com-
mercial regulation that only incidentally burdened speech analyzed
under the O'Brien test, instead finding that the regulation "fails to satisfy
even the less-demanding First Amendment test" of O'Brien.223
215. Id. at 48. The court held that even though the FCC's jurisdiction over cable television
was ancillary to its jurisdiction over broadcasting, the Commission could not necessarily apply
content regulations to cable to the same extent it could in broadcasting because, unlike broad-
cast regulation, cable regulation is not premised on physical interference and scarcity. Id. at
42-51.
216. Id. at 49-50.
217. 768 F.2d 1434 (D.C. Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 476 U.S. 1169 (1986).
218. Id. at 1457.
219. Id. at 1459-62.
220. Id. at 1463.
221. Amendment of Part 76 of Commission's Rules Concerning Carriage of Television
Broadcast Signals by Cable Television Sys., I F.C.C. Rcd. 864, 864 (1986), reconsideration
denied, 2 F.C.C. Rcd. 3593 (1987).
222. 835 F.2d 292 (D.C. Cir. 1987), clarified, 837 F.2d 517 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 486
U.S. 1032 (1988). The new rules differed from the ones found to be unconstitutional in that
they expired after five years. Id. at 296. The Commission believed that this amount of time
was needed for the public to install and become familiar with a device that could be used to
switch easily between cable and off-air programming. Id.
223. Id. at 298, 304. The Court questioned the substantiality of the government interest,
finding that there was no evidence to support the contention that it would take five years for
consumers to become aware that they could watch broadcast stations not carried on the cable
system by using a special switch. Id. at 300-03. The Court also found that the regulation was
not narrowly tailored. Id. at 304.
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2. Application to Telephone Company Restrictions
Were the court to apply the O'Brien test to restrictions on telephone
company speech, the same governmental interests discussed above-rate-
payer protection, prevention of discrimination, and promotion of diver-
sity of information-would be asserted.224 The major difference would
be that the court would require a less perfect fit between the ends and the
means in order to sustain the constitutionality of the restriction.
In the 1988 Notice the FCC applied the O'Brien test to its existing
telephone-cable cross ownership rules and tentatively concluded that "as
content neutral regulations that affect speech incidentally, [the cross-
ownership rules] can be sustained as narrowly tailored to achieve a sub-
stantial government interest." '225 It suggested, however, that its conclu-
sion might be different if it could develop effective alternative means of
preventing discrimination short of keeping the telephone company from
providing programming.226
If equally effective alternative methods could be developed, the ex-
isting cross-ownership regulations would likely fail O'Brien. But if, as
seems more probable, the alternative means of preventing discrimination
are not as effective as a complete ban against telephone company provi-
sion of content, the outcome is uncertain. The result likely will depend
on how strictly the courts construe the requirement that the restriction
be no greater than essential to the furtherance of the government's
purpose.
224. See supra notes 175-201 and accompanying text.
225. 1988 Notice, supra note 18, at 5864. The FCC identifies the government interest as
preventing anticompetitive abuses by telephone carriers that possess monopoly power
and... achieving and maintaining a competitive environment for broadband com-
munications that should lead to the introduction of new and different services to the
public. Under some circumstances, prohibition of telephone company entry into
cable television service may be a properly tailored means to achieve these govern-
ment interests, while in others, it is possible that the fit between means and ends may
not be close enough to permit an outright ban and a more narrowly tailored regula-
tory approach would be needed.
Id. (citation omitted).
226. The Commission observed:
[O]ur determination that the current ban is constitutional under applicable standards
does not constitute a determination that the ban is the only means by which the
government can protect its substantial interests in this area. To the contrary .... we
undertake this proceeding in large part because we believe that effective alternatives
to a ban may indeed be possible now and in the future in light of the availability of
new regulatory tools, and the competitive marketplace changes that have taken place
in recent years.
Id. The FCC sought comment on the form that alternative ways of preventing cross-subsidiza-
tion and discrimination might take. Id. at 5859-60.
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Some cases suggest a very loose application of this requirement. For
example, in United States v. Albertini,227 the Supreme Court stated that a
regulation is not "invalid simply because there is some imaginable alter-
native that might be less burdensome on speech."228 It held that a regu-
lation is permissible under O'Brien "so long as the neutral regulation
promotes a substantial government interest that would be achieved less
effectively absent the regulation." '229 Other cases have construed the "no
greater than essential" requirement more strictly.230
In sum, the restrictions on telephone company speech may be ana-
lyzed, and indeed may well be upheld, using the traditional two-track
approach. Conventional wisdom tells us that the restrictions are more
likely to be upheld under the O'Brien test than the stricter test employed
for content-based restrictions. But the outcome is far from clear under
either approach.
More troubling than the uncertainty inherent in applying the tradi-
tional two-track approach is that the two-track analysis does not ade-
quately account for all of the interests involved when the entity subject to
the restrictions is a common carrier.
D. Problems with Applying the Traditional Approach
Both the content- and conduct-based tests are designed primarily to
safeguard the First Amendment rights of the person subject to the re-
strictions vis-a-vis the government. Both tests are premised on the as-
sumption that there are only two relevant parties-a speaker who wants
to speak and a government that wants to limit that speech, either because
it objects to the content of the speech or for other, non-content-related
reasons.
231
227. 472 U.S. 675 (1985).
228. Id. at 689.
229. Id.
230. See supra text accompanying notes 214-23.
231. This is not to say that these tests are never applied where third parties have speech
interests. However, courts generally pay little attention to the interests of third parties. For
example, Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (PG&E) clearly involved the speech interests of a third
party, the consumers group that wished to include its messages in the bill inserts. Pacific Gas
& Elec. Co. v. Public Utils. Comm'n, 475 U.S. 1, 5 (1986) (plurality opinion). Yet, the Court
failed to consider whether the consumer group might have a First Amendment interest in
expressing its views except to note that PG&E's billing envelopes did not present the same
constraints as broadcast frequencies that might justify a government-enforced right of access.
Id. at 10 n.6 (plurality opinion). PG&E is distinguishable from the situations discussed in this
Article because PG&E is not a common carrier. See infra text accompanying notes 323-25.
In a case presenting the reverse situation, Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427
U.S. 50 (1976), the Court seemed to recognize a First Amendment interest of third-party mo-
tion picture producers, but not the movie theaters directly affected by the regulation. Id. at 70.
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These tests do not fit very well when the speaker also is a common
carrier. As will be discussed in more detail below, one of the fundamen-
tal characteristics of a common carrier is that it transmits informational
content provided by others.23 Thus, in analyzing First Amendment
claims of telephone companies, there are not two, but three, interests at
stake: the telephone company's interest as a speaker, the telephone com-
pany's customers' interests as speakers, and the government's interests.
In applying the traditional tests, the interests of the carrier's cus-
tomers may be considered under the "government interest" in preventing
discrimination or fostering diversity. It really is not so much the govern-
ment's interest, however, as it is the customers' own interests in exercis-
ing their First Amendment rights that are at stake. But just because the
customer's speech is involved, does that mean that First Amendment
rights are implicated? Or, to put the question differently, does discrimi-
nation by a telephone company have to constitute state action in order
for the speech interests of the telephone companies' customers to rise to
the level of a First Amendment interest?
At the outset, there is a plausible argument that a telephone com-
pany's discriminatory action constitutes state action. The two dissenters
in CBS v. Democratic National Committee,233 Justices Brennan and Mar-
shall, thought that a broadcast licensee's refusal to carry political adver-
tising constituted state action for purposes of the First Amendment.234
They based this conclusion on four factors: (1) the electromagnetic spec-
trum used by broadcasters was part of the public domain; 35 (2) broad-
casters were dependent upon the government for the "right" to operate
broadcast frequencies;2 36 (3) the government extensively regulated the
broadcast industry;2 37 and (4) the Court had held in an analogous case,
Public Utilities Commission v. Pollak,235 that state action was involved.239
232. See infra text accompanying notes 283-92.
233. 412 U.S. 94 (1973).
234. Id. at 172-73 (Brennan, J., dissenting). Three Justices--Chief Justice Burger and Jus-
tices Stewart and Rehnquist-disagreed. Id. at 121. Justice White indicated that although he
thought the dissenter's view was plausible, it was not necessary to decide the issue in this case.
Id. at 147 (White, J., concurring). Justices Blackmun and Powell explicitly refrained from
deciding the state action question. Id. at 148 (Blackmun, J., concurring). Justice Douglas
thought that when, as in public broadcasting, the government is manager and owner, a broad-
cast licensee may be a federal agency whose activities constitute state action. Id. at 149-50
(Douglas, J., concurring).
235. Id. at 173-74 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
236. Id. at 175 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
237. Id. at 176 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
238. 343 U.S. 451 (1952).
239. CBS, 412 U.S. at 179-80 (Brennan, J., dissenting). Another way of analyzing the state
action question is to say that the telephone company is like the "company town" in Marsh v.
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Each of these four factors also is present in the case of telephone
companies. First, telephone companies utilize the public domain by us-
ing both the electromagnetic spectrum 2 ° and public streets and right-of-
ways.241 Second, telephone companies are dependent on the government
grant of a certificate of public convenience and necessity to have the
"right" to offer telephone service.242 Third, telephone companies are ex-
tensively regulated by government. Indeed, as common carriers, they are
subject to much more detailed and intrusive regulation than broadcast-
ers.24 Finally, like the streetcars at issue in Pollak, the telephone com-
panies are regulated public utilities. 2'
Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946). In Marsh, a private company performed traditional govern-
ment functions, and the exclusion of persons who wished to express their views was found to
violate the First Amendment. Id. at 502, 508. Although not addressing the issue directly, the
Marsh Court referred to privately owned roads, ferries, and bridges as illustrative of public
functions, the operation of which rises to the level of state action. Id. at 506. The telephone
company likewise performs functions usually performed by government. In many ways, it is
the functional equivalent of the government-owned and -operated post office. Indeed, in most
industrialized countries, the government provides both postal and telephone service. See
CHARLEs F. PHILLIPS, JR., THE REGULATION OF PUBLIC UTILmES 5 (2d ed. 1988). Later
cases involving shopping centers, however, have limited the precedential value of Marsh to
private actors who perform a public function, rather than simply opening their property for
public use. See generally Lawrence M. Cohen, PruneYard Shopping Center v. Robins:" Past,
Present and Future, 57 CHI.-KENT L. REv. 373 (1981) (analyzing the evolution of the Court's
treatment of the state action question).
240. Telephone companies use the electromagnetic spectrum for microwave transmissions.
241. Telephone companies need to use public rights-of-way to string their wires on poles
and place wires in underground conduits beneath the public streets.
242. See infra text accompanying notes 272, 277.
243. See United States v. RCA, 358 U.S. 334, 348-50 (1959).
244. But see Jackson v. Metropolitan Edison Co., 419 U.S. 345, 358-59 (1974) (holding that
a utility company's termination of electric service for nonpayment was not state action enti-
tling the customer to due process, even though the utility was heavily regulated by the state
and provided monopoly service). The Jackson Court did not hold, however, that the action of
a regulated public utility could never constitute state action. The Court articulated the test as
"whether there is a sufficiently close nexus between the State and the challenged action of the
regulated entity so that the action of the latter may be fairly treated as that of the State itself."
Id. at 351.
In Carlin Communications v. Mountain State Telephone & Telegraph Co., 827 F.2d 1291
(9th Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 485 U.S. 1029 (1988), the court found that the telephone com-
pany's termination of Carlin's "976" service was state action in light of threats by the deputy
attorney to prosecute the company if it continued to provide 976-lines to Carlin. Id. at 1295-
96. The majority further found, however, that the telephone company's subsequent decision to
adopt a policy of refusing "976" service to anyone offering adult entertainment messages did
not constitute state action. Id. at 1297. The majority reasoned as follows:
The "public function" test for state action is satisfied only when the private
actor is exercising "powers traditionally exclusively reserved" to the government....
It is clear from Jackson that Mountain Bell is not a state actor in the ordinary per-
formance of its public utility business. To hold that Mountain Bell assumed a "pub-
lic function" when it exercised censorship powers is illogical. No such function
could be performed by the State. Censoring pornography without a prior judicial
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It is not clear, however, that it is necessary to argue that telephone
company discrimination constitutes state action. The Court has charac-
terized the speech interests of nonlicensed speakers as First Amendment
interests in other contexts. In upholding the constitutionality of the fair-
ness doctrine in Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC,2 a  for example, the
Court found that
as far as the First Amendment is concerned those who are li-
censed stand no better than those to whom licenses are refused.
A license permits broadcasting, but the licensee has no consti-
tutional right to be the one who holds the license or to monopo-
lize a radio frequency to the exclusion of his fellow citizens.'
Moreover, the Court found that "the people as a whole retain their inter-
est in free speech by radio and .... [i]t is the right of the viewers and
listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, which is paramount." 247
Thus, a case could be made that the interest of customers in speaking
over telephone facilities is entitled to First Amendment protection.
In conclusion, the traditional First Amendment approach-whether
on the content or conduct track-would balance the speech interests of
the telephone company against the interests of the government. This ap-
proach fails to take into account the facts that the telephone company is
a common carrier and that its customers also have First Amendment
rights.
IV. THE COMMON-CARRIER MODEL
A different approach for analyzing First Amendment claims of tele-
phone companies was suggested in the Triennial Review decision.248
There, the district court noted that a different approach is required be-
cause the telephone companies are common carriers.249 Beyond citing
determination of its obscenity is something that states may not do; it is a thing that
private parties alone-newspapers, television networks, publishers, and so on-may
do. Thus, such censorship cannot possibly be said to be a "power traditionally exclu-
sively reserved" to the government.
Id. (quoting Jackson, 419 U.S. at 352). Judge Canby dissented on the state action question.
Id. at 1297-98 (Canby, J., dissenting).
245. 395 U.S. 367 (1969).
246. Id. at 389.
247. Id. at 390.
248. United States v. Western Elec. Co., 673 F. Supp. 525 (D.D.C. 1987), aff'd in part,
rev'd in part, 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (per curiam), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 283 (1990); see
supra notes 88-92 and accompanying text.
249. Western Elec, 673 F. Supp. at 586 n.273.
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two Supreme Court cases,2 5 ° however, the court did not elaborate on
how common carriers should be treated under the First Amendment. In
order to develop what a common-carrier model might look like, it is use-
ful to start with the meaning of "common carriage."
A. The Meaning of "Common Carriage"
The origins of the common-carrier concept date back to English
common law. 25 1 Certain occupations, such as operating a wharf, a ferry,
or an inn, were considered to be affected with the public interest.25 2
Early common law largely defined common carriers in the context of
special liabilities.2 3 By the mid-1800s, a standard based on the nature of
the carriers had evolved:
"To render a person liable as a common carrier, he must exer-
cise the business of carrying as a 'public employment,' and
must undertake to carry goods for all persons indiscriminately;
and hold himself out as ready to engage in the transportation of
goods for hire as a business, and not as a casual occupation pro
hac vice."254
In the United States, the concept of common carriage was initially
associated with the railroads. In 1887, Congress passed the Interstate
Commerce Act, which regulated railroads as common carriers.255
The telephone was invented in 1876.256 As the telephone industry
developed and became subjeci to regulation, courts disagreed on whether
telephone companies should be treated as common carriers because, in-
stead of carrying goods, they carried messages.25 7 In 1910 Congress alle-
250. Id. (citing FCC v. Midwest Video Corp., 440 U.S. 689 (1979); CBS v. Democratic
Nat'l Comm., 412 U.S. 94 (1973)).
251. PHILLIPS, supra note 239, at 83; Phil Nichols, Note, Redefining "Common Carrier"
The FCC's Attempt at Deregulation by Redefinition, 1987 DUKE L.J. 501, 506-09; see Policy
and Rules Concerning Rates for Competitive Common Carrier Servs. and Facilities Authori-
zations Therefor, 77 F.C.C.2d 308, 364 (1979) (notice of inquiry & proposed rulemaking).
252. PHILLIPS, supra note 239, at 83.
253. See, eg., The Propeller Niagara v. Cordes, 62 U.S. (21 How.) 7, 22-23 (1858); see
Nichols, supra note 251, at 508.
254. Nichols, supra note 251, at 508 (quoting TOMPSON CHrITY & LEOPRIC TEMPLE, A
PRAcncAL TREATISE ON THE LAW OF CARRIERS OF GOODS AND PASSENGERS BY LAND,
INLAND NAVIGATION, AND IN SHIPS 14-15 (Philadelphia, T. & J.W. Johnson & Co. 1857)).
255. Interstate Commerce Act, ch. 104, 24 Stat. 379 (1887) (current version at 49 U.S.C.
§§ 10101-11917 (1988 & Supp. 1989)). See generally Kenneth A. Cox & William J. Byrnes,
The Common Carrier Provisions-A Product of Evolutionary Development, in A LEGISLATIVE
HISTORY OF THE COMMUNICATIONS AcT OF 1934, at 25, 25-30 (Max D. Paglin ed., 1989)
[hereinafter A LEGISLATIVE HISTORY] (discussing origins of statutory regulation of common
carriers).
256. Cox & Byrnes, supra note 255, at 25 n.3.
257. Nichols, supra note 251, at 508-09.
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viated the confusion by passing the Mann-Elkins Act, which classified
telephone companies as common carriers subject to regulation by the In-
terstate Commerce Commission (ICC).211 The ICC, however, was too
busy regulating the railroads to pay much attention to the developing
telephone industry. This was one of the factors leading to the passage of
the Federal Communications Act of 1934.259
1. The Communications Act of 1934
The Communications Act of 1934 created a single federal agency,
the Federal Communications Commission, responsible for regulating
both broadcast and common-carrier communications. Title II of the
Communications Act, regulating common carriers, was taken largely
from the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887 as amended by the Mann-
Elkins Act.2" Title III of the Communications Act, regulating the use
of radio frequencies, was derived largely from the Radio Act of 1927.261
The definition of "common carrier" contained in the Communica-
tions Act is circular. Section 3(h) defines a common carrier as "any per-
son engaged as a common carrier for hire, in interstate or foreign
communication by wire or radio, . . .but a person engaged in radio
broadcasting shall not, insofar as such person is so engaged, be deemed a
common carrier.
' 2 62
The legislative history does not provide much guidance on the
meaning of the term "common carrier." The Conference Report noted
that "the definition does not include any person if not a common carrier
258. Mann-Elkins Act, Pub. L. No. 61-218, § 7, 36 Stat. 539, 544-45 (1910) (superseded by
Communications Act of 1934).
259. See Federal Communications Act of 1934, ch. 652, 48 Stat. 1064 (codified at 18
U.S.C. §§ 1304, 1464, and 47 U.S.C. §§ 151-613 (1988 & Supp. 1989)); Cox & Byrnes, supra
note 255, at 30 & n.40; Glen 0. Robinson, The Federal Communications Act: An Essay on
Origins and Regulatory Purpose, in A LEGISLATIVE HISTORY, supra note 255, at 1, 3-4, 6-7.
260. ABC v. FCC, 643 F.2d 818, 820-21 (D.C. Cir. 1980). Senator Dill, one of the spon-
sors of the bill, stated:
In this bill many provisions are copied verbatim from the Interstate Commerce Act
because they apply directly to communication companies doing a common carrier
business, but in some paragraphs the language is simplified and clarified. These vari-
ances or departures from the text of the Interstate Commerce Act are made for the
purpose of clarification in their application to communications, rather than as a man-
ifestation of congressional intent to attain a different objective.
S. REP. No. 781, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1934). See generally Cox & Byrnes, supra note 255, at
25-30 (describing origins of the statutory scheme for common-carrier regulation).
261. Robinson, supra note 259, at 3; see Radio Act of 1927, ch. 169, 44 Stat. 1162 (repealed
1934).
262. 47 U.S.C. § 153(h) (1988).
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in the ordinary sense of the term. '263 One commentator has suggested
that this language indicates that Congress did not believe it needed to
provide a precise definition because it transferred the meaning of the
term intact from its use in the Interstate Commerce Act.2
The legislative history does yield some information about the signifi-
cance of the last phrase in section 3(h) that a broadcaster "shall not...
be deemed a common carrier." Congress considered, but ultimately re-
jected, treating broadcast stations as common carriers.265 As reported
out of committee, the 1927 Radio Act would have imposed common-
carrier obligations on broadcasters with respect to use of the station by
political candidates or for the discussion of public issues.266 The full Sen-
ate, however, adopted an amendment offered by Senator Dill, one of the
sponsors of the Radio Act, that eliminated the common-carrier obliga-
tion.267 Senator Dill explained:
When we recall that broadcasting today is purely voluntary,
and the listener-in pays nothing for it, that the broadcaster
gives it for the purpose of building up his reputation, it seemed
unwise to put the broadcaster under the hampering control of
being a common carrier and compelled to accept anything and
everything that was offered him so long as the price was
paid.268
Attempts to impose common-carrier requirements during delibera-
tions on the 1934 Act also failed.269 In reviewing these attempts, the
263. H.R. CONF. MP. No. 1918, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 46 (1934), reprinted in [Current
Service] Rad. Reg. 2d (P&F) 1 10:1017, at 10:261-:262.
264. See Nichols, supra note 251, at 511.
265. See, eg., H.R. REP. No. 404, 69th Cong., 1st Sess. 17-18 (1926) (minority report
urging that broadcasters be regulated as public utilities and expressing concern that "there is
nothing in the pending bill requiring [broadcasters] to make either reasonable or uniform
charges for service or to accord equal treatment to citizens").
266. Specifically, the bill provided:
If any licensee shall permit a broadcasting station to be used ... by a candidate or
candidates for any public office, or for the discussion of any question affecting the
public, he shall make no discrimination as to the use of such broadcasting station,
and with respect to said matters the licensee shall be deemed a common carrier in
interstate commerce.
S. 772, 69th Cong., 1st Sess., 67 CONG. REC. 12,503 (1926); see also CBS v. Democratic Nat'l
Comm., 412 U.S. 94, 105-08 (1973) (reviewing the legislative history of the Radio Act of
1927).
267. See CBS, 412 U.S. at 106-07. In place of the common-carrier obligation, broadcasters
were required to afford equal opportunities to political candidates. This obligation is found in
§ 315(a) of the Communications Act, codified at 47 U.S.C. § 315(a) (1988). See CBS, 412 U.S.
at 107.
268. 67 CONG. REc. 12,502 (1926).
269. CBS, 412 U.S. at 107-08.
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Supreme Court found that, "[i]nstead, Congress after prolonged consid-
eration adopted [section] 3(h), which specifically provides that 'a person
engaged in radio broadcasting shall not, insofar as such person is so en-
gaged, be deemed a common carrier.' "270
Common carriers engaging in interstate communications are subject
to regulation under Title II -of the Communications Act. Among other
things, section 202 of Title II makes it unlawful for common carriers "to
make any unjust or unreasonable discrimination in charges, practices,
classifications, regulations, facilities, or services." '271 Under section 214,
common carriers are required, prior to constructing, expanding, or ter-
minating communications lines, to apply to the Commission for a certifi-
cation "that the present or future public convenience and necessity"
would be served. 2
Although the letter of the Communications Act seems to require the
imposition of full Title II regulation on all interstate common carriers,
the Commission has devised ways to exempt many common carriers and
common-carrier activities from full Title II regulation. In a rulemaking
proceeding known as "Competitive Carrier," the Commission deter-
mined that even though certain carriers were subject to Title II regula-
tion, it would forbear regulating them if they did not possess market
power.273 Likewise, in the Second Computer Inquiry, the Commission
determined that certain services offered by regulated common carriers
were "enhanced services," as distinguished from basic common-carrier
transmission services.274 As "enhanced services," they were subject to
FCC regulation, but the FCC decided to refrain from regulating them. 2 "
The Communications Act explicitly reserves jurisdiction over intra-
270. Id. at 108-09 (quoting 47 U.S.C. § 153(h) (1988)).
271. 47 U.S.C. § 202(a) (1988).
272. Id. § 214(a). Title II contains a number of other significant regulatory requirements.
For example, § 201 obligates common carriers to furnish communications service on "reason-
able request," and requires "[a]il charges, practices, classifications, and regulations" to be "just
and reasonable." Id. § 201. Section 203 requires interstate common carriers to file tariffs with
the FCC and prohibits changes in the tariffs without advance public notice. Id. § 203.
273. Policy and Rules Concerning Rates for Competitive Common Carrier Servs. and Fa-
cilities Authorizations Therefor, 91 F.C.C.2d 59, 61-62 (1982) (second report and order).
Thus, for example, the Commission found that specialized common carriers, such as MCI, and
resellers did not have market power, and therefore full regulation under Title II was unneces-
sary. Policy and Rules Concerning Rates for Competitive Common Carrier Servs. and Facili-
ties Authorizations Therefor, 95 F.C.C.2d 554, 557 (1983) (fourth report and order). For a
summary of the Competitive Carrier proceedings, see Michael Jansen, Comment, After
NARUC I: The FCC Communicates Its Intention to Abandon the Common Carrier/Private
Carrier Distinction, 6 ENT. & SPoRTs L. REv. 109, 118-24 (1989).
274. Second Computer Inquiry, supra note 178, at 418-21.
275. Id. at 428.
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state common-carrier communications to the states.2 76 Each state typi-
cally has a regulatory body, called a public utilities or service
commission, that regulates the entry of communications common carri-
ers by issuing certificates of convenience and necessity.27 7 Local tele-
phone companies are subject to both FCC regulation for interstate
services and state regulation for intrastate services.
2. Case Law
A review of FCC and court cases reveals that there are two essential
criteria for communications common carriers: (1) "holding out" the pro-
vision of service to the public on a nondiscriminatory basis, and (2) car-
riage of intelligence of the subscriber's choosing. The leading court cases
discussing the meaning of common carriage are two District of Columbia
Circuit decisions captioned National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners v. FCC, which are commonly referred to as "NAR UC I"
and "NAR UC II."In NAR UC 1,27 a decision written by Judge Wilkey, the court up-
held the FCC's creation of a new private mobile radio service, known as
specialized mobile radio service (SMRS), against challenge that it should
have been classified as a common-carrier service.279 The court began
with the definition of common carriage contained in the Communica-
tions Act and the FCC's rules. The FCC rules define a common carrier
as "'any person engaged in rendering communication service for hire to
the public.' "2So Noting that "the concept of 'the public' is sufficiently
indefinite as to invite recourse to the common law of carriers to construe
the Act," the court traced the common-law history of the concept.28' It
concluded:
What appears to be essential to the quasi-public character im-
plicit in the common carrier concept is that the carrier "under-
takes to carry for all people indifferently...."
This does not mean a given carrier's services must practi-
cally be available to the entire public. One may be a common
276. 47 U.S.C. § 152(b) (1988).
277. See, eg., CAL. PUB. UTIL. CODE §§ 742.5, 854, 1001, 7902.5 (West Supp. 1992); FLA.
STAT. ANN. §§ 364.33, .335, .337, .345 (West Supp. 1991); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 1112/3, paras.
13-401, 13-403 to -406 (Smith-Hurd 1988 & Supp. 1991). The state commissions also typi-
cally regulate the rates of intrastate services offered by communications common carriers.
Most state commissions also regulate other public utilities such as electric companies.
278. National Ass'n of Regulatory Util. Comm'rs v. FCC (NARUCI), 525 F.2d 630 (D.C.
Cir.), cert. denied, 425 U.S. 992 (1976).
279. Id. at 643-45.
280. Id. at 640 (quoting 47 C.F.R. § 21.1 (1974)).
281. Id.
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carrier though the nature of the service rendered is sufficiently
specialized as to be of possible use to only a fraction of the total
population. And business may be turned away either because it
is not of the type normally accepted or because the carrier's
capacity has been exhausted. But a carrier will not be a com-
mon carrier where its practice is to make individualized deci-
sions, in particular cases, whether and on what terms to deal.282
In NAR UC I283 the court found that a "second prerequisite to
common carrier status... is the requirement formulated by the FCC and
with peculiar applicability to the communications field, that the system
be such that customers 'transmit intelligence of their own design and
choosing.' ,,284 It concluded that common carriage was clearly involved
because the content of the transmission was under the customer's
282. Id. at 641 (quoting Semon v. Royal Indem. Co., 279 F.2d 737, 739 (5th Cir.1960))
(footnotes omitted). The court then examined whether SMRS was legally compelled to serve
indifferently, and whether there were "reasons implicit in the nature of SMRS operations to
expect an indifferent holding out to the eligible user public." Id. at 642. Concluding that there
was neither a legal compulsion to serve indifferently nor any reason to expect any sort of
holding out to the public, the court affirmed the FCC's classification. Id. at 642-44. The court
cautioned, however, that its determination was a general, prior evaluation and that SMRS
operators could in fact be common carriers. Id. at 644. Thus, it did "not foreclose the possi-
bility of future challenge to the Commission's classification, should the actual operations of
SMRS appear to bring them within the common carrier definition." Id.
283. National Ass'n of Regulatory Util. Comm'rs v. FCC (NARUC II), 533 F.2d 601
(D.C. Cir 1976). In NARUC II the court overturned the FCC's attempt to preempt state
regulation over nonvideo two-way communications services offered by cable companies. It
rejected the FCC's argument that these services were not common carriage "because they
[were] carried on by entities (cable operators) previously adjudged to be non-common carri-
ers," and instead focused on the nature of the services. Id. at 608. The court found that the
FCC rules mandating first-come, nondiscriminatory access satisfied the first test for common
carriage set out in NARUC I, that a common carrier carry for all people indifferently. Id.
284. Id. at 609 (quoting Industrial Radiolocation Serv., 5 F.C.C.2d 197, 202 (1966)). The
court also cited Frontier Broadcasting Co., 24 F.C.C. 251, 254 (1958)). In Industrial Radiolo-
cation, the FCC found that it was fundamental to the concept of a communications common
carrier that the carrier provide "the means or ways of communication for the transmission of
such intelligence as the customer may choose to have transmitted so that the choice of the
specific intelligence to be transmitted is the sole responsibility or prerogative of the customer
and not the carrier." Industrial Radiolocation, 5 F.C.C.2d at 202. Frontier Broadcasting con-
tains similar language. See infra text accompanying note 287.
NAR UC H's characterization of the transmission of intelligence of a customer's design
and choosing as a principle unique to the communications field has been criticized. See Mark
A. Hall, Note, Common Carriers Under the Communications Act, 48 U. CHI. L. Rav. 409, 428
(1981). The Note argues that the FCC has "no authority to tamper with its statutory directive
by adding or subtracting provisions. Rather, the FCC's decision reflects a proper application
of the common-law press association principle referred to in the Act's legislative history." Id.
Under the press association principle, a person who carries goods to which he has title is not a
common carrier. Id. at 427-29. The Note proffers that the proper inquiry, then, is whether the
carrier has a property interest in the content of the transmission. Id. at 430-33.
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control.28 5
The absence of customer control over content was critical to the
Commission's determination that cable television was not a common-car-
rier service. In the late 1950s a group of broadcasters petitioned the FCC
to exercise its common-carrier jurisdiction over the developing cable in-
dustry.2 6 Although the Commission recognized that CATV shared
many of the characteristics of a communications common carrier, CATV
did not entirely conform to the traditional concept of common carriage.
According to the Commission, it was "fundamental" to the concept of
common carriage that the "choice of the specific intelligence to be trans-
mitted is... the sole responsibility or prerogative of the subscriber and not
the carrier.'2 7 The Commission found that the "specific signals received
and distributed by CATV are, of necessity, determined by the CATV
system and not the subscriber. 288
The presence or absence of control over content was also critical to
the regulatory scheme developed by the FCC for direct broadcast satel-
lites (DBSs). The Commission decided to employ a "flexible approach"
in adopting interim rules for DBSs, a new service that would use satel-
lites to transmit video programming directly to home satellite dishes.289
Each DBS applicant would be able to elect whether it wished to be
treated as a common carrier or a broadcaster.29 ° If it elected to control
the content of the transmissions, it would be treated as a broadcaster and
the requirements of Title III (such as the fairness doctrine and equal
opportunity) would apply.291 If the applicant chose to operate as a com-
mon carrier, it would have to "offer its satellite transmission services in-
discriminately to the public pursuant to tariff under provisions of Title II
of the Act."'292
285. NARUCII, 533 F.2d at 610.
286. Frontier Broadcasting, 24 F.C.C. at 251.
287. Id. at 254 (emphasis added).
288. Id. The basis for the Commission's determination that CATV operators were not
common carriers was reaffirmed and elaborated upon in CATV & TV Repeater Services, 26
F.C.C. 403, 427 (1959). In that decision, the Commission also rejected pleas that it assert
jurisdiction over cable pursuant to its authority to regulate broadcasting. Id,
289. Direct Broadcast Satellites, 90 F.C.C.2d 676, 708-11 (1982).
290. Id. at 709.
291. Id. The FCC has recently adopted a similar flexible approach for Multipoint Distri-
bution Service (MDS). See infra note 331.
292. Broadcast Satellites, 90 F.C.C.2d at 709. The court vacated that portion of the FCC's
rules that would exempt customer-programmers of DBS common carriers from the statutory
requirements imposed on broadcasters. National Ass'n of Broadcasters v. FCC, 740 F.2d
1190, 1205 (D.C. Cir. 1984). It rejected the Commission's claim that imposing Title III obli-
gations on channel lessees would duplicate common-carrier obligations: "A common carrier
cannot guarantee political candidates reasonable access to airtime or an equal opportunity to
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B. Are Common Carriers Treated Differently Under the First
Amendment?
As can be seen from the above discussion, the concept of common
carriage is fundamentally different from the concept of broadcasting.
Common carriers make transmission service available to the public on a
nondiscriminatory basis, and it is the customers, not the carrier, who
determine the content of the transmission. Broadcasters, on the other
hand, are expected to exercise editorial discretion in the selection of what
is transmitted.
Broadcasting has been treated differently from the print media
under the First Amendment.293 Although broadcasters are recognized as
having First Amendment rights, government control of broadcasting has
been tolerated that would not be tolerated for print. For example, the
Supreme Court has upheld the application of the fairness doctrine to
broadcasters, 294 while striking down similar right-to-reply statutes ap-
plied to newspapers.295 The differing treatment afforded broadcast and
print media under the First Amendment suggests that common carriers
might also be subjected to different treatment under the First
Amendment.
One scholar has suggested that common carriers do not have First
Amendment rights.2 96 Others have observed that there are not merely
two models-print and broadcast-but three models of First Amend-
ment treatment-print, broadcast, and common carrier.297 For example,
the late Ithiel de Sola Pool noted:
respond to opponents, for the sine qua non of a common carrier is the obligation to accept
applicants on a non-content oriented basis." Id. at 1203.
293. See Jerome A. Barron, On Understanding the First Amendment Status of Cable: Some
Obstacles in the Way, 57 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1495, 1496 & n.6 (1989); David L. Bazelon,
FCC Regulation of the Telecommunications Press, 1975 DuKE L.J. 213, 215; Lee C. Bollinger,
Jr., Freedom of the Press and Public Access: Toward a Theory of Partial Regulation of the Mass
Media, 75 MICH. L. REv. 1, 6 (1976); Henry Geller & Donna Lampert, Cable, Content Regu-
lation and the First Amendment, 32 CATH. U. L. REv. 603, 610-31 (1983); Mark S. Nadel, A
Unified Theory of the First Amendment: Divorcing the Medium from the Message, 11 FORD-
HAM URB. L.J. 163, 170-71 (1982); Matthew L. Spitzer, The Constitutionality of Licensing
Broadcasters, 64 N.Y.U. L. REv. 990, 997-1006 (1989).
294. Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 400-01 (1969). The fairness doc-
trine requires broadcasters to present programming covering both sides of controversial issues
of public importance. Id. at 369.
295. Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. 241, 258 (1974).
296. C. Edwin Baker, Commercial Speech. A Problem in the Theory of Freedom, 62 IOWA
L. Rnv. 1, 42 n.144 (1976); see also Noam, supra note 203, at 216-17 (describing common
carriers as acting "solely as conduits for the programs of others without controlling the nature
or content of programs").
297. POOL, supra note 203, at 2; TRIBE, supra note 117, § 12-25, at 1003-04; Geller &
Lampert, supra note 293, at 621-22, 630; Teresa Opheim, Comment, Berkshire Cablevision v.
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Although the first principle of communications law in the
United States is the guarantee of freedom in the First Amend-
ment, in fact this country has a trifurcated communications
system. In three domains of communication-print, common
carriage, and broadcasting-the law has evolved separately,
and in each domain with but modest relation to the others.298
Pool pointed out that "though the law of common carriage differs from
the law of press and platform, it is also designed to protect free expres-
sion. '299 Pool explained:
[Tihough common carrier doctrine often lacks explicit refer-
ence to civil liberties, many of the same concerns are dealt with
in different words. In its own way the law of common carriage
protects ordinary citizens in their right to communicate. The
traditional law of a free press rests on the assumption that pa-
per, ink, and presses are in sufficient abundance that, if govern-
ment simply keeps hands off, people will be able to express
themselves freely. The law of common carriage rests on the
opposite assumption that, in the absence of regulation, the car-
rier will have enough monopoly power to deny citizens the
right to communicate.3co
Although Pool was correct in his observations that common carriers
have been treated differently than either print or broadcast media and
that common-carrier doctrine has had the effect of protecting free expres-
sion, the courts have not articulated a connection between common-car-
rier doctrine and the First Amendment.3 0 1 For example, neither FCC v.
Midwest Video Corp. (Midwest Video 11)3°2 nor CBS v. Democratic Na-
Burke: Toward a Functional First Amendment Classification of Cable Operators, 70 IoWA L.
REv. 525, 535-39 (1985).
298. PooL, supra note 203, at 2.
299. Id. at 75.
300. Id. at 106. Pool advocated continued application of common-carrier regulation to
basic electronic carriers. Id. at 240. He assumed that telephone companies would be allowed
to use their own facilities to speak, so long as they offered the facilities to others on a nondis-
criminatory basis. See, eg., id. at 209. He did not, however, acknowledge the very real practi-
cal problem that such use may create incentives to discriminate and that it may be difficult or
impossible for regulators to detect and prevent such discrimination, or for competitors to
prove it.
301. Indeed, as Pool recognized, First Amendment considerations have largely been absent
from the court cases involving telephones. Id. at 102-07. As he explained:
The issue simply did not arise. The telephone was seen as a successor to the tele-
graph; the telegraph in turn was seen as a common carrier like the railroad; and so
that was the law applied. The phone was not seen as a successor to the printing
press.
Id. at 103.
302. 440 U.S. 689 (1979).
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tional Committee," 3 the cases cited by Judge Greene in the Triennial
Review decision for the proposition that common carriers are treated dif-
ferently under the First Amendment, 3°4 discusses or examines constitu-
tional claims of the common carriers. Rather, both turn on a question of
statutory interpretation-that is, the meaning of section 3(h)'s language
that a broadcaster shall not be deemed a common carrier.
In Midwest Video 11 the Supreme Court held that the FCC had ex-
ceeded its statutory authority in adopting rules regulating cable televi-
sion.305 In 1976 the Commission adopted rules that, among other things,
required cable systems to provide public, educational, government, and
leased access channels.30 6
The Court found that requiring cable operators to allow access to
public and leased channels on a first-come, nondiscriminatory basis de-
prived cable operators of discretion regarding who may use access chan-
nels and what may be transmitted.0 7 Thus, according to the Court, the
rules "plainly impose[d] common-carrier obligations on cable opera-
tors. ' 308  Since section 3(h) of the Communications Act explicitly di-
rected the FCC not to treat persons engaged in broadcasting as common
carriers, and since the FCC's jurisdiction over cable was ancillary to its
jurisdiction over broadcasting, the Court found the access rule contrary
to the Communications Act.3co As to whether the Commission's rules
violated the First Amendment rights of cable operators, the Court "ex-
303. 412 U.S. 94 (1973).
304. United States v. Western Elec. Co., 673 F. Supp. 525, 586 n.273 (D.D.C. 1987), aff'd
in part and rev'd in part, 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (per curiam), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 283
(1990).
305. Midwest Video II, 440 U.S. at 708-09. After declining to regulate cable in the late
1950s the Commission began to assert jurisdiction over it in the 1960s, not under its authority
to regulate common carriers, but rather ancillary to its authority to regulate broadcasting.
Second Report and Order, 2 F.C.C.2d 725, 728-34 (1966). The FCC's assertion of jurisdiction
over cable as ancillary to its jurisdiction over broadcasting was upheld in United States v.
Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157, 178 (1968). In 1972, the Commission adopted a com-
prehensive set of regulations for cable. Cable Television Report and Order, 36 F.C.C.2d 143,
147 (1972). Among other things, the rules required cable systems to carry local broadcast
signals ("must carry" rules), locally originate programming, and provide access channels. Id.
at 173-76, 189-98. The rules for leased access required first-come, first-served nondiscrimina-
tory access, but did not provide for full common-carrier regulation, including rate regulation.
See id. at 190. These rules were upheld in United States v. Midwest Video Corp. (Midwest
Video I), 406 U.S. 649, 650-58 (1972). A summary of cable television regulatory developments
may be found in WALLGREN, supra note 20, at app. C.
306. Amendment of Part 76 of Commission's Rules and Regulations Concerning the Cable
Television Channel Capacity and Access Channel Requirements of Section 76.251, 59
F.C.C.2d 294, 314 (1976).
307. Midwest Video II, 440 U.S. at 693.
308. Id. at 701.
309. Id. at 705-09. Three Justices dissented, asserting that § 3(h) was only definitional and
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pressed no view," but noted that the question was "not frivolous, 3 10
Since the Midwest Video I1 Court assumed that cable operators were
not common carriers, there is no holding concerning the treatment of
common carriers under the First Amendment. Language in the case,
however, suggests that common carriers would be treated differently.
For example, the Court used as its definition of common carrier the lan-
guage from the FCC decision in Industrial Radiolocation Service: "one
that 'makes a public offering to provide [communications facilities]
whereby all members of the public who choose to employ such facilities
may communicate or transmit intelligence of their own design and
choosing.' ,,311 Further, it cited as a factor in its conclusion that the ac-
cess rules plainly impose common-carrier obligations on cable operators
the fact that the rules prohibit cable operators from "determining or in-
fluencing the content of access programming."3
12
In CBS, the second case cited by Judge Greene, the Supreme Court
reversed a decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit holding that the Commission's refusal to require
broadcasters to accept paid public issue announcements violated the
First Amendment.313 In sustaining the FCC's refusal to require access,
the Court relied on the language of section 3(h) and the legislative his-
tory of the Radio Act of 1927. It recounted how "Congress specifically
dealt with-and firmly rejected-the argument that the broadcast facili-
ties should be open on a nonselective basis to all persons wishing to talk
about public issues.113 14 It characterized this argument as imposing com-
mon-carrier obligations.3 15 The Court nowhere suggested that it would
have violated the First Amendment had Congress, as originally pro-
posed, imposed common-carrier regulation on broadcasters. Indeed, it
recognized that "at some future date Congress or the Commission-or
the broadcasters-may devise some kind of limited right of access that is
did not limit the exercise of powers otherwise within statutory authority. Id. at 710-11 (Ste-
vens, J., dissenting) (joined by Justices Brennan and Marshall).
310. Id. at 709 n.19. Although the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit
did not base its decision on the constitutionality of the access rules, it stated that if it had been
necessary to decide this issue, it would have found the rule "constitutionally impermissible."
Midwest Video Corp. v. FCC, 571 F.2d 1025, 1053-57 (8th Cir. 1978), aff'd, 440 U.S. 689
(1979).
311. Midwest Video II, 440 U.S. at 701 (quoting Industrial Radiolocation Serv., 5 F.C.C.2d
197, 202 (1966)).
312. Id at 702.
313. CBS v. Democratic Nat'l Committee, 412 U.S. 94, 132 (1973).
314. Id. at 105.
315. Id. at 106 (noting that Senator Dill "offered an amendment to the provision to elimi-
nate the common carrier obligation"); see id. at 110 (noting "Congress' flat refusal to impose a
.common carrier' right of access for all persons wishing to speak out on public issues").
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both practical and desirable. 3 16
These two Supreme Court cases assume that common carriers can
constitutionally be deprived of control over content by equating the lack
of control over content to common carriage.317 Thus, one could read
these cases as standing for the proposition that there are three different
First Amendment standards: the print media may not be deprived of
control over content at all, the broadcast media may be deprived of con-
trol over content in part,31 8 and common carriers may be deprived of
control over content entirely.
On the other hand, in Midwest Video II and CBS the Court was not
faced with constitutional claims presented by common carriers. Instead,
it was concerned with protecting the editorial freedom afforded broad-
casters (and by analogy, cablecasters) under the Communications Act.
Thus, these cases do not ultimately tell us very much about how the First
Amendment rights of common carriers would be analyzed. Moreover,
these cases are nearly twenty years old. It is appropriate to explore
whether recent developments in First Amendment doctrine would cause
the Court to show more concern for the First Amendment rights of com-
mon carriers.
C. The Public Utility Cases
The telephone companies have argued that the fact that they "are
common carriers cannot justify suppressing their First Amendment right
to publish electronically. ' 319  They claim, citing the more recent
Supreme Court cases of Consolidated Edison Co. v. Public Service Com-
mission320 and Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. Public Utilities Commis-
316. Id. at 131.
317. See also FCC v. League of Women Voters, 468 U.S. 364, 378 (1984) ("Unlike com-
mon carriers, broadcasters are 'entitled under the First Amendment to exercise "the widest
journalistic freedom consistent with their public [duties]..' ... ) (quoting CBS v. FCC, 453 U.S.
367, 395 (1981) (quoting CBS v. Democratic Nat'l Comm., 412 U.S. 94, 110 (1973))); Miami
Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. 241, 259 (1974) (White, J., concurring) ("A news-
paper or magazine is not a public utility subject to 'reasonable' governmental regulation in
matters affecting the exercise of journalistic judgment as to what shall be printed."); Home
Box Office, Inc. v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9, 46 n.82 (D.C. Cir.) (per curiam) (suggesting that "a
requirement that cable system operators dedicate certain channels to common carrier use
might avoid [constitutional] infirmity"), cert denied, 434 U.S. 829 (1977).
318. The fairness doctrine may be viewed as partial deprivation of control, but it leaves
much within the control of the broadcaster.
319. Brief of Bell Co. Appellants Regarding Information Services at 23, United States v.
Western Elec. Co., 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (No. 87-5388) (per curiam), cert denied, 111 S.
Ct. 283 (1990); see also Tribe, supra note 116, at 8, 12 (arguing that there is no distinction
between the speech of corporations that publish newspapers or broadcast, and corporations
that own utility operations).
320. 447 U.S. 530 (1980).
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sion,321 "that regulated utilities have First Amendment rights just like
other citizens. 3
22
The electric utilities involved in Consolidated Edison and PG&E,
like local telephone companies, provide monopoly services. Similarly,
both electric utilities and telephone companies are regulated as public
utilities. There is a significant difference, however, between the utilities
involved in those cases and telephone companies. Unlike telephone com-
panies, Consolidated Edison and PG&E are not communications com-
mon carriers.
As described above, it is fundamental to the concept of common
carriage that the carrier hold itself out to serve customers without dis-
crimination, and that the content of the communication be controlled by
the customer.323 The "product" sold by a telephone company is the
transmission of messages from one customer to another. Electric utili-
ties, by contrast, are in the business of selling electricity, not the ability to
communicate, and they do not control monopoly facilities needed by
others to communicate. 324  The fact that the electric company sends
messages to its customers with its bills is incidental to the sale of
electricity.325
The First Amendment claims of local telephone companies do not
involve the right to include bill inserts advocating a telephone company's
views on controversial issues. Instead, the telephone companies want to
use their own monopoly transmission facilities to transmit programs and
information services selected or provided by themselves or their affiliates.
Telephone company denial of access to other program or information
321. 475 U.S. 1 (1986).
322. Brief of Bell Co. Appellants at 23, Western Elec. (No. 87-5388).
323. See supra text accompanying notes 280-92.
324. Likewise, the cable cases relied upon by the telephone companies do not help them.
See, eg., Brief of Bell Co. Appellants at 26-30, Western Elec. (No. 87-5388). As described
above, the FCC specifically found that cable operators were not common carriers and refused
to assert common-carrier jurisdiction over cable. See supra text accompanying notes 286-88.
Furthermore, the 1984 Cable Act established that cable operators are not common carriers.
Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984, § 621(c), 47 U.S.C. § 541(c) (Supp. 1989).
325. To send its bills, the electric company uses the postal service. The postal service, also
a monopoly, is not controlled by the electric company. Consolidated Edison's or PG&E's use
of the postal service to express its point of view does not disadvantage the ability of anyone else
to express a point of view via the postal service. Indeed, the Court in Consolidated Edison
noted that "all persons are free to send correspondence to private homes through the mails."
Consolidated Edison Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 530, 543 (1980); see also Pacific
Gas & Elec. Co. v. Public Utils. Comm'n, 474 U.S. 1, 10 n.6. (1986) (quoting Consolidated
Edison, 447 U.S. at 543). Because the product offered by a telephone company is carriage,
refusing to provide carriage because of a disagreement with the message carried would be
analogous to PG&E's refusing to provide electricity to the consumer advocacy group TURN.
See id. at 5-7.
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service providers, whether by deliberate exclusion or simply failure to
select, would be inconsistent with its purpose as a common carrier to
provide transmission service to the public on a nondiscriminatory
basis.3 26
In short, recent Supreme Court cases do afford First Amendment
protection to bill inserts of public utilities. But these cases do not address
the rights of public utilities that are also common carriers. There are
fundamental differences between common carriers and the public utilities
at issue in these cases, so that the level of First Amendment protection
afforded communications common carriers appears to remain an open
question.
D. Problems with the Common-Carrier Model
As shown above, the Supreme Court has not explicitly adopted a
different model for analyzing the First Amendment rights of common
carriers. This section considers whether the Court should hold that a
common carrier, by definition, has no right to speak over its own facili-
ties. It concludes that there are three significant drawbacks to a model in
which common carriers by definition have no right to speak: (1) the
model fails to account for situations in which the carrier or its affiliate is
its own customer, (2) the category of common carriers is overinclusive as
a tool for defining First Amendment rights, and (3) equating common
carriage with lesser First Amendment rights may make it more difficult
to impose common carrier regulations where such regulations would be
326. The absurdity of such a result is made clear if it is applied to another common-carrier
service: plain old telephone service. It would be difficult for society to function if telephone
companies had a First Amendment right to refuse to carry telephone conversations espousing
views with which they disagreed. Indeed, courts have severely limited the situations in which
telephone companies can refuse to provide service. See, eg., People v. Brophy, 49 Cal. App.
2d 15, 33, 120 P.2d 946, 965 (1942) (holding that telephone company is not required or author-
ized to investigate conduct of those who seek service); Nadel v. New York Tel. Co., 9 Misc. 2d
514, 516, 170 N.Y.S.2d 95, 98 (Sup. Ct. 1957) (holding that telephone company may not with-
hold service "based on mere suspicion" that telephone would be used for illegal gambling);
Shillitani v. Valentine, 184 Misc. 77, 81, 53 N.Y.S.2d 127, 131 (Sup. Ct.) (stating that "tele-
phone company may not refuse to furnish service... because of mere suspicion... that [it]
may be ... used for an illegitimate end"), modified, 269 A.D. 568, 56 N.Y.S.2d 210 (App. Div.
1945), aff'd, 296 N.Y. 161, 71 N.E.2d 450 (1947). But see Carlin Communications, Inc. v.
Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co., 827 F.2d 1291, 1293-94 (9th Cir. 1987) (holding that tele-
phone company's decision to exclude adult entertainment companies from "976" network did
not violate duty to offer services without discrimination imposed by Arizona public utility
statute), cert denied, 485 U.S. 1029 (1988). Furthermore, because it is commonly known that
the telephone company is a common carrier and does not have the power to exclude customers
based on the content of the message, there would seem to be little risk that the telephone
company would feel compelled to respond to messages with which it disagreed. In any case,
there are a variety of devices that could be used to ameliorate any possible perceptions, such as
notices on bills or in directories.
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beneficial.327
Despite language in FCC and court cases to the effect that the deter-
mination of the content is the sole prerogative of the customer and not
the carrier,328 the FCC permits common carriers to select the content of
the intelligence transmitted in several instances. One way of viewing this
situation is to think of the common carrier as acting as its own customer.
Perhaps the most obvious example is the telephone company's use of the
telephone network to take orders for service, contact customers, and con-
duct business generally.
There are other, lesser known examples as well. In 1965 the Com-
mission adopted a rule that required applicants for a certain type of com-
mon-carrier microwave license to show that at least fifty percent of their
customers (and fifty percent of usage) were not affiliated with the appli-
cant.329 The Commission explained that the mere fact that "holding
out" extends to affiliated entities is no bar to legal status as a common
carrier; the fifty-percent rule did not define common carriage, but was
designed to ensure that there was a sufficient showing of public need and
that the frequencies allocated for public use (as opposed to private busi-
ness use) would be available.33 The Commission later adopted rules for
a common-carrier service known as multipoint distribution service
(MDS) that prohibited MDS licensees from providing more than fifty
percent of their service to affiliated subscribers.33 '
327. For a discussion of these other questions, see infra notes 345-47 and accompanying
text.
328. See supra text accompanying notes 283-92.
329. First Report and Order in Docket No. 15586, 1 F.C.C.2d 897, 900 (1965). The com-
mon-carrier licenses at issue in this decision were used to relay television signals to CATV
systems. Id. at 897.
330. Id. at 899.
331. Amendment of Commission's Rules and Regulations to Provide for Licensing and
Regulation of Common Carrier Radio Stations in Multipoint Distribution Service, 45
F.C.C.2d 616, 618 (1974) (adopting rule codified at 47 C.F.R. § 21.900 (1990)). A MDS sys-
tem is a system that transmits "intelligence" to "fixed receivers." Id. at 617. "The intelligence
... is supplied by the subscriber and may consist of private television, high speed computer
data, facsimile, control information, or other communications capable of radio transmission."
Id. In 1987, the Commission eliminated the "fifty-percent rule." Revisions to Part 21 of Com-
mission's Rules Regarding Multipoint Distribution Service Report and Order, 2 F.C.C. Rcd.
4251, 4251 (1987). In eliminating the rule, the Commission explained that it originally con-
ceived of MDS as a service for the transmission of data, video teleconferencing, and other
business information. Id. at 4252. Since most MDS licenses were in fact used to transmit
video entertainment programming, the Commission believed that it no longer served the public
interest to continue to require MDS licensees to provide service only on a common-carrier
basis. Instead, the Commission decided to adopt a "flexible approach" under which MDS
licensees could choose whether to provide service on a common-carrier or noncommon-carrier
basis. Id. Although the MDS licensee could elect a different status for each particular channel
for which it was licensed, it could not provide programming or lease transmission capacity to
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The situations in which the Commission imposed the fifty-percent
rule involved common carriers who use electromagnetic spectrum and
thus are required to obtain a radio license under Title 11J.332 Such rules
might be explained by the need to insure the integrity of the FCC's spec-
trum allocation policy.
333
There is an alternative--albeit unarticulated-explanation. It ap-
pears that the Commission's willingness to allow a carrier to be its own
customer is inversely related to the likelihood that the carrier's use of its
facilities will make the facility less available to others. The telephone
company's use of the telephone network to conduct its telephone busi-
ness does not limit use of the network by others or create incentives to
discriminate against others who use the telephone network. By contrast,
a traditional cable television system would have such a limited capacity
that only a single customer's needs could likely be accommodated. For
example, when the Commission adopted the telephone-cable cross-own-
ership rules in 1970 that prohibited the telephone company or its ailiate
an affiliated entity on a channel that the licensee designated for common-carrier status. Id.
The Commission stated that to allow this would "eliminate any meaningful distinction be-
tween common carriers and non-common carriers." Id.
332. See Multipoint Distrib. Serv., 45 F.C.C.2d at 617 (describing MDS service as a fixed
station transmitting onmidirectionally to numerous fixed receivers); First Report & Order, 1
F.C.C.2d at 897-98 (involving domestic public point-to-point microwave radio service).
333. See Multipoint Distrib. Serv. Revisions, 2 F.C.C. Rcd. at 4253 (suggesting that 50%
rule may have been considered necessary to ensure the common-carrier status of the frequen-
cies allocated to MDS); Tower Communication Sys. Corp., 59 F.C.C.2d 130, 131-32 (1976)
(explaining that genesis of 50% rule was concern that common-carrier spectrum would be
used to provide service not to public but to carrier or its affiliates); First Report & Order, 1
F.C.C.2d at 899 (holding that because common-carrier frequencies are reserved for use by
common carriers in rendering service to the public, any use of these frequencies principally to
serve customers who are interrelated with the carrier is inconsistent with the purpose of the
allocation).
It also may be that the Commission was simply wrong in classifying these services as
common carrier when the carrier can select up to 50% of the content. At least one court has
expressed skepticism about the Commission's classification of MDS as a common carrier. See
National Ass'n of Broadcasters v. FCC, 740 F.2d 1190, 1204 (D.C. Cir. 1984). The Commis-
sion subsequently changed the rules for MDS licensees so that they could elect whether or not
they would act as common carriers and eliminated the 50% rule. See Multipoint Distrib. Serv.
Revisions, 2 F.C.C. Red. at 4252. Moreover, amendments to the Communications Act passed
in 1982 treated MDS operators as broadcasters instead of common carriers for certain pur-
poses. Communications Amendments Act of 1982, Pub. L. No. 97-259, § 115(c)(2)(C), 96
Stat. 1087, 1094-95 (codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. § 1114 and in scattered sections of 47
U.S.C. (1988 & Supp. 1989)); H.R. REP. No. 765, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 41, reprinted in 1982
U.S.C.C.A.N. 2261, 2285. Because MDS developed as a provider of subscription television
(primarily Home Box Office), Congress found that MDS was similar to subscription television,
a mass media service. See id. The 1982 amendments authorized the FCC to award licenses by
lottery in certain circumstances, and further required the FCC to give preferences to minority
applicants for mass media licenses, but not common-carrier licenses. Id. For this purpose, the
amendments defined MDS as a "mass media" service. Id.
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from being the customer, the Commission assumed that there would be a
single customer for the cable transmission facilities.334 Thus, use of the
cable facilities by the telephone company or its affiliate would preclude
anyone else from using it.33
5
While in some circumstances the common carrier's use of its own
facilities as a customer would preclude or substantially limit the use of
the facilities by the public,336 in other circumstances, the carrier's use of
its facilities to transmit intelligence of its own choosing has no such ef-
fect. Were the court to adopt a model of analyzing First Amendment
rights of common carriers that assumed that a common carrier were only
allowed to transmit the intelligence of others, that model would not re-
flect reality. Moreover, such a view could preclude a common carrier's
use of its facilities in circumstances where there would be no harm to the
public. For this reason, it would be unwise to hold that a common car-
rier by definition has no constitutional right to speak over its own
facilities.
The definitional approach is unsatisfactory for another reason. As
Pool pointed out, the law of common carriage rests on the assumption
that, in the absence of regulation, the carrier will have enough monopoly
334. Each of the 17 applications submitted for constructing or operating CATV facilities
proposed to service only a single CATV customer. Applications of Tel. Cos. for Certain Cer-
tificates for Channel Facilities and Notice of Inquiry & Proposed Rule Making Regarding
Community Antenna Television Sys., 34 Fed. Reg. 6290, 6290-91 (1969). Of course, at that
time, the capacity of a cable system was much more limited-perhaps providing only three or
four channels-than today, when some cable systems can provide over 100 channels.
335. It would also, as the Commission noted, create incentives for the telephone company
to discriminate against competing CATV operators in the provision of pole attachments. Sec-
tion 214 Certificates, supra note 10, at 323-35.
336. MDS provides another example of such circumstances. In adopting the 50% rule for
MDS, the Commission indicated that the rule was intended to keep the carrier's use of its
facilities below a level at which it was likely to discriminate against others:
In essence, a carrier's primary responsibility is to provide services necessary to, and
ancillary to, the provision of the communications service offered, without affecting or
influencing the content of the information communicated. Put more simply, a car-
rier's responsibility is to provide a "pipeline" pursuant to his tariff for the transmis-
sion of customer provided information between two or more points as specified by
the customer.
Multipoint Distrb. Serv., 45 F.C.C.2d at 618. Although the FCC subsequently eliminated the
50% rule, it declined to permit MDS licensees opting to act as common carriers to lease ser-
vice to their affiliates. See supra note 331. The Commission explained that
[u]nlike many common carrier services where the carrier is not under capacity con-
straints, in MDS the amount of capacity available to any particular licensee in any
particular area is more limited, and thus there is more likelihood that offerings will
not actually be "held out" indiscriminately on a common carrier basis.
Multipoint Distrib. Serv. Revisions, 2 F.C.C. Rcd. at 4252-53.
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power to deny citizens the right to communicate.3 37 Thus, a justification
for limiting or even prohibiting a common carrier's speech over its own
facilities is that such limitations are necessary to ensure that the carrier
adequately fulfills its function as a medium for others to communicate.
Not all common carriers, however, possess monopoly power. Noth-
ing in its definition requires a common carrier to be a monopoly pro-
vider.338 Although long-distance telephone service used to be provided
on a monopoly basis by AT&T, it is now offered by MCI, U.S. Sprint,
and a number of other companies. Yet, AT&T and its competitors are
still considered to be common carriers.339 In many cases, the FCC has
authorized the construction of facilities for more than one common-car-
rier provider of similar or identical services.34
At one time, the FCC proposed to interpret the phrase "common
carrier" contained in the Communications Act to include only monopoly
337. PooL, supra note 203, at 106; see also id. at 240 ("m[]he core of the common carrier
concept [is] that a vendor with monopoly advantage in the market must provide access to
customers without discrimination ...
338. See supra text accompanying note 262. The common-carrer concept may also be
underinclusive because not all monopolies are regulated as common carriers. Cable television
is a good example of a service widely believed to be a monopoly, but which has never been
classified as a common carrier. See supra text accompanying notes 286-87. Indeed, the Cable
Act of 1984 specifically provides that a cable company's provision of video services is not
common carriage. Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984,47 U.S.C. §§ 541(C), 552(5)(A)
(Supp. 1990).
339. See, eg., MCI Telecommunications Corp. v. FCC, 765 F.2d 1186, 1194 (D.C. Cir.
1985).
340. See, eg., Amendment of Parts 2, 21, 74, & 94 of Commission's Rules & Regulations
Regarding Frequency Allocation to Instructional Television Fixed Service, Multipoint Distri-
bution Serv., and Private Operational Fixed Microwave Serv., 94 F.C.C.2d 1203, 1206 (1983)
(authorizing award of two licenses for multichannel MDS in each market), reconsideration
denied, 98 F.C.C.2d 68, 121 (1984); Amendment of Parts 2 & 22 of Commission's Rules Rela-
tive to Cellular Communications Systems, 86 F.C.C.2d 469, 476 (1981) (authorizing two com-
mon-carrier cellular radio systems in each market), reconsideration, 89 F.C.C.2d 58 (1982);
Multipoint Distrib. Serv., 45 F.C.C.2d at 619 (authorizing two channels in each market for
MDS to be licensed as common carriers); Establishment of Domestic Communications-Satel-
lite Facilities by Non-Governmental Entities, 35 F.C.C.2d 844, 847 (authorizing multiple satel-
lite common carriers), reconsideration, 38 F.C.C.2d 665 (1972); Establishment of Policies and
Procedures for Consideration of Application to Provide Specialized Common Carrier Servs. in
Domestic Public Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Serv. & Proposed Amendments, 29
F.C.C.2d 870, 920 (1971) (finding general policy in favor of entry of new, specialized common
carriers served public interest), aff'd sub nom. Washington Utils. & Transp. Comm'n v. FCC,
513 F.2d 1142 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 836 (1975).
There are also nonmonopoly common carriers outside of communications. For example,
taxi cabs are considered common carriers, but they are not monopolies. See Roland S.
Hornet, Jr., "Getting the Message": Statutory Approaches to Electronic Information Delivery
and the Duty of Carriage, 37 FED. COMM. L.J. 217, 258-59 (1985).
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common carriers.341 After reviewing the common-law origins of the con-
cept of common carriage, the Commission observed that
the "quasi-public" characteristic found to be the sine qua non
of common carriage may have been based on a social decision
that those who exercise unfettered control of an access point
essential to the commercial well being of the nation must be
kept under control. If so, there may be an additional element
to common carrier which is economic in nature....
The question then is whether the common carrier concept
may legitimately be understood to contain some element of es-
sentiality or monopoly.342
The Commission, however, did not find it necessary to answer this ques-
tion.34 3 Thus, under the FCC's interpretation of the Communications
Act, there is no requirement that a common carrier be a monopolist. 344
While common carriers are often monopolies, they are not always.
Thus, using common carrier to define a class of entities afforded lesser
First Amendment protection would be overinclusive because it might in-
clude entities who possessed no control over monopoly facilities needed
by otherp to communicate.
A final problem with using the concept of common carriage to de-
fine the level of First Amendment protection is that it simply leads to
another question. If we assume that, by definition, a common carrier has
limited First Amendment rights, can the government constitutionally re-
quire an entity to operate as a common carrier?
341. Policy and Rules Concerning Rates for Competitive Carrier Servs. and Facilities Au-
thorizations Therefor, 77 F.C.C.2d 308, 363-68 (1979).
342. Id. at 365 (footnote omitted).
343. The Commission had proposed redefining common carriage as a way to deregulate
certain communications carriers that did not exercise market power. Id. at 363. The Commis-
sion was able to obtain the same result, however, by continuing to classify such activities as
common carriage, but forebearing from imposing Title II regulation. See MCI Telecommuni-
cations, 765 F.2d at 1188-89. The proposed redefinition has been criticized in two student
notes. See Hall, supra note 284, at 433-37 (arguing that FCC proposal misreads the common
law, is inconsistent with congressional intent, and would be poor policy because Title II regula-
tion is designed to do more than prevent monopolistic abuses); Nichols, supra note 251, at 514
(arguing that Congress understood common carriage to depend on the nature of the service,
not whether it was a monopoly provider).
344. Homet argues that although monopoly power may be required for public utility sta-
tus, it is not a prerequisite for common-carrier status. Homet, supra note 340, at 254-55, 258-
59. To illustrate the point, he cites taxis as an example of a common carrier that does not
enjoy a monopoly:
Suppose no taxi were obliged to take a fare to the airport, what would be the effect on
commerce? Suppose all were free to pass by women in business suits and with brief-
cases, what would be the effect on society?... We, that is society, tell taxis not to
discriminate.
Id. at 259.
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It does not appear that courts have ever evaluated whether requiring
an entity to operate as a common carrier infringed upon its First Amend-
ment rights.345 If courts were to assume that the imposition of common-
carrier status necessarily entailed denial of the right to speak using its
own facilities, it might lead to the invalidation of common-carrier regula-
tion or chill the imposition of such regulation. This could lead to unde-
sirable results. The imposition of common-carrier requirements has a
number of implications apart from any effect on the carrier's ability to
use its own facilities for expression.346 Many societal benefits flow from
common-carrier status.347 Thus, the decision to regulate an entity as a
345. Some cases contain language suggesting limits on the ability of government to impose
common-carriage requirements. In NAR UC I, which concerned whether certain mobile radio
services were common carrier or private, the court rejected
those parts of the [FCC's] Orders which imply an unfettered discretion in the Com-
mission to confer or not confer common carrier status on a given entity, depending
upon the regulatory goals it seeks to achieve. The common law definition of common
carrier is sufficiently definite as not to admit of agency discretion in the classification
of operating communications entities. A particular system is a common carrier by
virtue of its functions, rather than because it is declared to be so.
National Ass'n of Regulatory Util. Conm'rs v. FCC (NARUC I), 525 F.2d 630, 644 (D.C.
Cir.) (footnote omitted), cert. denied, 425 U.S. 992 (1976). The court noted, however, that a
different conclusion had been reached in Philadelphia Television Broadcasting Co. v. FCC,
359 F.2d 282 (D.C. Cir. 1966). NARUC I, 525 F.2d at 644 n.78. In Philadelphia Television,
the court suggested that the FCC could have elected to regulate cable television service as
either common carriage or ancillary to broadcasting. See Philadelphia Television, 359 F.2d at
284. Furthermore, NARUC II undercuts the assertion that a common carrier is a common
carrier by virtue of its functions, by finding that the common carriage prerequisite of holding-
out was satisfied by rules mandating first-come, nondiscriminatory access. National Ass'n of
Regulatory Util. Comm'rs v. FCC (NARUC II), 533 F.2d 601, 609 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
In none of these cases, however, was the court concerned about the First Amendment
implications of imposing common-carrier status. To the extent the courts have been concerned
about the constitutionality of common-carriage requirements at all, they were concerned about
violation of due process rights. See, eg., Frost v. Railroad Comm'n, 271 U.S. 583, 589-90, 599
(1926) (finding that California statute prohibiting trucks from using highways without first
obtaining certificate of public convenience violated Fourteenth Amendment's guarantee of due
process); see also PooL, supra note 203, at 103 (observing that in early cases challenging the
power of states to license telephone companies, the constitutional question raised was not free-
dom of speech but the right of property). This concern appears to have been laid to rest by
Nebbia v. New York, 291 U.S. 502 (1934), which established the right of states to engage in
any reasonable economic regulation. Id. at 537-39; see PHILLIPS, supra note 239, at 108-09;
Homet, supra note 340, at 257.
346. See supra text accompanying notes 271-72; see also Hall, supra note 284, at 410-11
(discussing widely perceived drawbacks to common-carrier status, as well as some benefits
attaching to such status).
347. See, eg., Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to Consider the Applicability of
the Common Carrier Concept to Modem Telecommunications, No. 89-C-099, at 4 (N.Y. Pub.
Serv. Comm'n May 24, 1989). The Commission stated that
the common carrier system has served telecommunications participants well: it has
permitted society to entrust its vital highways of information to for-profit companies,
without the specter of unreasonable discrimination and censorship by government or
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common carrier should be analyzed separately from the effect such regu-
lation has on its freedom of expression.
V. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
Before proposing an alternative way of analyzing the First Amend-
ment claims of telephone companies, it is necessary to explore briefly two
other ways in which these claims might be analyzed.
A. Public Forum Doctrine
One possible mode of analysis would be to apply the public forum
doctrine.34 There are three ways in which the public forum doctrine
might apply. It could be argued that (1) the streets and public rights-of-
way used by telephone companies to build their networks are public fo-
rums, (2) the telephone network itself is a public forum, or (3) the gov-
ernment has created a public forum in requiring telephone companies to
establish video or videotex gateways.349
The first argument, that streets and public rights-of-way constitute a
public forum, has been made by would-be cable operators denied
private monopolies; it was an important element in establishing a free flow of infor-
mation, neutral as to its content; it reduced the administrative cost and the burden of
liability of the network operator, since it needed not, at least in theory, inquire as to a
user's background (beyond credit-worthiness) and intended use; and it protected the
telephone industry from various pressure groups who would prefer to have it not deal
with their targets of protest or competition.
Id.
348. Some cases raising First Amendment issues have been analyzed using the public fo-
rum doctrine. Under this doctrine, identifying the type of forum involved determines the test
to be applied. Courts have recognized three categories of public forums: traditional public
forums, designated or limited public forums, and nonpublic forums. Perry Educ. Ass'n v.
Perry Local Educators' Ass'n, 460 U.S. 37, 45-46 (1983). Traditional public forums consist of
property that historically has been both open to the public and available to any for use as a
forum for the exercise of First Amendment rights. See id. at 45. Examples of traditional
public forums include streets and parks. Hague v. Committee for Indus. Org., 307 U.S. 496,
515 (1939). A limited public forum is property that traditionally has not been open for speech
but has been opened by government for speech. Perry Educ., 460 U.S. at 45. Examples of
limited public forums include state university meeting facilities, Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S.
263, 267 (1981), and municipal theaters, Southeastern Promotions, Ltd. v. Conrad, 420 U.S.
546, 555 (1975). Government property that has neither historically been open to the public
nor specifically been opened by the government for use as a forum is not a public forum. Perry
Educ., 460 U.S. at 46. Examples of government property found not to be a public forum
include military bases, Greer v. Spock, 424 U.S. 828, 836 (1976), and mailboxes, United States
Postal Serv. v. Council of Greenburgh Civic Ass'ns, 453 U.S. 114, 129 (1981).
349. The third argument was suggested by the Media Institute, an intervenor in the Trien-
nial Review appeal. Intervenor's Brief at 13-15, United States v. Western Elec. Co., 900 F.2d
283 (D.C. Cir.) (No. 87-5388) (per curiam) (filed May 8, 1989), cert. denied, I11 S. Ct. 283
(1990).
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franchises to build cable systems."' 0 This line of argument, which is
problematic in the cable context,3"' would appear to have no application
to the situation at issue in this Article. The fact pattern concerned here
does not involve a telephone company being denied the right to construct
facilities, but instead concerns a telephone company that has constructed
facilities and is prohibited from using them to transmit its own content.
The second and third theories face the initial obstacle that public
forum analysis typically involves government or publicly owned property
such as streets, parks, or state university meeting facilities. The tele-
phone network is privately owned. One might argue, however, that the
telephone network is analogous to the shopping center involved in
PruneYard Shopping Center v. Robins."2 Both are privately owned, but
invite the public to use their facilities. Further, it could be argued that
the telephone company, although privately owned, is much more closely
regulated by the state than a shopping center and, in fact, performs a
public function provided by the government in most other industrialized
countries. 3
Although the majority in PruneYard did not rely on public forum
analysis to reach the conclusion that the shopping center owner could
not exclude students from handing out pamphlets and soliciting signa-
tures for a petition, Justice Marshall noted in his concurring opinion that
shopping centers have effectively replaced the "State with respect to such
traditional First Amendment forums as streets, sidewalks and parks.,"35 4
350. See, e.g., Tele-Communications of Key West, Inc. v. United States, 757 F.2d 1330,
1338 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (finding claim of cable company that rights-of-way on Air Force base
were public forum sufficient to withstand motion to dismiss, though noting claim's "relative
novelty"); Preferred Communications, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles, 754 F.2d 1396, 1409 (9th
Cir. 1985) (finding that Preferred's complaint had sufficiently alleged that poles and conduit
constituted a public forum, either by tradition or designation, because California law had dedi-
cated surplus space for use by cable companies), aff'd on other grounds, 476 U.S. 488 (1986);
Century Fed., Inc. v. City of Palo Alto, 710 F. Supp. 1559, 1573-74 (N.D. Cal. 1988) (treating
space on utility poles as public forum).
351. See, e.g., John J. Brunelli, Why Courts Should Not Use Public Forum Doctrine Analysis
in Considering Cable Operators' Claims Under the First Amendment, 24 AM. Bus. L.J. 541,
541-42 (1986).
352. 447 U.S. 74 (1980). In this case, the owner of a shopping center had a policy prohibit-
ing expressive activities unrelated to its commercial purposes. Id. at 77. This policy was chal-
lenged by students who were denied access for the purpose of seeking signatures for a petition.
Id. The California Supreme Court held that the students had a state constitutional right to
speak and petition at a privately owned shopping center. Id. at 78. The U.S. Supreme Court
held that the California Supreme Court's decision did not violate the First Amendment rights
of the shopping center owner. Id. at 85-88.
353. See supra note 239.
354. PruneYard, 447 U.S. at 90 (Marshall, J., concurring); see also Pacific Gas & Elec. Co.
v. Public Utils. Comm'n (PG&E), 475 U.S. 1, 23 (Marshall, J., concurring) (distinguishing
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PruneYard involved the right to exclude others from speaking on
one's property. This Article, however, is primarily concerned with the
telephone companies' claimed right to speak using their own property,
rather than to exclude others entirely. While Justice Marshall pointed
out that the owner of the PruneYard Shopping Center nowhere alleged
that his own expression was hindered,35 5 the owner's ability to speak was
simply not at issue in that case. Moreover, the different function served
by a shopping center compared to the function of a common carrier
might justify suppressing the views of the owner of a common carrier but
not those of the owners of a shopping center, just as the differences in
electric utilities and common carriers justify different treatment." 6
Thus, public forum analysis does not provide a useful means of analyzing
the First Amendment rights of telephone companies.
B. Economic Approach
Another approach to analyzing the constitutional arguments of tele-
phone companies is to deny that such claims should be considered First
Amendment claims at all. In short, it may be argued what is really being
impaired when telephone companies are forbidden from transmitting
their own content is the ability to make money, rather than the ability to
speak.
Dean Jerome Barron has pointed out: "Newspapers usually have an
editorial policy. Cable operators may not see themselves as editors at
all."' 357 Thus, he argued that the First Amendment has been misused
and exploited not to protect expression, but to insulate the cable industry
from public control.358 The same argument may apply to telephone com-
panies. Indeed, Glenn Manishin has made the same point as to both the
telephone and cable industries:
[T]hese first amendment arguments... are really antitrust is-
sues masquerading in constitutional clothes. What both the
cable television and local telephone industries seek to achieve is
not the advancement of any marketplace of ideas, but rather
the constitutional elimination of restraints on their commercial
PG&E from PruneYard on basis that shopping center bore strong resemblance to streets and
parks that are traditional public forums).
355. PG&E, 475 U.S. at 24 (Marshall, J., concurring).
356. See supra text accompanying notes 323-25.
357. Barron, supra note 293, at 1504.
358. Id. at 1505; see also Daniel Brenner, Cable Television and the Freedom of Expression,
1988 DUKE L.J. 329, 334-50 (proposing to distinguish between the expressive and nonexpres-
sive activities of cable operators and to afford First Amendment protection only to expressive
activities).
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activities in the video distribution market.359
There is some support for the arguments made by Barron and Man-
ishin. For example, the comments filed with the FCC show that eco-
nomic concerns rather than the desire to express ideas or viewpoints are
the driving force behind telephone companies' desire to own the video
programming transmitted.3 ' However, there are certain practical objec-
tions to the claim that the First Amendment is irrelevant.
First, the Supreme Court has acknowledged that the activities of
cable operators "plainly implicate first amendment interests."' 361 In an
earlier case, the District of Columbia Circuit found that "whether or not
[a cable operator] produces any original programming of its own, its ac-
tivities of transmitting and packaging programming mandate that it re-
ceive first amendment protection., 362 It would be difficult for courts to
deny that a telephone company has a similar First Amendment interest
when it is engaging in the same packaging activities as a cable operator.
Second, the fact that a speaker is pursuing a commercial interest is
not a satisfactory basis for denying First Amendment protection. Many,
if not most, speakers profit monetarily to some degree from their speech.
The New York Times, for example, is published by a corporation for
profit. While the paper has an editorial policy, it undoubtedly contains
other articles and features simply because they make the paper more at-
tractive commercially. Granted, editorial policy may play a bigger role
in determining content in the case of the New York Times than a cable
system. But, would we really want to place the courts in the position of
denying any First Amendment protection to an enterprise because in the
courts' view the entity was more interested in making money than in
exercising editorial judgment?
Furthermore, as Dean Monroe Price has pointed out, our percep-
tions of who is a "speaker" may change over time:
359. Glenn B. Manishin, An Antitrust Paradox for the 1990s: Revisiting the Role of the
First Amendment in Cable Television, 9 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 1, 1 (1991).
360. See supra notes 48-50 and accompanying text.
361. City of Los Angeles v. Preferred Communications, Inc., 476 U.S. 488, 494 (1986).
The Court noted that
through original programming or by exercising editorial discretion over which sta-
tions or programs to include in its repertoire, [the cable operator] seeks to communi-
cate messages on a wide variety of topics and in a wide variety of formats.... Cable
television partakes of some of the aspects of speech and communication of ideas as do
the traditional enterprises of newspapers and book publishers, public speakers, and
pamphleteers.
Id.
362. Tele-Communications of Key West, Inc. v. United States, 757 F.2d 1330, 1336-37
(D.C. Cir. 1985).
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Our sense of who is a speaker protected from government
abridging regulation is one that is culturally bound. Neither
radio nor television were deemed to be speakers, in the most
protected sense at their founding. And two decades ago, few
would have had the ambition to call cable operators speakers.
The same would be true of the Bell system. 63
Thus, while we may not ordinarily think of a telephone company as hav-
ing any particular message to communicate, this perception may not in
fact be true either now or in the future. We certainly can conjure up
important public issues, such as whether competition for local telephone
service should be allowed, 364 or whether "adult" 976-services should be
restricted,365 on which a telephone company would have a viewpoint of
interest to the public. Moreover, a telephone company might want to
enter the electronic newspaper publishing business or acquire an on-go-
ing publishing concern.
In sum, although it is true that the First Amendment is being used
to obtain commercial objectives as opposed to communicating ideas, it
may not be practical, and indeed could be risky, to deny First Amend-
ment protection on this basis.
C. A Proposed Alternative
An alternative approach to analyzing First Amendment claims of
telephone companies takes into account the unique functions served by
local telephone companies as common carriers. This approach does not
automatically deny a telephone company the right to speak simply be-
cause it is a "common carrier." At the same time, unlike the traditional
approach, which balances the speaker's interests against the govern-
ment's interests, it directly takes account of the speech interests of the
common carrier, the interests of customers who want to communicate by
using the carrier's facilities, and the public's interest in receiving
information.
As demonstrated above, there are really two separate questions at
issue.366 First, there is the question whether an entity's First Amend-
ment rights are violated by requiring it to act as a common carrier.3 67
363. Monroe E. Price, Congress, Free Speech, and Cable Legislation: An Introduction, 8
CARDOZO ARTs & ENT. L.J. 225, 230 (1990).
364. See, ag., The Baby Bells Learn a Nasty New Word: Competition, Bus. WK., Mar. 25,
1991, at 96, 96.
365. Tom McNichol, Dialing for Dollars, WASH. PosT, June 24, 1990 (Magazine), at 23,
25.
366. See supra text accompanying notes 345-47.
367. In the current debate, the telephone companies do not take the position that they
cannot constitutionally be regulated as common carriers. For example, in the telephone-cable
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Second, assuming that the entity may constitutionally be required to act
as a common carrier, it must be determined whether the government can
prohibit the carrier from being its own customer.
1. Does Requiring a Telephone Company to Act as a Common
Carrier Violate the First Amendment?
Requiring a telephone company to operate on a common-carrier ba-
sis probably does not violate its First Amendment rights. The Supreme
Court has found in case after case that licensing broadcast stations does
not violate the First Amendment.36 If anything, the basis for licensing
common carriers may be more compelling than for licensing
broadcasters.
In Red Lion Broadcasting the Court held that "[a]lthough broad-
casting is clearly a medium affected by a First Amendment interest, dif-
ferences in the characteristics of news media justify differences in the
First Amendment standards applied to them." 69 The difference identi-
fied by the Court was the limited number of broadcast licenses available
compared to the number of persons wishing to use them. Under such
circumstances, the Court found, "it is idle to posit an unabridgeable First
Amendment right to broadcast comparable to the right of every individ-
ual to speak, write, or publish." 7 0 The Court noted that "[tihere is noth-
ing in the First Amendment which prevents the Government from
requiring a licensee to share his frequency with others." '371 Although
recognizing that broadcasters possessed free speech rights, the Court ob-
served that
the people as a whole retain their interest in free speech by
radio and their collective right to have the medium function
consistently with the ends and purpose of the First Amend-
ment.... It is the purpose of the First Amendment to preserve
an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth will ulti-
cross-ownership proceeding, some have argued that they should not be required to offer cable
service on a common-carrier basis, not on constitutional grounds, but essentially on economic
and policy grounds. See supra text accompanying notes 48-50. Taken to its logical extreme,
the argument that restrictions on telephone companies providing content are content-based
restrictions that must be subjected to the strictest scrutiny, particularly as applied in PG&E,
could lead to the result that common-carrier obligations are unconstitutional.
368. See, eg., FCC v. League of Women Voters, 468 U.S. 364, 380 (1984); Red Lion
Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 388-90 (1969); NBC v. United States, 319 U.S. 190,
226 (1943). But see Spitzer, supra note 293, at 1041-71 (arguing that the current system of
broadcast licensing violates the First Amendment, but questioning whether the Supreme Court
would be willing to declare the current system unconstitutional).
369. Red Lion Broadcasting, 395 U.S. at 386 (citations omitted).
370. Id. at 388.
371. Id. at 389.
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mately prevail, rather than to countenance monopolization of
that market, whether it be by the Government itself or a private
licensee.372
The extent of monopoly over distribution is even greater with re-
spect to local telephone companies than broadcasters. Although under
the current system of broadcast licensing the licensee gets exclusive use
of a particular frequency for a period of years, there is typically more
than one frequency available for licensing in a community.37 3 On the
other hand, only one local exchange carrier generally is authorized to
serve a particular area.37 4 Anyone wishing to offer videotex services has
only one way to reach customers-through the telephone network. Fur-
thermore, as discussed above, the economics of video dialtone are such
that the telephone company is likely to be the only provider of the ser-
vice.375 Thus, were telephone companies to challenge on First Amend-
ment grounds the requirement that they obtain certificates of public
convenience and necessity and abide by regulations requiring that they
operate the transmission facilities on a common-carrier basis, a court
would not have any trouble concluding that the licensing process is
constitutional.
The conclusion that it is constitutional for the government to au-
thorize video dialtone or videotex gateway service on the condition that
the service be offered on a common-carrier basis is even easier to reach
when that finding does not determine whether it is constitutional for the
government to prohibit the carrier from using the service as a customer.
That question requires separate analysis.
372. Id. at 390 (citations omitted). Although some commentators have questioned the con-
tinuing validity of Red Lion Broadcasting, it was cited with evident approval in a recent deci-
sion. See Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. FCC, 110 S. Ct. 2997, 3010 (1990).
373. MMORrnY STAFF OF SUBCOMM. ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS, CONSUMER PROTEC-
TION & FINANCE, HOUSE COMM. ON ENERGY & COMMERCE, 97TH CONG., 1ST SESS., TELE-
COMMUNICATIONS IN TRANSITION: THE STATUS OF COMPETITION IN THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY 310-25 (Comm. Print 1981).
374. United States v. Western Elec. Co., 673 F. Supp. 525, 536-40, 544 (D.D.C 1987),
aff'd in part, rev'd in part, 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (per curiam), cert. denied, 11 S. Ct. 283
(1990). Although in the early years of telephone many cities were served by more than one
telephone company,
it created a bothersome and unstable situation. Frequently, the person one sought to
phone was served by the other company. Business offices and heavy phone users had
to have two telephones. Generally, the greatest value from having a phone was ob-
tained by subscribing to the larger of the two systems, for in that way one could
reach more people. As a result, whenever one company became much larger than
another, the swing to the bigger system would accelerate, and soon the smaller com-
pany would have to throw in the sponge.
POOL, supra note 203, at 102.
375. See supra notes 44-47 and accompanying text.
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2. Does It Violate the First Amendment to Prohibit a Telephone
Company from Using Its Facilities as a Customer?
To analyze whether the government constitutionally can limit a
common carrier's use of its facilities as a customer, the courts should ask
whether the limitation is "more likely than not" to maximize speech
available to the public. 76 When there is little or no risk of telephone
company discrimination, there would be no justification for prohibiting
the telephone company from publishing as a customer. To do so in these
circumstances would decrease the amount and diversity of information
available to the public. But when there is a risk of telephone company
discrimination, surely the government must be able to regulate to prevent
such discrimination. Otherwise, the nondiscrimination provisions of the
Communications Act and state public utility statutes would be meaning-
less. That ability to prevent discrimination may include limiting or even
prohibiting outright electronic publishing by telephone companies.
The "more likely than not" formulation provides protection for tele-
phone company speech while recognizing the practical difficulties in-
volved in detecting and proving actual discrimination.377 In some cases,
actual experience may suggest a significant likelihood of telephone com-
pany discrimination against would-be customers. 37 8  But government
376. In fact, this test may not look to be all that different from the O'Brien test when the
government's interest is to foster diversity. See supra notes 192-99 and accompanying text. It
is formulated, however, in a way that explicitly recognizes the public's interest in diversity of
information, and is perhaps somewhat less subject to manipulation or misapplication.
377. One important question is whether the court's role would be to determine this ques-
tion de novo or merely to review the reasonableness of Congress's or the FCC's conclusion that
restricting telephone company speech is "more likely than not" to maximize speech overall. I
am inclined to the latter view, since Congress or the FCC is typically in a better position to
make the requisite factual findings. Court review for reasonableness should be sufficient to
overturn a statute or regulation not grounded in facts or having an impermissible motive.
The case of the MFJ's prohibition against BOC provision of content, were it to be reim-
posed, would present a special circumstance. It may be argued that because the prohibition on
BOC provision of information services resulted from a voluntary agreement between the par-
ties to the suit, and the court decision approving the settlement is final, the BOCs' First
Amendment claim is barred under the principles of res judicata. See Joint Brief of Electronic
Publishing Participants Supporting Decisions Under Review at 12-18, United States v. West-
ern Elec. Co., 900 F.2d 283 (D.C. Cir.) (No. 87-5388) (filed July 25, 1989) (per curiam), cert.
denied, 111 S. Ct. 283 (1990). On the other hand, if the partial repeal of that restriction to
allow the BOCs to offer videotex gateway service but not content is viewed as a separate court
decision subject to appellate review, the standard of review would probably be quite deferen-
tial. Again, the question is a factual one and the trial court is in a better position than a court
of appeals to weigh the relevant evidence. In the Triennial Review appeal, the court of appeals
held that construction of the MFJ was subject to de novo appellate review because it involved
construction of a legal standard. Western Elec., 900 F.2d at 293. The court went on to ob-
serve, however, that "[t]o the limited extent that that process might require the district judge
to find facts... we would review under a clearly erroneous standard." Id.
378. For example, in promulgating the telephone-cable cross-ownership rules, the FCC
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should not have to wait until would-be speakers are actually denied ac-
cess or can prove discrimination before it can impose conditions designed
to ensure nondiscriminatory access. Rather, even when a new service is
at issue, the likelihood of discrimination may be determined based on
experience with similar services, 7 the incentives created by a particular
industry structure, or the characteristics of the service that make it par-
ticularly susceptible to subtle discrimination.380
Since neither the FCC's video dialtone proposal nor the Cooper Bill
has yet been adopted, it is difficult to predict whether the proposed re-
strictions, if adopted, would be found constitutional. While the cable tel-
evision cross-ownership prohibition is the current law, the relevant
question is whether continuing the prohibition would maximize diversity
if the video dialtone proposal is adopted. This is the very question posed
in the FCC's 1991 Notice,31 and the answer will have to await further
action. One hopes that the commenters and the FCC will address
whether, with the virtually unlimited capacity of advanced fiber optic
networks, telephone companies retain incentives to discriminate against
competing content suppliers, and whether FCC enforcement can be re-
lied on to prevent discrimination.
If the Cooper Bill becomes law, Congress will make findings as to
the effect of the electronic publishing bar on diversity.38 2 Congress also
had a record of alleged discriminatory actions taken by telephone companies against fledgling
CATV operators. Section 214 Certificates, supra note 10, at 311-12.
379. For example, the videotex operator Prodigy has dropped subscribers because of the
content of messages transmitted over its network. Evelyn Richards, Dissident Prodigy Users
Cut off from Network, WASH. PosT, Nov. 3, 1990, at Cl. Subscribers who were unhappy
about planned price increases had used Prodigy's electronic mail feature to urge other sub-
scribers to boycott advertisers that buy time on Prodigy's network. Id. at C2. Prodigy pulled
the plug on some of the more outspoken dissidents, asserting that it was, like a newspaper, free
to publish what it chooses. Id. Obviously, the result of such actions is to reduce the amount of
speech and variety of viewpoints available to the public. Were the telephone company, on
whom private videotex operators such as Prodigy depend for transmission, to assert a similar
right to exclude viewpoints with which it disagreed, this effect would be magnified.
380. Thus, for example, while the district court in the AT&T case did not make findings of
actual discrimination in the information services markets (because AT&T had been barred
from providing information services by an earlier consent decree), it examined the industry
structure of the divested BOCs and found that the structure created incentives and abilities
analogous to those in the interexchange market in which actual discrimination had been
proved. It further found that the nature of information services made them particularly sus-
ceptible to discrimination and that regulation was unlikely to be successful in detecting and
preventing discrimination. See supra text accompanying notes 77-79.
381. See supra notes 31-32 and accompanying text.
382. House Bill 3515 includes a finding that "the provision of information services by the
divested operating companies prior to development of an effectively competitive telecommuni-
cations infrastructure would ... jeopardize the diversity of information sources and services."
H.R. 3515, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. § 2(a)(6) (1991). Furthermore, the House Telecommunica-
tions Subcommittee has held hearings in which key members expressed skepticism over the
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might adopt the findings of the district court in the AT&T litigation.
The district court clearly set forth the basis for its finding that prohibit-
ing telephone companies from providing content directly would maxi-
mize diversity.3" 3 Thus, it appears that an adequate record could be
made so that such restrictions could be upheld.
3. Advantages of This Approach
The two-step test proposed here is consistent with the Court's un-
derlying concerns in the corporate speech cases, even though the Court
employed a different test. In those cases, the Court was concerned with
maximizing the number of viewpoints available to the public. 3 4 Indeed,
one scholar has characterized Bellotti as adopting a theory of free speech
in which "more is more. The more speech and information circulating,
the better off society is and the better the first amendment is served.
385
Clearly, the public will have access to more speech if multiple entities are
deciding what information to put on the network. The proposed test
ensures that the maximum number of entities will be able to decide what
information will be transmitted. While it is true that in some cases the
telephone company's ability to determine content will be restricted, that
circumstance is limited to cases in which overall speech availability will
be maximized.
In the corporate speech cases, the Court also was concerned that the
press neither be afforded special privileges under the First Amendment
nor have its rights diminished because of its corporate form. In Bellotti
the majority reasoned that prior cases clearly recognized that media cor-
porations have First Amendment rights.38 6 In extending First Amend-
ment protection to corporations generally, it observed that "the press
does not have a monopoly on either the First Amendment or the ability
to enlighten. 3
8 7
FCC's ability to police discrimination and cross-subsidization in the newly opened information
services business. Markey Skeptical of FCC Control of RBOCs, BROADCASTING, Oct. 28, 1991,
at 28.
383. See supra notes 83-98 and accompanying text.
384. See, e.g., Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. v. Public Utils. Comm'n, 475 U.S. 1, 8, 13 (1986)
(plurality opinion); Consolidated Edison Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 530, 534-35
(1980); First Nat'l Bank v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 783 (1978).
385. Schneider, supra note 149, at 1235.
386. Bellotti, 435 U.S. at 781-82. The Court also rejected the position of the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court that corporations could not claim the liberty guaranteed by the Four-
teenth Amendment, and therefore any First Amendment rights of a corporation must derive
from its property rights. Id. at 778-80.
387. Id. at 782. The majority rejected the suggestion that communications by corporate
members of the institutional press were entitled to greater constitutional protection than other
corporations. This, the Court found,
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Chief Justice Burger emphasized his concern about the effect the
Massachusetts law could have "on the First Amendment rights of those
who employ the corporate form-as most do-to carry on the business of
mass communications, particularly the large media conglomerates. '388
He discussed whether the Press Clause conferred upon the "institutional
press" any freedom from government restraint not enjoyed by others
under the Speech Clause, concluding that "the First Amendment does
not 'belong' to any definable category of persons or entities. '3 9
In PG&E the plurality essentially treated the electric utility as if it
were a newspaper publisher. There, the electric company had distributed
its newsletter "Progress" along with its bills for over sixty years.390 In
concluding that the electric company should not be forced to distribute
the views of those with whom it disagrees, the decision relied heavily on
the Tornillo case, which struck down a statute that required a newspaper
to afford a right of reply.391
The tension between avoiding special treatment of the "institutional
press," while at the same time avoiding diminishing the rights of the
press because it takes a corporate form, also arose in Austin. 392 The stat-
ute at issue in that case prohibited corporations, except for media corpo-
rations, from using general treasury funds to support state candidates.393
The majority found that the exception for media corporations did not
violate equal protection, but rather ensured that the institutional press
was not hindered from reporting on and publishing editorials about
would not be responsive to the informational purpose of the First Amendment. Cer-
tainly there are voters in Massachusetts, concerned with such economic issues as the
tax rate, employment opportunities, and the ability to attract new business into the
State and to prevent established businesses from leaving, who would be as interested
in hearing appellants' views on a graduated tax as the views of media corporations
that might be less knowledgeable on the subject.
Id. at 782 n.18.
388. Id. at 796 (Burger, C.J., concurring). As to Massachusetts's concern that corpora-
tions amass vast wealth and power, Chief Justice Burger noted that media conglomerates
"pose a much more realistic threat to valid interests than do appellants and similar entities not
regularly concerned with shaping popular opinion on public issues." Id. at 797 (Burger, C.J.,
concurring) (citing Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. 241, 250 (1974)).
389. Id. at 802 (Burger, C.J., concurring).
390. The Court noted that "[i]n appearance no different from a small newspaper, Progress'
contents range from energy-saving tips to stories about wildlife conservation, and from billing
information to recipes." Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. v. Public Utils. Comm'n, 475 U.S. 1, 8 (1986)
(plurality opinion). It concluded that the newsletter contained "the kind of discussion of 'mat-
ters of public concern' that the First Amendment both fully protects and implicitly encour-
ages." Id. at 9 (plurality opinion) (quoting Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88, 101 (1940)).
391. See supra note 163.
392. Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce, 494 U.S. 652 (1990).
393. Id. at 655.
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newsworthy events.394 While not entitling the press to greater protection
under the Constitution, the unique role of the press in informing and
educating the public was found to provide a compelling reason for the
state to exempt media corporations from the scope of the political expen-
diture limitations.3 95
In his dissent, however, Justice Kennedy expressed the view that the
media exemption constituted an independent ground for invalidating the
statute.3 96 Starting from the premise that "[t]he First Amendment
would not tolerate a law prohibiting a newspaper or television network
from spending on political comment because it operates through a corpo-
ration," he reasoned that the rights of the institutional media are no
greater than those enjoyed by other corporations engaged in similar
activities. 97
Both the desire to avoid elevating the First Amendment protection
of one speaker beyond that afforded other speakers and the concern for
protecting the First Amendment rights of the press--even though it may
choose to operate in corporate form-are implicated by local telephone
company attempts to assert a First Amendment right to publish electron-
ically in a manner equivalent to that of other corporations. If restrictions
on the monopoly carrier's ability to speak are subjected to the traditional
two-track analysis and required to be no greater than essential or nar-
rowly tailored, the First Amendment rights of the monopoly carrier may
be elevated above all other speakers.398 Thus, instead of affording special
First Amendment rights to the institutional press, the court would be
affording special First Amendment rights to monopoly common carriers.
Applying the narrowly-tailored or no-greater-than-essential test
could also diminish the freedom of the traditional press. Here, the reduc-
tion results not because the press chooses to conduct business in corpo-
rate form, but because it chooses to distribute its views electronically
instead of by newsprint and delivery trucks. In the future, newspapers,
broadcasters, and other members of the "institutional press" are likely to
become more dependent upon access to electronic common carriers for
394. Id. at 667-68.
395. Id. at 668.
396. Id. at 712 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
397. Id. (Kennedy, J., dissenting). Justice Kennedy further observed:
The web of corporate ownership that links media and nonmedia corporations is
difficult to untangle for the purpose of any meaningful distinction. Newspapers, tele-
vision networks, and other media may be owned by parent corporations with multi-
ple business interests. Nothing in the statutory scheme prohibits a business corporate
parent from directing its newspaper to support or oppose a particular candidate.
Id. at 712-13 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
398. See supra text accompanying notes 231-47.
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distribution.399 The alternative approach would protect the existing First
Amendment rights of what is called the "institutional press" from ero-
sion by technology. At the same time, because common carriers must
transmit the messages of all who can pay without regard to content, no
special privilege is afforded the institutional press.
VI. CONCLUSION
At some point in the near future, the courts will have to address the
arguments of telephone companies that restricting them from providing
content over their own facilities violates their First Amendment rights.
Two different approaches have been suggested for analyzing these argu-
ments. The telephone companies have argued for the traditional ap-
proach, in which the court first determines whether the restriction is
content-based or content-neutral. The next step is to consider whether
the government's interest is sufficiently important and whether the means
are tailored narrowly enough to achieve the government's interest. Con-
tent-based restrictions generally require a more substantial government
interest and a closer fit between the ends and means than content-neutral
or conduct-based regulation, and thus are much less likely to survive
constitutional scrutiny.
The other approach, suggested by the Triennial Review decision, is
to apply a different First Amendment model to telephone companies be-
cause they are common carriers. Since common carriers, by definition,
hold themselves out to provide service to the public on a nondiscrimina-
tory basis and to carry intelligence of the customer's own choosing,
under this model common carriers have no right to speak at all by means
of their own facilities.
This Article demonstrates the difficulties with each of these ap-
proaches, as well as two others. In the alternative, it suggests that there
are really two separate questions that should be asked. The first question
is whether it violates the First Amendment to require a telephone com-
pany to act as a common carrier. The second question is whether it vio-
lates the First Amendment rights of a common carrier to prohibit it from
399. As the district court noted in AT&T:
[I]t is not at all inconceivable that electronic publishing, with its speed and conven-
ience will eventually overshadow the more traditional news media, and that a single
electronic publisher would acquire substantial control over the provision of news in
large parts of the United States.
United States v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131, 184 (D.D.C. 1982), aff'd sub nom. Maryland v.
United States, 460 U.S. 1001 (1983); see also PooL, supra note 203, at 233 (discussing how
print media is rapidly becoming electronic).
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providing content on the same terms and conditions as any other
customer.
So long as there can be only a single carrier or small number of
carriers serving a community, it does not violate the constitutional rights
of telephone companies to require them to provide carriage to the public
on a nondiscriminatory basis. Although the answer to the second ques-
tion depends on the specific facts, the appropriate test is whether it is
more likely than not that the restriction will maximize the quantity and
diversity of speech available to the public. In addition to avoiding the
difficulties inherent in the other approaches, this alternative approach
better protects the First Amendment interests of both the press and the
people.

